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A comparison of the effectiveness of 5 presentation methods 
for the teaching of spelling was made with 359 children, where the 
words to be learned were presented in either isolation or in context, 
and where the method of learning involved either the study of the 
whole word, the ’hard’ spot or the individual letters of each spelling* 
A battery of tests was given to the subjects in order to obtain measures 
of some of the individual characteristics thought to foe relevant to the 
investigation*
The administration of the test battery and working through the 
spelling learning programme covered a period of four months0 At the 
beginning of the investigation the age range of the children was from 
9 years 2 months to 10 years 3 months*
Results showed that a systematic approach to the learning of 
words leads to improvement in spelling performance* Analyses of 
variance revealed
lo Significant differences between the average gain scores
of the non-manual and manual social class groups, the latter 
making the larger gains*
2* Significant differences between the five presentation 
methods;
The five treatments were as followss-
Presentation
Method
Presentation Method
of
Learning
P List form of isolated words* Whole word
Q List form of words * meanings* Whole word
R Initially in a story* 
Then words + meanings + 
use in sentences*
Whole word*
S Initially in a story*
Then attention to 'hard spots' 
+ meanings -h use in sentences*
Part word
T Initially in a story*
Then attention to individual 
letters + meanings + use in 
sentences*
Part word
The results indicated that an approach which presents the 
words in context and utilises a whole word method of learning
(Presentation method R), is the most effective one to use 
with a whole class of mixed social class groups*
3* There were no significant differences between methods of 
learning which
(a) used an oral 
and
(b) a written response mode*
*fo Highly significant differences were found between a
learning task of four words and that of six words daily, 
with the latter giving consistently higher gain scores 
for presentation methods and social class groups*
Using standardised test results as measures of factors within 
the subjects, and the average pre-test, post test and gain scores as 
the dependent variables; three series of regression analyses were 
carried out* Results showed that by far the most powerful predictor 
of spelling performance v/as the spelling age* The highest additional 
contribution to the pre-test and gain scores being made by the verbal 
reasoning quotient, and to the post test scores by the silent reading 
age* The child variables of spelling age, verbal reasoning quotient, 
reading age, and the recall of words, (using visual and auditory 
presentation), measured immediately before the beginning of the 
learning of the sets of words, showed high inter-correlations and 
also correlated highly with the three dependent variables*
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SECTION :i 
I N T R O D U C T I O N
A. Are Spelling: Standards Low? ^
Before considering possible factors which might play an 
important role in determining the standard of spelling, it 
seems pertinent to question whether the present day standards 
give cause for concern. Do people, and in particular children, 
of to-day, experience difficulty in spelling correctly? Has 
there been a deterioration in the standard of spelling ability 
during this century?
Subjective evidence seems to point to a lack of ability 
to spell correctly. In everyday life one constantly comes 
across examples of words misspelt; for example, two different 
shops in one High street recently were displaying the following 
signs:-
'Strawberrys - 15p a punet' and 'Straberris - picked to-day.'
In another shop not long ago was the notice:-
' SALE - Carpet Peaces.'
A road sign to warn motorists read:­
' DANGER. SLOW.
TEMPRORY ROAD SURFACE.'
The Black Paper Two quotes the following items from 
newspapers:«
From The Times, March:
"Some of the 250 boys taking an examination to become
craft apprentices at Winfrith Atomic Energy Establishment at
Dorchester, Dorset, could not spell their own Christian names 
correctly, officials at the establishment said to-day.
Most could not spell the words 'secondary' or 'apprentice­
ship' .
From The Daily Mail, June:
A teacher commenting on marking approximately 5°0 GCE 
scripts at '0* level English Language said:-
"I barely understood sentences like these: 'The sun
was shinning and the day tripers injoyed the earm and beaty 
and quite of the peesfull countryside’. 
or
-1~
'My fiend becan to feel nervus and startid to swet.'
But I really did get a little bothered over sentences like this: 
'Irriterbul dad cliped peets eerol hes allways up to all 
posiable mischiff amanagebel.t,f
Certainly I have found that the standard of spelling 
shown by students in a college of education is generally low©
Frequent mistakes of non technical words such as:-
Correct spelling Incorrect Versions
Accommodation acomodation, accomodation
are constantly appearing, and it is a matter for concern when 
one remembers that all these students have got at least 'O' 
level English Language and that they are going to be responsible 
for teaching children.
Qualified, experienced teachers are not always careful 
enough with ensuring that correct word forms are presented to 
the children. Just to quote two examples, from teachers' captions 
to wall pictures in Primary Schools: .
'OUR WINTER FREEZE' and 'HIEGHT GRAPH'*
Children's written work also often shows an inability to 
spell even the most commonly used words correctly®
e.g., from a nine year old girl's story about Columbus:- 
"I am one of Christopher Columbuses men. We beleaped the 
wold was flat. But Christopher was shory the wold was rond.
Once we went and foiche but the wold did not finihs now we rely 
no the wold is rohd".
academic
development
disadvantage
existence
profession
occasion
receive
successful
separate
acedemic
developement
dissadvantage
existance
proffesion
ocassion, occaision,
occassion.
recieve
sucessful, sucessfull 
seperate
Is there any evidence to support such subjective findings?
Most of the studies done seem to indicate a deterioration in 
standards,, Doyle (1956) in an investigation with 1,^15 pupils 
through grades 2 to 8, decided that spelling ability high lighted 
by the sample in 1956 showed a deterioration from ability to spell 
compared with children in 1918, The comparison was made by using 
the 1918 Buckingham Extension of the Ayres Spelling Scale and a 
modern spelling test. Sifferd (19*+7) obtained similar results 
with a sample of 921 children through grades ^ to 8, Fox and 
Eaton (19^7) found that k&% of the children they studied were 
backward in spelling and that the average retardation was 1-g- 
grades. Working with older pupils, Ayer (1951) found that by 
comparing the median scores of subjects for words presented in 
standardized tests there was a decline in ability to spell 
correctly from 1915 to 1925 to 1950 with ninth grade students.
One can criticize such studies on several scores. Firstly, 
much of the research into the decline in ability to spell comes 
from America and the results are not necessarily applicable to 
Britain. Secondly, attempts to compare a present day sample of 
children with groups 30 years ago is not very valid. The samples 
are not matched and different methods have often been used to 
obtain the data. Thirdly, results showing that average scores 
obtained by children today are below those given as standardized 
norms for word lists compiled 50 years ago do not necessarily 
prove a decline in standard of spelling. Most people would agree 
that children will learn to spell more readily the words they need 
to use in writing and so the words being tested in this way might 
have less relevance to the children than they did to children half 
a century ago. On the other hand, many of the words are basic 
core words, such as house, come, which still remain essential for 
all as part of a fundamental written vocabulary.
From such observations it seems reasonable to assume that, 
even if proof of a decline in spelling ability over the past fifty 
years or so is not definite, the standard of spelling ability shown 
by children and adults today is lower than is desirable.
Bo Possible Reasons to Explain Why Primary School Children 
Experience Difficulty With Spelling To-day.
Assuming the probability of a decline in standard it is 
not easy to prove that any one or group of factors can be held 
responsible. It is only possible to hazard guesses as to probable 
contributory causes.
One possible explanation of a change in children’s spelling 
ability is the change in methods of teaching reading. The 
’look and say' approach has attention placed on the recognition 
of the 'shape' of a word and the initial building up of a sight 
vocabulary. This might not help the child to learn to spell the 
words; whereas the phonic approach focuses the child's attention 
on the sound and the shape of a letter or a combination of letters.
Russell (19*0)» Templin (195*0 Ibeling (1961) suggest 
that training in phonics is an aid to spelling achievement.
However, Peters (1967) in two experiments with eight year old 
children compared the spelling ability of children taught by the 
'look and say' method with those taught by phonic methods, and 
also compared those who learned to read in traditional orthography 
with children learning in the initial teaching alphabet medium, 
illthough the groups differed significantly in the types of spelling 
errors they made, the spelling attainment level reached was not 
significantly different either for reading method or medium.
Another possible factor to be considered is the change in 
beliefs about the way in which children learn. This has led 
Primary Schools to a move away from formal methods of teaching to 
an informal approach. Accompanying this has been the trend towards 
a freer timetable, the break down of rigid subject compartments 
with children now following their interests and learning through 
their environment and experiences. Although many Primary School 
teachers still think in terms of subjects, such as Mathematics 
and Reading in order to evaluate the progress of the pupils, and 
might be working from flexible schemes of work to ensure development 
in such skills, the 'subject' Spelling rarely features in such 
records.
Probably this is due to the increasing emphasis over the last 
few decades on encouraging children's free writing and fluency of 
expression. It is felt that this inhibits if every mistake is
Jt-
underlined and needs correction. Bennett (1967) while pointing 
out that most people would agree that correct spelling is desir­
able suggests that the criticism of the emphasis placed on ability 
to spell has been continuing during this century arises mainly 
because, ’’some authorities have been concerned that insistence on 
correct spelling may interfere with the development of spontaneous 
written expression”.
Certainly the Plowden Report (1967) comes out heavily in 
favour of this view. To quote, paragraph 603:-
”In a growing number of junior schools, there is free, fluent 
and copi©^ writing on a great variety of subject matter ..... 
Sometimes it is called ’creative writing1 o.o.. Its essence is 
that much of it is personal and that the writers are communicating 
something that has really engaged their minds and their imaginations. 
To this kind of writing ..... we give an unqualified welcome.”
What does the report have to say about correction of 
mistakes? It does not seem to be unduly worried about errors. 
Children should be helped ’’when inaccuracy impedes communication”, 
(paragraph 602).
It queries whether there has been a ’’decline in formal 
excellence”, (paragraph 607.)
The only specific mention of Spelling in the Report 
(paragraph 609)» suggests that attention to errors in sentence 
construction, punctuation and spelling is only necessary when 
they ’’get in the way of communication”, and not for ’’the careless 
slips that everyone makes throughout life”.
Confusion appears to exist in the minds of many Primary 
School teachers today as to whether spelling mistakes should be 
corrected, and if so, when and how. Peters (1970) gives some 
examples of the ^ orjDof comments teachers made in answer to the (
question, ’How do you think spelling should be taught?’ She 
also found that of this sample of 65 teachers of third and fourth 
year Junior children, h-3% put spelling in middle place in relation 
to vividness of writing; speed and quantity of output; and grammar 
and punctuation as important aspects of children's free writing.
As Peters says, these results suggest that teachers’ attitudes 
put Spelling as, ”an ability to be considered but not emphasized”.
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The decline in the prominence of the formal teaching 
of spelling is also due to the controversy which has existed 
since the turn of the century as to whether children will 
acquire good spelling incidentally or whether they need 
systematic instruction.
Rice (l897)i Cornman (1902) and Burnham (1906) suggested 
that ability to spell was more effectively acquired through 
incidental learning.
On the other hand, Wallin (1910), and Winch (1913) decided 
that systematic instruction in spelling was necessary and gave 
better results than when the learning was left for acquisition 
through incidental learning.
Sherwin (1969) cites a study by E.R. Sifert where 78 
children were tested on two lists of 200 words of equal difficulty. 
One list was of words previously studied, and the other of unstudied 
words. The results showed that the children of eighth grade only 
obtained 1.8^ better results on the studied words than on the 
unstudied, but Sherwin criticizes the findings for not controlling 
the method of instruction.
Almack and Staffelbach (1933) query the efficiency of the 
teaching method used when evidence is cited showing that incidental 
learning is more advantageous. They suggest that, "When incidental, 
teaching is matched against good direct teaching, the results are 
uniformly favourable to the latter".
Hildreth (1953) comparing children’s ability to spell words 
which frequently appear in basic readers with words of similar 
difficulty which do not, concludes that many of the former are 
more likely to be spelt correctly, but Fitzgerald (1951a)found 
that most of the 100 misspelt words, (spelling 'demons’) are to 
be found in the 1,000 words with the highest frequency in reading. 
Nisbet (19^1) suggested that although children will learn to spell 
new words from reading them, the proportion successfully acquired 
is only about one in every twenty five words, and concludes that 
"this gain is not sufficient to justify the neglect of specific 
spelling instruction".
Hildreth (1955) suggests that there is no need to look at 
the issue of incidental versus systematic instruction but sees 
the child acquiring words incidentally and also requiring systematic 
instruction in learning to spell the words he needs in his writing.
~ 6~
Bennett (1967) in a revue of the literature on this topic 
concludes that the evidence shows that the formal study based on 
word lists does not make much direct contribution to learning to 
spell correctlyo He does point, however, to the possibility that 
such study might have a positive affect, indirectly, on learning by 
improving the pupil’s learning efficiency and affecting the learning 
of words not on the presented study lists® In his summary of the 
analysis of the position of spelling teaching, Bennett suggests:-
’’Any training or experiences which even marginally increase 
the ability to learn unconsciously from reading, writing and listening 
would make a considerable contribution to total learning1’® and goes on 
to say:-
’’The ability to learn spelling 'incidentally' may be 
'systematically' developed in a variety of skills and habits”®
~ 7~
It seems on the evidence available that incidental learning 
is important and should be fully utilized, but it needs to be 
supplemented with some direct systematic instruction.
Nisbet (1941) analysed 2,288 mistakes in written composition 
of 42 children, aged 11 « 14, for errors in punctuation, 
spelling, use of capital letters, grammar, style and \isage, 
word meanings, abbreviated forms and handwriting, and found 
that 2?®1$ of the errors were misspellings. He concludes that,
"It appears that specific spelling instruction is necessary for 
children of this age".
Some children experience more difficulty than others in the 
ability to spell correctly® This raised the question as to how 
much the differences in spelling competence can be attributed 
to the characteristics of the individual learner® Artley (1948), 
and Archer (1956) stress the need for individuals to develop at 
their own rate® Many authorities stress the fact that children 
will best learn to spell the words they need to write and there­
fore children should compile their own lists of words to learn 
rather than use the lists provided by the teacher® However, 
Freyberg (1964) found that the poorer spellers made more mistakes 
when tested on their individual lists than when tested on teacher 
prepared lists and offers as an explanation, the fact that duller 
and younger children v/rite less and so have less practice than 
the brighter child who is using a larger written vocabulary® He 
suggests that the less bright and younger pupils should have to 
learn spellings from teacher compiled lists and their own learning 
lists® Guiler and Lease (1942) had children learning spelling by 
a systematic programme of individual diagnosis of their own 
mistakes and learning which was, for them, the difficult spot in 
each word® Y/hen tested this group did better than the control 
group on tests but as Sherwin (1969) points out, the experimenters 
failed to isolate the separate factors which contributed to this 
finding® Furthermore, the experimenters state that the control 
group were taught by conventional group instruction procedures 
but failed to clarify the method utilised®
Guiler and Lease (1942) also subdivided both the experimental 
and the control groups into high, middle and lower thirds according 
to IoQ® levels® They found that there was a positive relationship
The Need For A Systematic Approach.,
between intelligence and achievement in spelling shown by the 
gain scores®
How important a factor is intelligence? Gates (1926) found 
a positive correlation between intelligence and spelling ability 
where children of low intelligence are more likely to be poor 
spellers but at the same time, high intelligence does not 
necessarily mean good spelling ability®
Williamson (1933) listed seven factors which play an impor­
tant part in achieving mastery of spelling, of which verbal 
intelligence was one® Cook (1957) in a- study evaluationg two 
methods of teaching spelling found that intelligence was an 
important factor in learning to spell; and Aaron (1961) found 
that intelligence was a significant predictor of spelling 
achievement at fourth and eighth grades when considered in 
combination with ability to spell phonetic syllables and sylla­
bication ability. Carroll (1930) showed that bright children 
are able to generalise more than dull children but felt that even 
for the brighter child, generalisation is probably less helpful 
in learning to spell than accurate perception and associative 
learning. Peters (1970) found that the best predictor of good 
spelling attainment was verbal intelligence and the second main 
predictor was visual perception of word forms.
Spache (19^1) obtained from previous studies of spelling 
57 correlations between intelligence and spelling, and calculated 
the mean correlation as being + 0 .^56. However, the range was 
wide and with the lowest correlation being * 0.08. This was 
indicative, said Spache, that poor spellers can be of average 
or above average intelligence, and conversely good spellers are 
not necessarily of above average intelligence. Spache admits 
that these findings are not related to age placements.
Russell (1937) having removed the influence of the number 
of terms children had been in school, obtained a correlation of 
+ 0.59 between intelligence and good spelling, and one of +.0.27 
between intelligence and poor spelling. He concludes that the 
poor spelling group might well contain children showing little 
relationship between their mental abilities and their spelling 
achievement.
Russell (1937) comparing the median I.Q.’s of the poor and 
good spelling groups, found they were very similar and that the 
average I.Q. of the poor spellers was 101. Furness (195&), cites 
a study by Mary E. Palmer which gave the average I.Q.'s for good
.10-
spellers and poor spellers, respectively, as 125 and 118.
After summarising other evidence, Furness concludes that all 
evidence tends to show that poor spellers are not lower in 
average I.Q.'s than a sample from the general population©
Gilbert and Gilbert (19*f2) also show that differences 
exist in good eye movements between good and poor spellers, 
and also suggest that this is not necessarily a cause of 
differences in spelling ability but an accompanying factor 
through lack of proper study habits.
Schonell (I9*f2), and Russell (1937) show that the biggest 
differences between good and bad spellers relate to academic 
factors© Russell suggests that this difference might well be 
due to the good speller having "mastered a group of specific 
techniques", and proposes that "the possession or lack of such 
a group of basic skills is probably one of the greatest factors 
in spelling success or disability".
In a very comprehensive analysis of aspects of spelling 
ability at Uppsala University, Sweden, the inter correlations 
were subjected to factor analysis© Reporting on this research, 
Ahlstrom (196*0 shows that the highest factor associated with 
spelling ability was found to be a verbal one. This was defined 
as "a language instruction factor", which attributes the factor 
score variations as being due to "formal training in reading and 
writing".
The second highest factor revealed was that of ability in 
auditory discrimination, and the third, that of immediate memory 
for visual material. As previously mentioned, Peters (1970) 
found that visual perception of word forms was second to verbal 
intelligence in prediction of good achievement in spelling.
Russell (1937) showed that poor spellers are more likely to make 
mistakes in letter reversals, auditory discrimination and ability 
to make left to right eye movements, but goes on to suggest that 
such differences might be due, not only to constitutional factors, 
but to lack of proper training and study habits. He says that 
poor spellers are usually characterized by their lack of an effici« 
ent mode of attack.
Individual differences exist and the teacher must be able to 
diagnose individual problems and provide suitable remedial help 
as well as allowing for the more favoured child's ability to 
acquire good spelling more readily than others from incidental 
sources.
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Nevertheless, the evidence seems to indicate that probably the 
majority of children would benefit from having some systematic 
teaching in order to obtain competence in spelling« Peters (1970) 
says i-
"It is quite clear from the evidence that the teacher’s role 
is vital, and that if the teacher is rational and systematic in 
the teaching of spelling, using directly or indirectly, words the 
children ask for in their writing, competence in spelling can be 
achieved by those linguistically less favoured"o
"Spelling, like any other subject in the curriculum, has to 
be taught", suggests Artley (19^8), as one of five generalisations 
which should be considered when one is concerned with improvement 
of standards in spelling. Most seem to agree that many children 
need to be given a method of learning to spell and that instruction 
should be systematically planned; the main problem is in devising 
an approach which will effectively aid the majority of children. 
Whilst realising that individual characteristics in the learner 
could make a specific method of study more applicable to one child 
than to another, the class teacher needs to be able to give the 
children definite guidance and techniques for the mastery of new 
words. As Fitzgerald (1953b) points out in discussing methods of 
learning, although it might be difficult to find one method which 
will suit all the children it should be possible to utilise a group 
method of instruction which will meet the needs of most of the 
children; a method which is systematic in its approach and which 
comprises ’definite steps of learning'.
One factor which most consider necessary as an aid to spelling 
is that of pronunciation. Campanale (1962) cites studies by 
Broehl and by Sister Josephine which emphasise the necessity for 
correct pronunciation. Where a method for the learning of words is 
given, as in Russell (1957)* Fitzgerald (1951),(b), Arvidson (i960) 
and Freyberg (i960), saying the word is put as one of the first steps 
in the techniques used to study new words.
Many advocate a multi-sensory approach. Schonell (19^ -2) 
suggests that for efficiency in spelling, "perceptual impressions, 
auditory and visual, must fuse with motor responses, articulatory 
and graphic", and goes on to say that, "for all pupils the visual, 
auditory and articulatory elements in words are firmly cemented by 
writing'.... The child must write the words several times to get 
the "feel" of it.”
Almack and Staffelbaclc (1953) believe that spelling involves 
four images, the sight of a word, the sound of a word, the way the 
word feels when written and the way a word feels when spoken. 
Strickland (1955) in reviewing the research on spelling recommends 
a method which incorporates seeing, hearing, speaking and writing.
What Sort of Systematic Approach?
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In an experimental investigation with fourth and sixth grade 
children, Kuhn and Schroeder (1971) used the correcting of tests 
in spelling by the children as a method of learning© The control 
group marked from listening to the teacher read the correct spelling, 
whereas the experimental group also had an overlay for each test which 
enabled a visual comparison to be made at the same time as the 
teacher was reading the correct spelling© Post tests given six weeks 
after the completion of four sets of work showed that the experimental 
group obtained significantly higher scores of achievement than the 
control group© Kuhn and Schroeder contend that the results uphold 
their belief "that using multi-sensory experiences contributes to 
the development of a more accurate perception of a spelling word"©
One could question whether this was a multi-sensory approach as it 
appeared to use only the visual and auditory senses©
Fernald (19*1-3) stresses the importance of kinaesthetic 
experience in learning, particularly for the backward child who 
might have a weakness in one sensory imput; the additional information 
obtained from writing and tracing will help compensate, it is conten­
ded for the less accurate observation via, for example, the visual 
impressions, and will lead to greater accuracy in recall© Russell 
(1937), however, in his diagnostic study of good and poor spellers, 
suggested that although the poorer spellers tend to do slightly 
better if the method of learning involves arm and hand movements, 
it is likely that good spellers are using a less obvious kinaes­
thetic reinforcement by utilising lip and throat movements© However, 
Higley and Higley (1936) in an experiment with fifth and sixth grade 
children used visual perception of v/ords as the first stage in 
learning to spell© The results obtained upheld their hypothesis 
that children must initially learn to see the word and that the child 
must not be "confused by introducing auditory or kinaesthetic impres­
sions from the motor act of speaking, spelling or writing the word"© 
Hanna and Hanna (1967) contend that spelling is a matter of 
encoding where pupils have to respond muscularly to aural - oral 
cues in order to select the appropriate grapheme which will represent 
the phoneme of a word. They suggest that, "Haptic and visual 
reinforcement of learning spelling best comes from practice of having 
the child write the word correctly in a natural situation© His 
haptic reinforcement results from the combined sensori-motor experi­
ences that are both kinaesthetic and tactile© His visual perception 
of the word will be as it appears in his own handwriting©" One way to
-14-
reinforce learning is for the pupil to write the word correctly 
a number of times in isolation/’provided the pupil takes pains 
to observe the arrangement of the graphemes within the word he 
is writing”. (N.B. Grapheme = Spelling unit).
From the evidence it seems reasonable to suggest that an 
approach which requires the child to see, hear and say the word 
is likely to be successful and that, for some, the additional 
aid of writing the word could also help the learning process.
Less clear cut, however, is the evidence of the possible 
contribution that other factors might make towards a better 
method in spelling instruction. Spache (1941) cites studies such 
as Russell’s 'Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers', and 
McGovney's ’Spelling Deficiencies in Children of Superior General 
Ability', which found that poor spellers were inferior in such 
phonetic skills as being able to give letter for sound, and vice- 
versa, and in ability to blend letters into syllables; and 
summarizes by saying that there is "ample evidence to conclude 
that phonetic knowledge and skills play an important part in 
spelling ability".
Aaron (1959) concluded from the results of an experiment with 
children at the fourth and eighth grade levels that spelling 
achievement was helped by the spelling of phonetic syllables.
Ibeling (1961) gave children extra work on phonics and concluded 
that not only skills of visual analysis, and phonic knowledge 
significantly increased, but also the spelling ability of the 
children in the second grade.
On the other hand, Hahn (1964), in an experiment which was 
also with second graders, obtained results which led him to 
conclude that, "Intensive phonics instruction in reading does 
not increase spelling ability with pupils in the primary grades".
He found that the children who did best on the spelling tests 
were in the school which used a broad language approach to spelling 
utilising meaningful written situations.
Jackson (1953) comparing the spelling ability of two groups, 
found that the experimental group, who learned through a word 
analysis approach incorporating attention to phonetic blendings, 
root relationships and similarity of endings did not do significantly 
better than the control group who learned using a text book approach.
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Carroll (1930) found that bright children tackling unknown 
words were more Llikely to spell them phonetically than dull 
children. Carroll suggested that this difference i^ as probably 
due to brighter children having a greater ability to generalize.
Personke (1966) comparing the spelling achievement of Scottish 
and American children at ages of seven, eleven and fourteen, found 
differences in favour of the children from Scotland. Analysis of 
the most common misspellings showed that at ages seven and eleven 
the Scottish children made more phonetic attempts at spelling than the 
American sample, which was attributed to the fact that the main differ­
ences in instruction was that the Scottish children spent more time 
on learning phonetic generalisations than their American counterparts. 
Differences were not significant at age fourteen, suggesting that as 
they got older the American children improved in phonetic generaliz­
ations. In a further study with fourteen year olds, Personke (1967) 
found that if phonetic generalizations are indicated and their use 
taught, then generalization ability can be improved particularly 
with those who are poor at spelling. He goes on to suggest that 
better spellers are more likely to be of a higher intelligence 
quotient, citing the average correlation between spelling score and 
intelligence quotient as being in the range of .57 to .78, and 
therefore more likely to generalise with or without definite teaching.
One of the variables looked at by Peters (1970) was whether 
the development of ability to generalize was attributable to 
maturation. She compared a school where spelling was not taught 
\tfith the whole sample. She found that whereas in the whole sample 
12.I8% improved and 11.55% deteriorated in generalization ability 
between the ages of nine and ten, in the school where children 
received no instruction in spelling, only 5% improved and as many 
as 2k% deteriorated in this ability. Peters concludes that "ability 
to generalize may coincide with the development of formal operational 
thinking, but it is clear from the evidence in the case of this 
particular skill that such generalization is dependent on rational 
and systematic teaching procedures".
Cook (1957) compared the learning of spellings of children 
aged between seven and twelve who were taught by W o  methods. The 
experimental group had a work book approach which combined phonetic 
teaching and structural analysis with words frequently studied in 
context. The control group studied each word as a whole and as an
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individual problem© Results showed that the method used by the 
control group was more effective in producing good spellers, 
defined as those obtaining at least 93% of the correct spellings©
Cook suggests that the result indicates that words are more 
effectively learned if studied as a whole, v/ith sufficient amount 
of drill, and suggests that too much analysis of words probably 
leads to confusion in the minds of the pupils calling for attention 
to instructions, coping with the mechanics of activities such as 
filling in blanks instead of allowing the child to focus on a study 
of the actual word©
Hartmann (1931) also found that good spellers are more able to 
perceive a word as a v/hole than are the poorer spellers© Higley and 
Higley (1936) concluded that initial learning should be of the whole 
word with no special attention to phonetic combinations or individual 
letters; and Horn (19**8) concluded that presentation of words in 
syllable form was not any better for learning than an individual 
method of presenting the word© However, Groff (1971) after 
summarising the previous experiments on syllabication suggests that 
such investigations have used the way that dictionaries divide words 
into syllables© Such divisions are, he contends, artificial and it 
would be more pertinent as an aid to spelling, to use the identifi­
cation of the closed syllable©
In a study with 35 fifth graders over a period of three months, 
Wolff (1952) analysed the types of errors the children made in three 
different writing situations; namely essays, weekly spelling tests 
and an achievement test at the end of the school year© She reported 
that 36©3% of the total number of errors made were phonetic in origin 
and that the majority of these were located in 'hard spots' especially 
in diphthongs, double letters and final 'e' endings© Wolff suggests 
that these findings indicate a need for emphasis on visual and 
auditory imagery, and that words to be taught could be grouped 
according to common difficulties as an aid to spelling improvement©
It is probably pertinent at this point to ask what is meant by 
the phrase 'a hard spot'? McKee (1939) suggests one definition is 
that a 'hard spot' is "a common form of misspelling a word"© In 
introducing a new word for study, he contends that for the teacher 
to draw the attention of the children to a common misspelling is 
assuming, not only that the teacher has knowledge of the most likely 
misspelling but also that the word has, indeed, got a common misspel­
ling© McKee points out that this last assumption is an erroneous
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one, and cites his own study as well as those by Ashbaugh,
Masters, McCauley and Mendenhall x^ hich show that very few
words have got a common form of misspelling; (defined as accounting
for more than 50% of the total errors made in spelling a word)®
Gates (1937) also found that drawing the attention to 'hard 
spots' was not very effective as an aid to spelling improvement®
In his analysis of 3?876 common words he found that although 78*2% 
of the total errors made in incorrect spellings occur in the 'hard 
spots', less than 50?£ of the pupils made the same mistake® Further­
more Gates tested the children at each grade on words thought suitable 
for children a year older, in order to compile a more comprehensive 
list of errors, so the percentage of about 90% making a similar 
misspelling is probably an over estimate® As Horn (i960) says, to 
have the attention of all pupils in a class drawn to a 'hard spot' 
would waste the time of more than half of the pupils® Fitzgerald 
(1931) also agrees that 'hard spot' marking would only be of value 
if all children found it difficult, an assumption, he suggests 
which is unproven, and cites from a study by Neuman the misspelling 
'hankerchiefs' as being the commonest error, and yet it only occurred 
in lh% of the total mistakes®
As previously mentioned, Guiler and Lease (19^2) found the 
marking of difficult spots by underlining an aid to spelling, but 
this was done on an individual basis where pupils first located 
their own problem areas in words and studied them® Also the experi­
menters do not explain the method of instruction used by the control 
group other than stating that it v/as by a "conventional group 
instruction procedure"®
McKee (1939) gives a second definition of 'hard spot', as 
being, "the part of a word in which most of the spelling errors 
occur"® Using the term in this connotation, the evidence seems to 
point more clearly to the existence of many words having specific 
areas which are more likely to be misspelled®
Gates (1937) found that 95°9/^  of all the words examined had 
one or two specific areas of difficulty or 'hard spots', where the 
errors were made® McKee (1937) cites Mendenhall's analysis of the 
spelling of 2,300 words by 600 children which also locates specific 
'hard spots' in the words® Amongst the findings the following are 
of interest herei-
1® The 'hard spot' is often located in the centre or to the 
right of the centre of the word®
2® Later syllables cause more difficulty than the first 
syllables of a word®
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3» The final letters, silent letters and double letters 
are often omittedc
Sherwin (1969) cites a study by Tireman, where children of 
different ages had spellings to learn which were either unmarked 
or with the ’hard spot' indicated by underlining, or use of colour. 
Results indicated that marking the 'hard spots' was not of value. 
Tireman felt that at any age, for successful learning of spellings 
children need to write every letter of a word and in the right 
order., Sherwin commenting on this and other similar studies, 
suggests that such practices as drawing attention to supposed 
'hard spots’ alters the pupil's visual image of the word, and is, 
therefore, probably a doubtful practice.
Wallin (1965) in a study with fourth grade Swedish children 
found that for both actual words and nonsense words dictated to the 
pupils, misspellings tended to be in the middle of words® The words 
were between six and eight letters in length. Gilbert and Gilbert 
(19^2) reporting on differences in eye movements between good and bad 
spellers, previously mentioned, found that whereas the poorer spellers 
looked longer at the words, their attention was irregular and that 
the better spellers focused more on the 'hard spots'. This suggests 
that for children v/ho have not acquired good study habits, help in 
fixing the attention on difficult areas might be of use.
Artley (19^8) puts the matter succinctly when he suggests that, 
'hard spots' "should always be noted in a positive manner - emphasi­
zing what to do in a word in which an error is likely to be made, 
rather than telling them what to avoid".
Another question often asked when considering ways to improve 
spelling is whether it is helpful to ensure that the meaning of a 
word to be studied is known by the pupil?
Straub (19^2) felt that meaning should come first before 
attempts to learn the spelling of a word. Almack and Staffelbach 
(1933)j Williamson (1933)* and Johnson (1956) stress knowledge of 
itford meanings as an important factor and Artley (19^8) says that if 
the child does not know the meaning of a word he will not utilise it 
in writing and speech.
However, McKee (1939) and Horn (1958) contend that teaching of 
meaning of words to be studied could be wasteful as the children 
should be learning spelling mastery of words they need to write and 
so are learning to spell words already in their oral vocabulary. It 
is only the relatively few unfamiliar words which will need to have 
the meanings taught.
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On the other hand Almack and Staffelbach (1935) found that 
misspellings decreased when the meanings were known. Spache (19^1) 
cites two studies which also indicate that knowledge of meaning is 
an important factor. One by Hollingworth claims that 66 §■% more 
misspellings occur in the spelling of words where the meaning is 
either unknown or uncertain. The results of the other study, by 
Reed, indicate that the class which received instruction in meanings 
and spellings made more gains and retained more than the class which 
was only taught the spellings. Spache obtained an average correlation 
coefficient of + 0.60 between spelling and vocabulary from an analysis 
of *+1 coefficients from previous studies.
Almach and Staffelbach (1935) obtained a similar coefficient, 
and contended that, although the factor of intelligence was probably 
present in the factors of spelling and vocabulary knowledge thus 
accounting for some of the correlation, the knowledge of meaning was 
a better determinant of spelling achievement than intelligence.
In an experiment with sixth grade pupils Richmond (i960) also 
concluded that vocabulary knowledge was a more significant decisive 
factor than intelligence for spelling success and that a major cause 
of poor spelling could be attributed to verbal and linguistic 
retardation.
Hughes (1953) in a study controlled the effect of I.Q. by 
limiting the study to those within the I.Q. range of 90 to 110. He 
obtained a correlation betv/een word meaning and spelling of + 0.6^ 
and suggested that this implied that, "the child in spelling must 
have rich associations with the meaning of the word which he writes 
in his spelling activity".
Using educational records for approximately 200 children at 
each grade level from three to twelve Townsend (19^7) obtained a 
median correlation betv/een vocabulary and spelling of + 0.629. The 
correlation she obtained between comprehension and spelling was 
somewhat lower, + 0.511° The implications of these results, she 
suggests are that there is a "definite tendency for good spellers to 
have superior vocabularies and to read well, and for retardation in 
spelling to be associated with low vocabulary and inferior reading 
comprehension". She then asks, "Does this not suggest that remedial 
work in spelling may well be combined with v/ork in word meaning?".
An average correlation of + 0.60 was obtained by Spache (19^1 b) 
between spelling and reading from *1-1 separate correlations, but 
mental age was not taken into consideration as a factor. Ahlstrom
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(196^) found that there was a relationship between reading and 
spelling, especially reading aloud®
That there should be a relationship between two such aspects 
of language does not seem surprising as it is likely that some 
basic language skills exist, which if mastered, help in both 
reading and spelling® However, this does not explain why some 
children can be good at reading and poor at spelling® Nor does 
the existence of a positive correlation between reading and 
spelling achievement imply that to improve reading will also 
improve spelling standards® As Hildreth (1955) puts its-
,fNo one knows precisely how much spelling is learned from 
reading® However, since much of learning to spell is unquestionably 
a by-product of reading, one way to improve spelling is through word 
study in reading"® This latter point does not appear to have been 
scientifically established® Luther (1935) found that with no 
direction of attention to spelling of words in reading material, 
there was a marked improvement on immediate recall of the words; 
and that this improvement was more noticeable with the good spellers 
than with the bad ones® This indicates a possible learning of 
spellings through an 'incidental* approach, but it does not suggest 
that such learning would be sustained®, in fact, Luther feels that 
without reviewing the words learned, the improvement would become 
lost®
Investigations into the teaching of spellings in a contextual 
situation appear to have concentrated on comparisons of List vs® 
Context presentations which were carried out some time ago® Distad 
and Davis (1929), after initially presenting each word to be studied 
in a sentence to illustrate the word meaning, tested the children by 
either a list or a sentence dictation test® Children studied their 
misspellings and were retested by the same method, as before® 
Vocabulary tests given after each week's work indicated that the 
sentence-dictation spelling was more effective than the column- 
dictated in teaching word meanings, but does not compare the spelling 
results®
Hawley and Gallup (1922) found that children spelt better when 
words were given in a list form than when they were asked to write 
whole sentences which contained the words to be spelled® Although 
this experiment was with a large sample (1,100 children) and covered 
a wide age range (7 - 1 5) it does not really show that the learning 
of words which are presented in list form is more effective than
words taught in context. The children, when writing complete 
sentences, have more on which to concentrate than those presented 
with isolated words. Apart from a pre-test of 25 words to assess 
initial spelling ability of each child, and this was not a standard­
ized test, no account of the possible interaction of other variables 
is made.
A more controlled experiment was conducted by McKee (192?) where 
the two groups were initially matched for spelling ability and they 
received both the column and the context forms of tests. The experi­
ment was in three parts with pupils of the seventh grade and results 
showed that the children, when studying and tested by words presented 
in column form, made better progress in spelling than when studying 
by phrase, or sentence or paragraph form.
Horn (1958) after summarizing the evidence suggests that it has 
been clearly shown that contextual presentation is inferior to list 
presentation. A study by Zyve (1931) seems to show that the 
average gain score in spelling for children studying the spelling 
of words in isolation is 19 compared to that of 21 for children 
studying the words by writing them in sentences. Re-grouping the 
children for high, middle and low initial spelling scores, shows no 
differences between them in spelling improvement, thus indicating 
that spelling improvements could be attributed to the method for all 
children and were not confined to either good or bad spellers.
However, a closer examination of this experiment reveals some 
methodological inadequacies. In the initial presentation of the 
words to be studied both groups had to use them in sentences. The 
first test was then by list or sentence dictated form. The following 
day both groups apparently studied misspellings in list form. Then 
the list form group were retested, whilst the sentence-study group 
wrote the misspelt word in sentences of their own. Study was 
followed by a re-test in the appropriate form. Zyve contends that 
by this arrangement one group studies "entirely apart from context" 
and with the other group "the words were studied in isolation on one 
day and written in sentences on two other days". The fact that both 
groups had some experience of words in lists and in sentences must 
lead to caution in drawing any conclusions from the slight differences 
in mean gain scores obtained.
McKee (1939) suggests that although evidence seems to show that 
list presentation leads to more effective learning of spellings than 
does contextual presentation, he comments that the contexts used are
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formal and suggests that it might be possible that the use of more 
informal contexts might yield better results, and that "the words 
of each lesson may be presented in the form of a simple story".
Freyberg (i960) also suggests the introduction of new words 
should be in a natural context such as within an interesting story.
Although details and number of steps vary, most investigators 
seem to agree as to the basic considerations to employ when giving 
children a plan of attack for studying the spelling of unfamiliar 
words. E.g. -
Fitzgerald (195I b)
1. Meaning and pronunciation. Look at the word. Pronounce the word.
Use the word correctly in a sentence.
2o Imagery. See and say the word. See the syllables of the word.
Say the word, syllable by syllable. Spell the word.
5. Recall. Look at the word. Close your eyes and spell it. Check
to see whether your spelling is correct. (If wrong rejjeat steps 
1 , 2 and 5).
Writing the word. Write the word correctly. Check your spelling.
5. Mastery. Cover the word and write it. Repeat until written
correctly three times.
Arvidson (i960)
1. Seeing. Look at the word and try to capture a picture of it, so
that you can see it with your eyes shut.
2. Hearing. Say the word carefully several times, and listen to 
yourself and to others until you recognize its sound.
3° Feeling. V/rite the word, and feel what your muscles are doing
when you write it.
ko Testing. See if you can write out the word correctly on paper,
without looking at the example you have been learning from.
Children should be taught to complete their learning of a word 
by writing it several times from memory.
Freyberg (I960)
1. Look at the word and say it quietly to yourself, as clearly as 
possible.
2. Repeat it slowly, looking at each part (syllable) as you say it. 
Does it look the same as it sounds? Are there any hard spots?
3° Write the word in the air with your finger, exactly as you see it.
Say it slowly to yourself, one part at a time, as you write.
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4® Close your eyes and try to see the v/ord as you say it to yourself® 
Write it with your finger on the desk at the same time®
5® Look at the word and make sure you were right® If not, do it again®
6® V/ithout looking at the word, write it on a piece of paper® Then
look carefully to see that you were right® If not, repeat from 
step 4® Do until the v/ord is right twice running®
7® Lastly, write the word in your spelling notebook® Make sure you 
are spelling it correctly®
In order to make children more aware of correct spelling and 
to help them to acquire good spelling habits, it seems desirable to 
find a method of learning which could be used successfully by the 
majority of the pupils in a class in order to accomplish these ends® 
In determining what systematic approach is likely to be the 
most effective there seems to be a need to clarify the following 
points i«
1® Which is the most effective method of learning to spell a v/ord;
to learn a word as a whole; to have attention focused on each
individual letter separately; or to concentrate on the 'hard spot1, 
(using McKee's (1939) second definition of the area of a v/ord which 
is likely to cause difficulty)?
2® If, at the same time as the word to be learned is presented, the
meaning is also given, will this lead to more effective learning?
3® Is learning enhanced by having the word to be learned presented in 
context form?
Any systematic form of instruction for the learning of spellings 
will need to be individualized so that provision needs to be made for 
each child to learn at his or her own pace®
The following experiment v/ill investigate these points and 
see if a possible systematic approach, which is effective, can be 
suggested from the experimental findings®
COMPILING THE PROGRAMME OF WORK FOR THE EXPERIMENT
What words should be studied?
In order to investigate the possible effects different methods 
of systematic instruction might have upon spelling achievement it is 
necessary to devise a programme of work which resembles normal 
classroom procedure as closely as possible. The results obtained 
by any short term experiment would be open to question, because of 
the "Hawthorne Effect", where the introduction of anything novel 
might arouse the children's interest and raise their motivational 
level. This could raise the level of spelling artificially, a result 
which might not be sustained if the learning approach to spelling was 
by a method consistently used. It is desirable, therefore, to have a 
work programme which extends over a considerable period of time. It 
was decided that a school term would be long enough for the study 
method to become routine and for the purpose of administration, a 
term would form a convenient unit of time for the investigation.
What words should be selected for study? All the evidence 
shows that children are more likely to learn to spell words which 
already exist in their spoken vocabulary and are likely to be 
required for their free writing. As Fitzgerald (1951) says: "The 
words selected for instruction should be the words most needed by 
children for writing": and Freyberg (i960) "By combining our know­
ledge of the words they are likely to need in the future with ouf 
observation of the words they need at the present moment, we should 
be able to meet all normal spelling requirements".
Among the procedures suggested for spelling instruction, based 
upon the findings of scientific investigation and the opinion of 
experts, Richmond (i960) suggests that, "incidental learning should 
be supplemented by direct systematic teaching especially in the 
case of difficult words and words of high frequency of occurrence". 
Horn (1958) cites the work of Davis, Fitzgerald, Horn, Rinsland 
and Thorndike in compiling frequency lists for spelling and points 
to the fact that not only do the lists show great overlap, but also 
that words with the greatest frequency for adult use are similar to 
those for children. This suggests, says Horn, that it would be a 
waste of time to devise individualized lists and instruction for 
children. He maintains that all need a central core of words and 
that individual lists only become valid beyond this basic core.
SECTION II
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Artley (1948) also points to the difficulties of completely 
individualized instruction in a class situation and that a core of 
\/ords most likely to be needed by children of various ages in their 
written work should be taught®
The criterion, then, for selecting words to be studied by this 
experiment is that they should be words most frequently used by 
children of this age group®
The spelling list which best meets this requirement seems to be 
the one compiled by the New Zealand Council for Educational Research, 
which was first published in i960® The N®Z®E*R® Alphabetical 
Spelling List contains 2,700 words divided into seven levels accord­
ing to frequency of use at different ages® Based upon the New York 
Course of Study (1954) which presented 5,000 words in 10 levels of 
frequency of use, and upon information from teachers in New Zealand 
who compiled lists of the words children at different ages most 
frequently asked for in written work, makes it the most useful list 
available® In the manual accompanying the list, Arvidson (i960) 
points out thats=
"The basic principle of learning spelling that underlies the use 
of the NoZ®C®E®R® Alphabetical Spelling List is that at any given 
time each child should be learning those words that he wants to use, 
provided that they are so common that they are likely to be continually 
needed"®
This list, based as it is upon frequency of word usage in written 
work, at different ages, makes it the best source for a spelling 
programme® It also has the additional advantage in that, by grouping 
the words into levels of frequency, they are not arranged in families, 
common endings or according to rules for formation® In order to 
combine systematic instruction with incidental learning, such v/ord 
groupings v/ould be artificial® Indeed, Arvidson (i960) says that:- 
"The purpose of the N®Z®CoE®R® list is to enable systematic 
learning to supplement incidental learning in the most efficient and 
economical way"®
There does not appear to be a list meeting these requirements 
which has been published to date in England® Nevertheless as 
Arvidson (i960) puts it:-
"Word usage is a function of the English language, so that it 
tends to take the same form^hen^verEnglish is spoken1®'® The fact that 
this list has been compiled in New Zealand should not, therefore, 
render it unsuitable for the needs of children in English schools®
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Children just beginning the Junior School are still mastering 
writing as a skill and developing fluency so it seems advisable to 
use as subjects, children who are more likely to have overcome these 
hurdleso Accordingly the words comprising Levels were chosen as the 
spelling curriculum to be studiedo Arvidson (i960) suggested that 
where children in standard 1 started with the first level and 
worked progressively through the stages, the average child of 
standard 3 would be working on Level ka This corresponds to the 
8 - 9  year old range, but as the subjects of this investigation 
would not have worked systematically through the words on the 
earlier levels it would probably be more appropriate to consider 
using the word list with the 9 “ 10 year olds® Peters (1970) from 
her investigation into spelling found that the greatest improvement 
in spelling achievement was made in this year, so it is likely that 
it is in the third year in the Junior School that the average child 
is more ready for a systematic approach to word study,,
Level k consists of 125 words, but two are repeated and the 
word ’pumpkin* was not likely to be so familiar to children in this 
country® In view of the procedural method to be adopted in the 
experiment, (to be discussed later), it was decided to include some 
derivatives; e„g®, as well as the word 'brush*, the word 'brushes’ 
was also included® The list was made up to 130 words by including 
some words thought to be familiar to the children which were then 
tested, list presentation, and in tests of 10 words at a time, 
making 13 tests in all® For this, 300 children in the age range 
8®6 to 10®6 were used from schools in areas ranging from predominantly 
middle class, and urban through to predominantly working class areas, 
and some had a high proportion of immigrants®
The results were analysed to give the percentages of correct 
and incorrect spellings for each word and a breakdown, letter by 
letter of words misspelt to determine possible ’hard spots’ and 
frequency of errors® Words spelled correctly by 85% of the children 
were dropped from the spelling work programme, apart from the word 
'film'® Although the percentage of incorrect spellings was only 11®1 
it had a common form of misspelling, 'flim' which occurred 27°3$> of 
the time and was, for this reason, retained in the list® (See 
Appendix A, Table (i))®
The nine teachers of classes used on the testing of the word list 
were asked on a check sheet to indicate any v/ords not considered to be
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in the child's (a) written and (b) spoken vocabulary. As only 
13 words were indicated as being unused in written vocabulary, none 
being mentioned by more than three schools, and of these only two 
v/ere considered by one school to also be unfamiliar in spoken 
vocabulary, they were retained in the list to be used. (See Table 1. 
below)o
TABLE 1
Words considered unfamiliar on trial run of 
Original Word List
Number of times indicated as not being in the children's 
Written Vocabulary Spoken Vocabulary
Awoke 1
Base 3
Cabin 1
Editor 2
Especially 2
Farther 3 1
Mower 1
Proud 1
Sentence 2
Soil 1
Subject 3
Theft 2
Whether 3 1
This meant that the list of spellings was now 118 words. As 
the programme of spelling work for the experiment was to be given 
in 5 sets, some with six and some with four words per day as a 
learning task, it was decided to make the total list up to 120 
words by adding 'thief' and 'thieves' as derivatives of the word 
'theft', which was 011 the original list.
The words were divided into five sets similar to those presented 
in the N.Z.C.E.R. list for Level *f, but with some alterations to meet
the needs of the method of presentation to be adopted.
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As Arvidson (i960) says, the levels are of frequency of use and not 
difficulty, and the test tables are so devised that hard and easy 
words are included in each set, so alterations in the position of 
some of the words as to when presented to the children should not 
have any effecto
From the percentage of misspellings made in the trial test of 
words, the words to be presented in each of the 3 sets were divided 
into three levels of difficulty.. From this rough breakdown, set 2 
appears to have a slightly higher proportion of moderately difficult 
words and less easy words than the other k sets which are approximately 
similaro However, the difference did not seem to be of such a magni­
tude as to cause concern and it was decided to keep the composition 
of the sets as originally planned,, (See Table 2)„
TABLE 2
Comparison of Number of Words in Each Set Found
(a) Difficult
(b) Moderately Difficult
(c) Easy to Spell
(Based on Percentage Misspellings of words in Trial
Test of The Words)
Percentage
Misspellings between
Number of Words
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set k Set 5
100 - 60ol k 5 k k (a) Difficult
60 - 30ol 13 13 10 11 12 (b) Middle
30 - 00*0 7 5 9 7 8 (c) Easy
2k 2k 2k 22 2k
NoBo Total Number of words analysed for Set is 22 as 2 were
added after the trial test to find breakdown of errors„
The views expressed by Gagne, (19&9), 33 to the nature of learning, 
are also pertinento Gagne defined eight types of learning which are 
arranged in a hierarchy® The simplest being signal learning which forms 
the base and proceeding through stimulus-response learning, chaining, 
verbal association, multiple discrimination, concept learning and principle 
learning to the most complex form of learning, problem solving, which is at 
the apeXo He suggests that the ’learning event* has three elements; the 
learner, the stimulus situation and the response® In conjunction with thisiGagne defines the conditions of learning as being of two types® Firstly 
that which is internal to the learner and is the present level of capability® 
Verbal learning is seen as being the chaining of responses which stems from 
basic stimulus response learning® It follows, therefore, that operant 
conditioning is a necessary pre-requisite to this form of learning as each 
step in the chain will be a stimulus response association® Secondly there 
are external conditions of learning, such as contiguity, repetition and 
reinforcement® Although the last two are probably not so vital as the 
learning becomes increasingly complex, all three are accepted by most 
theorists as being of major importance in the four earlier types of 
learning, and so are applicable to the consideration of how verbal associa­
tions are made®»Gagne also suggests with regard to chaining that once the stimulus- 
response links are known then’the main condition for the establishment of 
a chain is getting the learner to reinstate them one after the other in 
the proper order'® This can be achieved, he suggests, by the use of prompts 
or external cues®
If one is to learn spellings it would seem, therefore, that a programmed 
learning approach might be an effective one to employ®
\
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I
One method of learning to be examined was for the child to attend 
to each individual letter in the word* This immediately raised the 
problem of how can one make sure that the child does, indeed, focus 
attention on the individual letters comprising the v/ord to be studied?
This calls for individualized, self paced learning, with the learner 
actively involved in the learning process and getting immediate confirm­
ation of resultso Programmed learning would appear to be a technique 
which meets all these requirementso
Kersh (1965) cites ftilgard's list of fourteen principles of learning 
as being the most comprehensive and also being applicable when considering 
the programming of instruction for class use* Briefly, the main ones are: 
capacities of the individual are important considerations; motivational 
considerations, need for individuals to set realistic goals; active 
participation is preferable to passive reception; there is no substitute 
for repetitive practice in overlearning; and information is needed regarding 
the knowledge of mistakes and of successful results„
Where experiments using spelling programmes have been undertaken the 
interest has mainly been with evaluating different techniques of programmed 
instruction rather than with attempting to show that programmed learning can 
be utilised to enhance spelling achievement» For example, Gotkin and 
Goldstein (1962) used spelling programmes in two experiments to compare 
the relative effectiveness of machine and programmed text treatments; and 
Smith and Moore (1962) using a spelling programme investigated the effect on 
learning of size steps and cueingo
Porter (1961), used a linear programme on spelling to investigate 
learning using teaching machines vs» conventional classroom instruction, 
and results indicated that children in the lower I0Q0 group having machine 
presented work, made the most significant gains«, This suggests that the 
programme could act as an equalizer of the factor of intelligence in 
learningo It is pertinent to ask how valid are such findings with a strictly 
controlled presentation, such as teaching machines being compared to teacher 
presented worko This criticism is also applicable to an experiment conducted 
by Edgerton and Twombly (1962) whereby the learning of the experimental group 
on a machine presented linear spelling programme was compared to that of the 
control group taught by the ’’usual text book method”o The experimenters do 
not clarify what is meant by this term* Their findings that the experimental 
group did better than the control group failed to take account of the probable 
increase of motivation due to the novelty of approach afforded by thfe use of
(i) Theoretical Issues„
machines compared to working from the usual types of books®
Bennett (1967)9 in giving a critical analysis of methods and 
materials used in spelling, examines the usefulness of programmed 
instructional techniques for teaching spellings Seven distinctive 
features of programmed instruction are summarised as beings-
"1® The learning to be achieved has been analysed into a series of 
particular tasks or steps®
2® In any step, the amount of learning required has been reduced 
so that the individual concerned is likely to achieve that 
learning without outside assistance®
3® The tasks have been so arranged in an ordered and educationally 
valid sequence®
k<> The material requires the student to produce a continuous response, 
with testing after each step in learning®
3® The student is provided with more or less immediate knowledge of 
results®
60 The material is in principle 'self operating'; no action by any 
other individual other than the student is required®
7» Provision for individual differences has been made where necessary®
This may involve merely allowing each student to proceed through 
the programme at his own individual rate, but in some programmes 
the sequence of tests is also varied to meet the needs of the 
individual"o
Bennett suggests that although spelling, consisting as it does of 
lists of words to learn, is already divided into small units of learning, 
programming is not really suited to spelling, as a learning task, because 
each word to be studied* is a separate learning problem® Therefore, one 
cannot meet the requirement of arranging the work in some sort .of ordered 
sequence® It is also impossible to meet the further requirement that 
learning should go from the known to the unknown® Bennett concludes that 
programming of spelling "becomes a heterogeneous collection of hundreds of 
very small programmes, which can be learnt in virtually any order"®
However, as previously mentioned, in a comparison of different 
treatments which the present investigation is concerned with, the problem 
is to find a means of getting the children to utilise a definite method 
of attack® There is the additional problem which confronts any investigator 
in designing an experiment involving classroom teaching, that is the control 
of the teacher variable® As Getzels, and Jackson (1963), succinctly put it, 
"The personality of the teacher is a significant variable in the classroom® 
Indeed, some v/ould argue it is the most significant variable"®
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Among the findings from comparing children taught by teachers 
using punitive methods of disciplining, to those taught Ipy non-punitive 
teachers, Kounin and Gump (1961) mention that more aggression, more 
unsettledness and less concern with learning is shown by children who 
have the more punitive teachers® Johnson (1935) showed that the type of 
teachers' verbal communications was a relevant factor in children's learning; 
if it were positive, directive and approving then children responded more 
readily to requests and directions® V/ithall and Lewis (1963) cite the 
studies carried out, one in 19^5 suid two in 19^6 by Anderson and his 
associates upholding their hypothesis that the main direction of influence 
in the classroom is from the teacher to the child, showing that the behaviour 
of children in a class was very much a reflection of the teacher's 
personality®
In spite of the limitations of the techniques of programmed 
instruction as applied to learning spelling, this control of the situation 
seems very suitable for the following experiment® As Klaus (1965) said, 
"Programmed Instruction is a uniquely limited instance of learning control"®
For the purpose of this investigation, therefore, programmed learning 
is employed as a technique which willJ-
(a) help to ensure that the child follows the learning method given®
(b) go some way towards controlling the teacher variable®
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(ii) Writing the Programme 
A linear programme, the technique which originates from Skinner’s 
work on operant conditioning, using a horizontal format seemed to be the 
most suitable presentation to meet all the requirements® The child would 
be required to respond with the correct spelling of the word being studied 
several times in succession, a programmed text with a horizontal format 
and the pages with the answer boxes interleaved with those presenting 
the learning frames, prevented the child from seeing the correct spelling, 
at the same time as he or she was asked to recall certain letters of the 
word®
For each word the lead in frame was constructed so that the word, 
underlined, was presented in a sentence showing its use; the meaning was 
also given® Children had to respond by copying the correct spelling of 
the word® Where a word had an alternative meaning this was introduced in 
a later frame in the sequence® Intermediate frames in each sequence 
employed formal prompts such as a dash or dashes to indicate a letter or 
letters omitted, and cues such as having the last three letters of the 
word left out and telling the learner that the word ends with the same 
three letters as another word® The decision as to which letters needed 
the most attention v/as made from the analysis of the words misspelt on 
the original testing of the word list® (see Appendix A, Table (i))®
For each frame, the child had to respond with the whole word and was able 
to copy from the frame the letters given and filling in the omissions® 
Fading was achieved by reducing the cues® Dashes indicating the 
number of letters to be recalled were replaced by a single line, and the 
child had to recall ever increasing amounts of the word until the whole 
word had to be spelled from memory®
In the terminal frame of each series the sentence which asks for the 
total recall also introduces the next word to be learned, and this is 
underlined® In this way some continuity and linkage between frames v/as 
achieved and one could say that to some extent the child was proceeding 
from the familiar to the unfamiliar in that recall from memory of the word 
just studied was presented at the sane time as the next word to be learned 
v/as introduced®
To illustrate, the following sequence of frames is taken from 
Set 3 of the programme®
N®B® The children’s booklets utilised a horizontal format so after
working a frame, the child turns to the next page to find the answer 
frame, and then on to the next page for the next frame in the 
sequence being worked® For ease of presentation here, the frames 
are reproduced in a vertical format®
(From Set 3 of the Programme)
 ____________     ____________ Page
25* Stuck means, "fixed” 0 10
C°py stuck0
25 o stuck 10 A
260 The ship was -^reck on the rocks® 11
260 stuck 11 A
27 0 I st— - the stamp on the envelope 0 12
27o stuck 12 A
280 The film is in the camera® 13
280 stuck 13 A
29 • The word film can mean, "a reel put in a camera for l*f
talcing photographs"® Copy the word film®
29. film lb A
30 0 I need to buy a fi-m® 13
30 ® film 15 A
3 1° lit can also mean, "a moving picture shown on a screen"® 1
The fi—  is very exciting®
310 film 1 A
32 0 The new shop was opened by a famous -~*-m star® 2
32 0 film 2 A
33 - This ____ won first prize® 3
33 0 film 3 A
From the breakdown of misspellings on the original testing (see 
Appendix A Table (i)) the order of difficulty of the letters for each of 
these 2 words were as follows
Word Occurence of misspellings Word Occurence of misspellings
Stuck fc' 75. # Film *1' 93*9%
* u * 57®1^ ’i* 66.7%
'k1 *f0®8^ •m' 18 ® 2/o
•tf 30.6%
Commonest form
of misspelling 'stuk' 22®5% 'Flim' 27.3%
It was from this breakdown of errors that the decisions as to which letters 
were to be omitted for recall were made®
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(iii) Piloting the Programme
Once the programme was compiled each of the 5 sets was worked 
through by ten children, age range 9 to 10-g- years and the programme 
was subsequently modifiedo
For. the pilot study itms decided to use the whole of the junior 
school range even though the word list was chosen as probably being more 
suitable to children in the third year.. A small Junior Mixed and Infants 
school with thejunior age range in just two classes was chosen for this 
purpose0 The number of children was 78, and the age range was from 
7*9 to 11„6«
The pre-test and post test for each set presented the words in
sentences so that the meaning of each word was clear• The teacher read
the whole sentence so that the children could hear the words in context„ 
Then the sentence was re-read up to the first word to be tested, and this
word was repeated and time given for the children to write the word, before
going on to the next word to be spelledo The 2b words in each set were 
tested in two parts, each containing 12 wordso In order to evaluate 
the learning it was necessary for each child to be present for both tests 
as well as working through the programme* This was spread over a long 
period so that absences obviously occurredo The total number of children 
with scores so recorded varies from set to set for each year0 
Table 5 shows the average pre- and post test scores, as well as the 
average gains score (post test - pre-test) for each set for each of the 
b year groups <,
Table shows the number of children and average age of each of the 
year groups„
Table b - Average ages of the groups of children on the pilot study
Year Number of children Average age
lo 19 8yr 1 mo
2* 22 9yr 0 m»
3o 22 lOyr 2 m0
bo 15 llyr 1 mo
1
lA
<DrH
EM
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Inspection of these results indicated that the programme was too 
difficult for the first year children,, An average pre-test score of 
1008, and post test score of l^o6 indicated that the subjects were unable
to cope with the programme., This was probably due, not only to the words
being less used in spoken vocabulary, but also to the necessary level of 
reading attainment0 This was too high for the children to be able to work 
through the programme on their owne (Reading ages were not available for 
all this group)o On the other hand, the programme seemed to be too easy 
for the fourth year children, the average pre-test score for the combined 
sets being 2008 which did not leave much room for any gain scores to be made® 
The programme appeared to be most suitable to the second and third 
year children, the second years making the biggest average gains score, 
which was 4o7°
Popp and McGuigan (1963) suggested using a gains ratio, expressed as 
the amount taught to the amount that could be taught, as a way of evaluating 
a linear programmeo Using the formula:-
m2” ml where m-^ = pre-test score
ml post test score
and p = maximum score possible
which is suggested,the range of the G0R0 (gain ratio) is from 0 to 1 „
They suggest that a programme can be considered satisfactory if the
G0R0 is 0*5 or above.,
The results of the pilot study were, therefore, analysed using this
formulae (see Table 5)°
The results show that only with year 3 do the gains ratio for each 
set give a satisfactory finding, showing its suitability, as previously 
anticipated, for the children in the third year of the junior school,,
The pilot study was carried out in the summer term of the school year,
and the actual experiment was to be undertaken in the following spring term,
which meant that the children would be a term younger on the actual investi­
gation than with this trial run., It was not felt that this would alter the 
effectiveness of the programme for this age group for, apart from Set 1, 
which would be a trial set anyway, the rest of the gains ratios were well 
over the desired level of 0o^ o
Table p Evaluation of Pilot Programme by Utilising a Gains Ratioa
GAINS RATIO
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SET YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4
1 Oo^ fO Oo^l
3fS
0o3X Ook?
2 0.3** 0o^7 Oo65* Oe67
3 Oo^O 0 o31 Oo59 0A 5
k 0.1*f O A S 0.6^* 0A &
3 0o17 0A 2 0*65 0„70
all
sets 0o29 0 A G 0o6l' 0 .58*
Calculated from 
formula suggested by 
Popp and McGuigan (1963)
= G0Ro
p - “1
'"indicates satisfactory 
programmeo
After rewriting some of the frames the final length of the programme was 
as set out in Table 60
Table 6 Length of the Programme»
Set Number of Words Number of Frames
1 2k Ikk
2 2k 131
3 2k 1^1
k 2k 1^2
5 2k 139
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(iv) The Short Programme<,
For the reasons previously cited, in favour of a programmed learning 
approach, io0o, presenting a method of learning whereby the children 
have to focus on the individual letters of the word being studied, the 
same technique was adopted for the method of presentation whereby the 
children have to pay attention to the hard spot or hard spots of a wordo
The length of each set was reduced in terms of frames to approximately 
63% of the original programme0 (see Table 7)0 This was done by retaining 
the lead in and terminal frames but condensing the intermediate frames to 
focus attention on the area or areas in each word likely to cause the most 
difficulty, obtained from the list of misspellings., (see Appendix A Table (i))o
Table 7» Comparison of the Number of Frames in the Two Programmes,
Set Number of 
words
Long Programme 
Number of Frames
Short Programme 
Number of Frames
< 1 2k Ikk 90
2 2k 131 83
3 2k Ikl 89
k 2k lk2 90
3 2k 139 88
The sentences used and the meanings given were taken from the original 
programme to equate the variable of the study work and reading content of 
the tv/o programmes 0
The following sequence of frames taken from the shorter version of 
Set 3, for studying the spelling of the words 'stuck' and 'film' can be 
compared to the frames given on page 3k illustrating the programming of the 
same two words in the longer version.,
N 0Bo Again a vertical format is used here for simplicity, but the 
children had booklets using a horizontal formate
(From the Shorter Version of Set 3)
Page
17 o Stuck means, "fixed11, 
Copy stuck
8
H -0 0 stuck 8 A
18 o The word ends with the same three letters as 
truck®
Fill in the missing letters» st
the word
D
9
18 o stock 9 A
19 o The film is in the camera„ 1
19° stuck 1 A
20 o The word film can mean "a reel put in a camera for 
talcing photographs’1®
Copy the word film®
2
20 o film 2 A
21 o I need to buy a fi-m® 3
21 o film 3 A
22 o It can also mean, "a moving picture shown on 
This won first prize®
a screen11 o k
22o film k A
SECTION III 
T H E  M A I N  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  
A® Hypotheses „
The purpose of the following investigation is to see whether it is 
possible to give a class of children, in the age range 9% to 10^ - years, 
a systematic approach to the learning of spellings which will lead to 
an improvement in achievement* If a systematic approach does aid 
spelling performance, then one needs to try to determine what form this 
should take so as to be the most beneficial to a class of this age group0 
The review of previous research and studies indicates the necessity 
of comparing the effectiveness of learning where the attention of the 
learner is drawn to the possible 'hard spot' or 'spots' of a word; to 
each individual letter of a word; and to learning the word as a whole,,
In the case of the latter the children will need to be given a specific 
method of attending to and learning the whole word so that all children 
have a plan of attack®
Besides the method of learning the way in which the word is presented
needs to be considered® Should the word be given in isolation, with the
meaning or presented in context? Clarification is also needed as to 
whether there is any difference in the effectiveness of learning spellings 
when written or oral responses are made during the learning of a word®
There does not appear to be any study to date which has investigated 
the optimum number of words to be studied at any one time® Obviously this 
would depend upon the degree of difficulty of the words presented®
Traditionally, in giving children assignments of basic 'core' words to 
learn, the majority of teachers appear to opt for a weekly learning task 
of twenty words® The class teachers of the ten classes used in the following 
investigation filled in a questionaire before the spelling experiment began, 
in order to see what approaches to the teaching of spelling were utilised in the 
classes® (see Appendix D page XXIX)® In answer to the question "How many 
words are taught weekly"; Five teachers gave 20 words and one gave betv/een 
15 and 20 words, a week® Three of the remaining teachers gave 15 s 12 and 
10 words a week; and one had no specific weekly assignment® (see Table 8)®
Only one of the ten teachers (school I) gave children a daily learning 
task, which was k words a day to learn® The rest tended to give the week's
assignment on a Monday, for the children to learn during the week®
For the following experiment it was decided to compare learning 
assignments of 4 and 6 v/ords daily® This choice was based on the need to
contain the length of experiment to a school term, allowing days for 
the pre- and post testing* This would incorporate some ’rest days' 
between the sets of work so that children absent for one or two days 
could complete the learning set* As each set contained 2*f words to be 
learned, and as within a particular set the daily learning task should 
be the same, it was practical to have 2 sets where the learning task was 
4 words, and 2 sets where it was 6 words to be learned daily*
Table 8—  Teacher’s Procedure in Teachirtg Spell]mg in the School Used
in the Experiment*
School No* of words taught weekly School No* of words taught weekly
A 15 F 10
B 20 G 20
C 12 H 20
D varied I 20
E 15/20 J 20
Increasingly over the past thirty years or so, research has indicated 
that the social class status of the parents is an important factor in the 
child's progress in school* To mention but tv/o investigations where, because 
of the large population chosen and the fact that the studies were longitudional 
the findings are most valid* Douglas (196*0, found that the influence of 
social class not only affected the young child, but that, as a factor, it 
persisted throughout the child's school career* From the evidence of 
standardized test results he concluded that whereas many brighter middle class 
children improve in ability between the ages of eight and twelve, the less 
bright working class children are more likely to decline in ability*
More recently, the National Child Development Study (1972) has strongly 
indicated that social class, as defined by the father's occupation, is the 
most important factor in determining the child's educational attainment*
The following experiment, therefore, will test the following 
hypotheses:~
1* That there will not be any significant difference
between the scores obtained by children on a spelling 
test, given before and after following a systematic 
approach to the spelling of the words*
2* That there will be no significant difference in the
effectiveness of learning to spell between methods of 
study utilising a whole word, attention to hard spot, 
or attention to the individual letters of a word*
3° That there will be no significant difference in the
effectiveness of learning to spell between presentation
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6,
modes of words in context, words with the meaning 
given and words presented in isolation..
That there will be no significant difference in the 
effectiveness of learning to spell between using 
oral and written responses in the learning of the 
words o
That there will be no significant difference in the 
effectiveness of learning to spell between learning 
assignments of four and six words dailyo
That there will be no significant difference in the 
effectiveness of learning to spell between the non-fflanual and 
manual social class groups»
The first hypothesis will be tested by carrying out a t -  test 
for the difference between the mean scores of the average pre - and 
post test scoreso
A four way analysis of variance will be used to test the other 
five hypotheseso
O'
Bo The Subjects
As five methods of presentation were to be compared and the 
investigation was concerned with finding a systematic approach which 
could be utilised with a class, a minimum of five classes was requiredo 
However, in order to get a social class comparison, (based on the 
occupation of the fathers), it was decided to have two schools working 
on each of the methods of learning, where one school was in an area which 
was predominantly middle class and the other in a predominantly working 
class area0
Five Junior schools in Surrey and five schools in the east of London 
were selected on the basis of being accessible to the experimenter and 
willing to participate in such a long term project» The five schools in 
each area were randomly assigned to one of the five treatment methods, using 
the Fisher and Yates Random Numbers Tableo The schools were then assigned 
a code lettero A third year class was used in each of the 10 schools0 
(see Table 9)°
Table 9 - Schools and Treatment Methods,,
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Treatment
Method
Schools "1
Surrey London
Code Noo in class Code Nooin class
P A 37 F 39
Q B 32 G 35
R C 36 H 31
S D ho I h2
T E 37 J 30
Total sample size 359
The classes in schools F and I were A stream classes where the school 
streamed according to ability; the rest of the classes being of mised- ability„ 
However, a comparison of the Intelligence Quotients (see Table 10) showed that 
the range and the average for the streamed classes was not too dissimilar from 
the rest and that the inclusion of these two classes should not invalidate any 
findings which might arise from the experimento
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Table 10 o - Comparison of the Intelligence Quotients of the 10 Schools,
School Intelligence Quotient
Maximum Minimum Average
A 129 89 108 A
B 122 82 102o 8
C 135 80 108 o 6
D l^ fl 86 109 o 6
E 127 77 10*f o 6
* F 12*f 8^ 106 o 8
G 115 77 91 o7
H 119 77 92o6
* I 121 81 92o2
J 130 82 90ol
,3 = streamed classes (A stream)
Before the experiment began each teacher filled in a questionnaire 
to show the approaches used in teaching spelling to the class» (see 
Appendix D page XXIX)» From this information it appeared that no one class 
would have an initial advantage or disadvantage over the others with the
experimental spelling task* A summary of the answers to the questionnaire
is as follows
lo All teachers said that they taught spelling to the class«
2o Only two teachers gave the children a method of attacks
School - children to say, spell, write several times 
and use in a sentenceo 
School Go - children instructed to memorize (a) the shape
and (b) the meaning of the wordso
3o Seven teachers used commercially prepared lists from spelling 
books, where the words to be learned were usually grouped 
according to some similarityo (see Sable 11)»
*f0 All teachers used misspellings made by the children to form
lists of words to be learned either by individual children
or for the whole class,. (see Table 12)»
5o Four teachers gave the children words to learn relating to
a theme or topic being studies in other lessons0 (see Table 12)« 
6c Spellings were mostly learned from either a list in a text book 
or written on the blackboard by the teacher, with pronunciation 
and meaning receiving attention in most cases, (see Table 13)o
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Table 11 - Teachers Using Commercially Produced Books or Lists of Words
School Books
Used
. . How List is Compiled
No Grouping Word Families Rules Synonyms Hononyms
A Yes /
B Yes / / /
C Yes / / / /
D No
E Yes / /
F No
G Yes / / /
H No
I Yes / / / /
J Yes / / / /
Table 12 - Teachers Using V/ord Lists other than Commercially Produced.
School How List 
Theme oi 
Topic
is Compiled 
Misspelling to be 
learned
Utilisation of Incidental 
Learning
Individually As a Class
A / / New vocabulary written 8c
left on board*
B /
C / Discussion Using the words» Games.
D / / On board and Discussed. Games.
E / Discussion
F / /
G / / Games
H / /
I / / Referred to in later lessons
J /
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In order to obtain a description of the sample from each school, 
the teachers were asked to complete a questionnaire for each child.
Each child was assigned a code number to preserve anonymity, (see 
Appendix D page XXVIII for copy of the questionnaire).
Information from these questionnaires gave nominal data in the 
following categories:-
lo Sex: - male or femaleD
2o Nationality:- British or Immigranto If the latter, the number
of years the child has been in England, and the 
standard of spoken Englisho 
Handedness:- left or righto 
4, Visual defects:- whether glasses worn or note
5o Auditory defects„
60 Composition of the family:- whether a nuclear family, (ioe«»,
natural mother and father)D If not, 
alternative family compositiono 
7» Father’s occupation:- to obtain a social class comparison0
80 Mother's occupation,
9° Number of children in the family,
10o The child's position in the family:- (a) eldest (b) middle
(c) youngest or (d) only child. 
The child's date of birth was also asked for in order to calculate 
ages on spelling, reading and verbal reasoning tests.
Only 9 children in the whole sample were known to have auditory 
defects so consideration of this factor was excluded from the analysis.
Also excluded were consideration of family size and the child's position 
in the family, as the information gathered for these was very incomplete.
In a very few cases was it known for certain the mother's occupation, or 
indeed if mother did in fact go to work, and so this was also not considered. 
With regard to the composition of the family, besides the nuclear or 
'normal' situation where the child lives with his or her natural mother and 
father, seven other possible family compositions were listed. As only 29 
children fell into these categories they were amalgamated together; so this 
factor had two categories, 'normal' family situation and any other family 
composition.
Using the Office of Population Census and Surveys, Classification of 
Occupations, (1970), it was originally hoped to classify the father's occupation 
according to the 5 social classes listed. However, the information obtained 
was not specific enough in many cases, and indeed in 77 of the subjects it 
v/as not possible to get any information regarding the father's occupation.
It was, therefore, decided to restrict consideration of social class status 
to non-manual and manual groups with a third category for those cases where 
the occupation was unknown®
All the immigrant children were assessed by the class teachers as 
being average or above average in spoken English and so it was possible 
to group them together®
Apart from social class grouping, which is a variable to be considered 
in the experimental design, this leaves five other variables which might 
affect spelling performance; namely, sex, nationality, handedness, visual 
defect, and family composition® Using the Daniels and Hunter Diack Graded 
Spelling Test the spelling ages of the subjects were obtained® Comparison of 
children in each of the two categories for each variable showed that they 
were similar in regard to initial level of spelling ability® In order to 
ensure that the slight differences in spelling age were not significant, 
t - tests for the difference between means were carried out®
~/f9~
Table 14- - Comparison of Children's Spelling Ages in 5 Categoric Variables
Number Mean Age SoD® Variance F®Value t-value
Sex MaleFemale
166
158
10.05  
10® 31
1®38
1o37
1.904
2*4-65
1®29 1.58
Nation­
ality
British
Immi­
grant
291
33
10®l4- 
10® 50
lo48
1.4-4-
2® 191 
2.074 1.06 1.33 t
Handed­
ness
Left
Right
4-1
281
10.04­
10® 20
1®60
1®46
2® 560 
2®132
1*20 Oo 65
Visual Glasses
No
Glasses
28
296
10® 36 
10® 16
l»6l
1.47
2® 592 
2 6 l6l
1®20 0.68
Family
Compo­
sition
'Normal* 
All Othe
298 
rs 26
10® 20 
9*93
1.50
1.34
2® 250 
1°796 1®25 0®89
Using the formula for independent groups, heterogeneous variance
for the variable of sex; and the formula for independent groups, homogeneous
variance for the other four variables; it was found that the observed values
+ /*■of t for all five variables falls within the critical values of - 1®96 at the 
5% level of significance® (see Table 1*0®
Therefore, one can accept that, as far as this sample is concerned, the 
variables of male and female, British and immigrant, left and right handedness, 
glasses worn or not, family composition being nuclear or not does not affect 
the initial level of spelling, as measured by the standardised test given®
It follows that the sample need not be subdivided into any of the above 
categories in the investigation which is being undertaken®
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Go The Tests
In order to have some assessment of the individual characteristics 
of the children a battery of tests was given.. In selecting the tests it 
was necessary to chose those which could be given to a whole class in the 
classroom situation and those which were relatively quick to administer so 
that the teacher's normal classroom routine was not too disturbedo
In order to gain some idea of the children’s level of spelling at the 
start of the spelling assignment a standardized spelling test was given., 
Level of reading ability was also an important factor, especially as the 
programmed versions of the work called for a certain amount of fluency in 
coping with written sentences„ The tests therefore needed to be ones that 
measured ability in silent reading and comprehension rather than just 
reading isolated words0 It was decided to give two reading tests0
lo Schonell's Silent Reading Test, Ro3« which asks the subject 
to read passages and answer questions and so it is a silent 
reading test of comprehension.,
2o Daniels and Hunter Diack's test of Reading Experience, which
gives a multiple choice of words to fit into a sentence asking 
the child to underline the correct onee This then tests 
vocabulary, and the child is not called upon to write the 
words that are required,, Also this test is a more recent 
one than Schonell’s0 
From the review of the literature it seemed pertinent to include
a test of verbal reasoning ability and tests of visual and auditory recall„
The Maddox Verbal Reasoning Test was chosen because it iss-
(a) a comparatively recent one (i960) and so the norms are more 
valid than some of the older tests»
and (b) it is designed for pupils in the age range 9i to 10-J which
is the age range of the subjects in the experiment„
The only tests of visual and auditory memory which were found to be 
available that could be class administered were those of Schonello Again, 
these tests were compiled some years ago, but as the comparison is made 
using raw scores, it was felt that they would give a quick method of 
assessing the relative performance of the children on these two methods 
of recall„
Besides individual characteristics relating to academic performance, 
interest is also shown in the possible influence of a person’s personality 
on achievemento Most of the work so far done in this area relates to the 
performance of students0 For example, Broadbent (1958) divided students 
into two groups according to whether they obtained good or poor pass 
degrees and found that those who got good degrees were significantly 
more introverted as a group than the others* Lynn (1959) using the
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Maudsley Personality Inventory with apprentices and university students 
found that in both groups high extroversion had an adverse effect on 
educational attainment and that there was a positive correlation between 
neurotieism and academic attainment. He suggests that neuroticism affects 
attainment in two different ways; in stre^ te situations it has a disorgan­
ising effect, but alternatively, it can be a motivator of sustained work.
He goes on to postulate that it is the second effect which predominates 
at higher educational levels.
Singer and Singer (1972) in reviewing the literature available in 
the field of personality structure point to more recent trends in the 
study of the trait of anxiety as attempting to differentiate between 
"anxiety as a persisting predisposition (trait)", and "anxiety as a 
momentary reaction to stress (state)".
Savage (1962) also found that there were significant relationships 
between neuroticism, extraversion and academic performance. Again, using 
the Maudsley Personality Inventory he found that those with the lower 
scores on the extraversion scale were the most successful. He further 
suggested from the findings, which were with students assessed for 
achievement on the number of passes obtained in the final examinations, 
that whereas the most academically successful students had a neuroticism 
score above the norm, the poor students had significantly higher ones, 
indicating that the relationship between academic achievement and 
neuroticism is not linear but U-shaped,
Sarason et,al, (i960) shows that children in elementary schools who 
score high on an. anxiety scale tend to have lower scores on intelligence 
tests and perform less ably on rote learning tasks than do other children, 
McCandless and Castaneda (1956) suggest that anxiety is more likely to 
have an adverse effect on the more complicated learning skills, such as 
reading, arithmetic and concept formation th^tpa mnemonic- skill, such as 
spelling.
The relationship between spelling and personality factors does not 
appear to have received much attention, although Holmes (1959) found a 
slight relationship with college students.
Personality variables also received consideration in evaluating the 
effectiveness of instruction by means of programmed learning, Eysenck (1965) 
suggested this v/as an aspect needing research because the findings of 
experiments using programmed instruction might not apply equally well to 
all children; for example, the reactions of introverted children might vary 
considerably from the reactions of extroverted children to the use of 
programmed material.
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Sawiris (1966) with a small sample of grammar school children found that 
a favourable attitude to the use of programmes was associated with an 
absence of neuroticism and anxiety®
In view of these findings it was decided to include a personality 
questionnaire in the tests to be given® The Eysenck Junior Personality 
Inventory v/as chosen for ease of administration and quickness of workingo 
It has measurements on the two dimensions which receive the most attention 
in investigations into personality; the extroversion - introversion scale 
and the Neuroticism (stability - emotionality) scale., Adcock (1965) 
suggests that Cattell's Anxiety factor is similar to Eysenck's factor of 
Neuroticism and that both could be renamed by the term Emotional Reactivity®
The Test Battery 
I® The Maddox Verbal Reasoning Testo
2o Graded Spelling Test - Daniels and Hunter Diack®
3o Graded Test of Reading Experience - Daniels and Hunter Diacko
A® Silent Reading Test A (Test R3«) - Schonello
5o Immediate Recall of 3 Letter Words» (Visual Presentation) (Test S®A)
Schonello
60 Immediate Recall of 3 Letter V/ords0 (Auditory Presentation) (Test S„5)
Schonell0
7° The Junior Eysenck Personality Inventory,,
(The above are all published tests® (see Appendix C page XXI)o 
80 Generalization Testo
This test v/as devised to see if there was any generalization 
of letter sequences which appeared in some of the words to be taught 
in the spelling assignment0 Five words, thought to be relatively 
unfamiliar to the children v/ere chosen with letter sequences similar 
to words in each of the sets 2 to 5 ? making a total list of 20 wordso 
This test was given to the children before the spelling work began 
and again after the completion of the spelling programme of learning® 
The gains score, (post test - pre-test score) was used to give an 
indication of the amount of generalization which took place®
(see Appendix C page XXVI) for the test and derivative v/ords)®
In order to standardize the testing procedures all the tests v/ere 
administered by the experimenter, assisted by the class teachers to ensure 
that children did their own worko With ten schools to visit, in areas which 
v/ere not adjacent, this meant that the administration of the tests had to be 
spread over several months® Half the tests were given at the end of the 
Autumn Term and the other half at the beginning of the Spring Term® All 
were given prior to working on the spellings apart from the test of verbal 
reasoning ability which was given half way through the Spring Term, the term
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in which the children were learning the spellings® However, it was 
arranged so that the children in all ten schools had a specific test 
within the same fortnight® (see Appendix C page XXII), for details 
of the administration of the tests®
Table 15 - DESIGN OF THE MAIM EXPERIMENT - showing the Variables considered
«5*f-
D0 Design of the Experiment
in the Different Treatments
TREATMENT VARIABLES
WHOLE WORD
LIST FORM
Isola­
ted
Word
P
Word
Meaning
PART WORD 
with 
attention 
to
'HARD
SPOT’
INDIVI­
DUAL
LETTERS
IN CONTEXT I
.  J 1vxa a story .| ’word + meaning(s) + use
in a sentence «
R S T
METHOD of Study 
of Spellings
Presentation
Treatment Code
WRITTEN
k- WORDS
ORAL
6 WORDS
WRITTEN
6 WORDS
ORAL
b WORDS
Set
Number
Response
Daily
Learning
Task
SET
VARIABLES
NON - MANUAL MANUAL
CHILD VARIABLE SOCIAL CLASS GROUP
NoBo All differences in learning are measured by the 
gain score (post test score - pre-test score)o
The experiment, therefore, is utilising a difference of treatments analysis 
where the following variables are investigated
10 Social class of the subjects„
2® The presentation of the word®
5° The method of study used to learn the spellings®
The response mode utilised in the learning of the words®
5® The daily learning t a s k o
The overall plan of the experiment is shown in Table 15° (see 
fvrVolume II Appendix J,^  copies of the children*s work programmes) 0
The following description should clarify the presentation method to 
be used in each of the 5 treatments„
Words Presented in Context®
Presentation To
The child has his or her attention drawn to each individual letter 
of the v/ord to be spelled having first had to copy the whole wordo The 
child then has to recall the whole word from memory,, Words are presented 
in sentences which either give the meaning of the word or show its use* If 
the word has more than one meaning, then the alternative meanings and uses 
are also given,, As already described, (see Section 2), it was decided that 
the ideal way of presenting this was by means of a linear programme® The 
programmed booklet was 1^ or 15 pages in length according to the set of 
words being studied,,
Presentation So
This presentation is similar to presentation T, differing only in 
that the attention of the learner is drawn to the ’hard spot' or 'spots' 
of each word rather than each individual letter® Again this was presented 
as a linear programme which was a modified and shorter form of that used 
in presentation To Care v/as taken to ensure that sentences giving the 
meanings were included and all sentences used were taken from the long 
programme to equate all variables apart from the one being investigated, 
i0e0, the difference between attention being on the 'hard spots' or on the 
individual letters of a word being learned® The programmed booklet v/as 
9 pages in length for each set of words being studiedo
Presentation Ro
This method involved whole word learning with the v/ord presented in 
context® For each set of words there v/as a 4 page booklet v/ith 6 boxes 
on each page® In each box the word to be learned was printed, and under­
lined on the left hand side® The meaning or meanings of the v/ord with the 
use of the word in a sentence or sentences to illustrate use and meanings
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was given on the right hand side of the corresponding box® The wording 
of the meaning and sentence used to illustrate in each case was taken 
from the linear programme so that again, the only variable between this 
presentation and the other two context presented methods was that of 
learning the whole wordo Where the use of the word was shown in a sentence, 
the word being studied was underlined, as in the programme®
Presentations T, S and R®
The 2k words for each set were woven into a short story and each 
child had a copy0 The words to be studied were underlined in the story 
and the story was used for initial presentation of the words, with the 
children first following the printed words as they were read, and then 
repeating the underlined words after the reader of the story for pronunciation,. 
This was used again in the same way after the learning by the children of the 
set of words, before the post test was given®
Table 16 - Diagramatic Plan to Show the 5 Presentation Methods^
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Words presented in list form Words presented in context
isolated
words
words * 
meaning(s)
 ^ Words + 
meaning(s) 
+
use in a 
sentence
Attention to
hard spot(s) 
in words + 
meaning(s)
+ use in a 
sentence
Attention to
individual 
letters in 
words + 
meaning(s) -i- 
use in a 
sentence
P
p\<
Q R
CODE LETTERS FOR THE \
S
[EIHODS
T
WHOLE WORD LEARNING PART WORD LEARNING
Words Presented in List Form 
Presentation Q.®
For each set a 5 page booklet was produced with 8 boxes on each page® 
This was similar to presentation R except that the meaning or meanings of 
each word only were given, and sentences showing their use were excluded® 
This was because this method was utilising whole word learning with the 
aid of vocabulary only, so giving the word in context was omitted®
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Presentation P ®
Asiuthis method was by learning whole words presented in isolation 
for each set, a child had a single page giving the 2k words in numbered 
boxeso
Presentation Q. and P»
From the printed booklets or word list the words to be learned were 
read to the children and the children repeated each one as it was read for 
pronunciation® This was done before and after the learning of a set of 
words o
Presentation P, Q and RP
As these three methods called for the learning of the whole word, the 
children had to be given a plan of attack in order that the differences 
between these methods were of context, meaning and isolated word presentation, 
and not the system of learning the wordo This consisted essentially of the 
child first looking at the whole word; seeing with eyes shut; checking they 
saw correctly; copying or looking at the letters of the v/ord; checking; 
spelling without looking at the word being copied, checking they were right 
and repeating until the word has been spelled correctly twice in succession® 
(see Teacher's Notes Appendix B page XVI), for further details®
Table 17 - Diagramatic plan shov/ing differences between methods
used by schools0
School Presentation Method used for each set 1 to 5°
A & F P List of words only (1 page)
B & G Q Booklet giving word and meaning(s) (3 pages)
C & H R ) A]
 ^wa
LI start 
Lth same
bory
Booklet giving word and meaning(s) 
and words used in sentences pages!
D & I S  ^ si
)a
Short programme v/ith attention to 
hard spot(s) (9 pages)
E & J T ) 
)
Long programme with attention to 
individual letters (l*f or 15 pages)
The Pre and Post Tests®
In order to get a measure of the relative effectiveness of the 5 methods, 
the gain score for each set was used as a measure of the learning® The 2k 
words for each set were put into sentences and the tests were given in 
dictation form with the whole sentence being read, and then repeated slowly, 
with the word to be spelled resaid and children given time to write® The
children wrote only the words they had studied and not the whole sentence.,
For each set, 12 v/ords v/ere tested in the morning and twelve in the afternoon 
of each testing day* The same test was used as both the pre and the post 
test for each seto This was administered as a pre-test before the children 
started learning a set of words, and on the day after learning of the set 
had been completed, as the post testo (see Appendix B page VII. for
teachers notes for details of the tests*)
There seemed little point in children v/ho obtained full marks on a 
pre-test having to work through the corresponding set of words, and it was 
originally intended that these children should, therefore, be excluded* 
However, all the teachers expressed a wish for class work and felt that
extra practice on words already known would not be a waste of time*, For
this reason the children were not told their scores on the pre-tests; in 
fact, the teachers were not always aware of them as the experimenter marked 
the pre-tests* The teachers marked the post tests in order to give the 
children knowledge of results so that the children maintained interest in 
their progress; these scripts were re-marked by the experimenter for the pur­
pose of accuracy in the analysis of the results*
It v/as interesting in view of this, to note that on the teachers 
questionnaire (see Appendix D page XXIX) when asked about methods of 
testing spellings, of the 9 teachers who did give a weekly written spelling 
test, all used only a post test, and none employed the corrected test method 
of learning whereby children are first tested and then learn only the words 
they have misspelled* (see Table 18)*
Although Roy and Hollingsworth (1966) found no significant difference 
between the average post test scores of the group using a corrected test 
method of study and the group using the study test method, the sample size 
was small, (13 children in each group)* However, as the experimenters 
point out, the time saved by children using the corrected test was a 
factor to be considei'ed* On the other hand, most authorities, such as 
Gates (1931) and Horn (19^7)» have shown in experimental findings that the 
corrected test method of study leads to more efficiency in spelling 
achievement*
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Variations in working between the sets.
In order to ascertain if there was any significant difference 
between learning using a written and using an oral response it was 
decided that all children would work through two sets writing the word 
as they learned, and two sets where they learned orally*
Similarly, to test the relative effect of a learning task of *i- or 
6 words to be studied daily, all the children worked through two sets 
for each*
In order to reduce the possibility of any bias of the results due 
to either (a) increased improvement as the children progressed through 
the sets due to familiarity of routine leading to increased mastery of 
the spelling, or (b) reduction in improvement over time due to familiarity 
with the task leading to carelessness or boredom at the routine nature of 
the work, the methods of working the sets was alternated* (see Table 19)°
Table 19 - Diagrammatic plan showing set variations*
Set Number Daily Learning Task Response Mode
2 4 v/ords written
6 words oral
k 6 v/ords written
5 k v/ords oral
Set 1, which was worked through first v/as a trial run and the 
results were not analysed as part of the experiment* Learning k v/ords 
a day; the first 12 words were learned using a written response, and the 
last 12 using an oral response; to familiarize the children with the tv/o 
forms of learning* It also served to ensure that children understood 
the procedure and teachers were asked to help and give any necessary 
guidance to accomplish these aims* (On the subsequent sets teachers v/ere 
asked to refrain from giving any help in order to standardize the procedures 
for all 10 classes)* A further purpose in having a trial set was to try and 
reduce not only the effect of the increased stimulation a new method might 
have on the learning, but also the effect on the learner's motivation at 
being the object of attention*
Another precaution that needed to be taken was to standardize the 
pronunciation task in all methods, and the instruction for working through 
each set* In order to simulate normal classroom practice with the daily 
learning of spellings spread over a whole term, it v/as impossible for the 
experimenter to conduct the spelling programmes in the ten schools* As
far as it was possible, it was desirable to reduce the appearance of this
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being an experiment in the eyes of the children and to let the children 
work through the spelling sets with the class teachers as normal school 
routineo Even if given specific written instructions it is obvious that 
the teachers would differ in the way in which they gave instructions <> It 
v/as decided, therefore, to give each teacher a tape recording; this gave, 
for each set, the pronunciation, (list form or story according to presentation 
method) and the instructions for working through the first day's learning 
assignment for each seto On following days the children worked through the 
booklets at their own speed, individually, only being told how many words 
to learn on any one day. So that the children would not associate the tape 
recording and the spelling work too closely with the experimenter v/ho had 
already taken the classes for the test battery, a different person (male) 
was used for the pronunciation and giving the instructions0 As previously 
mentioned, after set 1 the teachers were asked to rely entirely on the 
tape recording and not supplement instructions or give help to the children,.
With these precautions it v/as hoped to reduce as much as possible, any 
bias of the results of the investigation which might be attributable to the 
effects mentioned by Rosenthal et„al(1970), namely, of the expectations of 
the experimenter, the reaction of the subjects to the experimenter's 
interest, and the subjects awareness that they were being evaluated,,
Table 20 - Diagrammatic Plan of the Experimento
Presentation Methods P Q. R S T
for all methods
Social Class Non-Manual Manual
Noo of words learned 
daily
Response Set
Set Number
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Eo Treatment and Analysis of Data.
(see Table kb page 91 for Summary of Results)o 
The main purpose of this experiment was to see if children aged 9 + 
would benefit from having to follow a systematic method of learning for 
spelling, and if so, what type of systematic instruction would give the 
best improvement in spellingo
Inspection of the average pre-test and post test scores for each 
group of children and for each of the four sets of spellings learned, 
(see Appendix H 0 Table XXI) shows that learning took place; in each the 
average post test score is greater than the average pre-test scoreo
In order to test the first hypothesis that the learning programme 
will not make any significant difference to children’s spelling achieve­
ment a t-test was carried out between the mean pre-test and post test 
scoreso
Table 21 - A comparison of the Average Test Scores»
Average Score Number Mean S0D0 Variance t P
Pre-test 359 16o82 60OO 360OO 9ol9^ oOOl
Post test 359 20*33 koVk 22
Using the formula for independent groups, heterogeneous variance, 
it was found that the observed value of t was 9a1.9k with oo degrees of 
freedom t critical is 3*29 at the 0ol% level of significance, and 
therefore an observed t value of 9*19^ is in the critical region, and 
so the hypothesis can be rejected,,
There is, therefore, very strong evidence to indicate that the 
differences between the children's performance on the pre- and post tests 
is not due to chance, but can be attributed to the following of a systematic 
approach to the learning of the spellings, and therefore the null hypothesis 
can be rejected with some confidence* As examination of the test scores 
shows that there is on average a gain in score after following the work 
programme, one can conclude that the following of a systematic approach to 
the learning of the words leads to improvement in spelling as measured by 
the test scoreo
The rest of the hypotheses were tested by four way analyses of 
variance using the average gain score, (post test - pre-test scores), for 
the four sets of spellings, (sets 2 - 5 )? as a measure of the amount of 
learningo Computer facilities were available for the computation of the 
results®
The number of levels for the four factors was as follows:-
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Table 22 - Diagrammatic Plan Showing Levels of the Four Factors
Factor Levels
Ko0 Description
presentation method 5 Po Qo Eo So To
social class 3 Non-manual0 Manual» Unknown
response set 2 Writteno Oralo
number of words 
learned daily
2 k words 0 6 v/ords 0
(i) Analysis of Variance for Whole Sample (sample size = 359)»
Using the MANOVA program, the analysis of variance (see Table 2 3) 
shows that there was a very significant difference between the 3 presentation 
methods„ (p = o001)
Also at the probability level of o001, significant differences were 
found between the social classes, and for the interaction between social 
class, and presentation methodo These results tend to indicate that there 
are differences between the effectiveness of the treatment methods, as 
measured by the average gain score, and that this difference is also related 
to social class group*.
The results also shoi/ed that there were very significant differences,
( p o00l), between the number of words learned daily., Less marked, but still 
significant differences were also found for two of the interactions; in the 
interaction of response set x the number of words learned daily,
(probability = O025)s and in the interaction of presentation method x 
response set, (probability = <,0 3)°
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Discussion of Analysis of Data,
Examination of the composition of the individual components of the 
analysis of variance shows that, the trend is for the average mean gain 
score to be larger when the learning task is 6 words than when it is 4
words to be learned daily, for each of the social class groups„ (see
Table 25) <> This evidence does suggest that regardless of what systematic
approach is utilised, children, on the whole, seem to work better when given
the larger daily learning task*
Comparison of the average gain score for the 4 sets of work shows that 
on each of the 5 presentation methods, the manual social class group made a 
larger gain score than the non-manual social class groupo
Taking the overall gain score average for each social group, regardless 
of presentation method, the manual social class group make the biggest gain, 
and those children whose social group is unknown show an average gain score 
which is between the two known social groups„ This one would expect if the 
children in the unknown group form a fairly proportionate mixture of the 
two social groupso The average gain scores for the social class groups are 
as follows
Table 24 - A Comparison of the Mean Cain Scores of the Social Class
Groups
^  Social Class Mean Gain Score
Non-Manual 3-39^
Manual 4.500
Unknown 4.339
Table 25 -
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (WHOLE SAMPLE) - Breakdown showing M & 0  GAIN SCORE
for each cello
(1) PRESENTATION METHOD P 3.69^ N = 359
Social Class Non Manual 
3 o635
Social Class Manual
3*640
Social Class Unknown 
3*750
Daily Lea] 
4 words 
(53)
rning
6 words
(49)
Daily Lea] 
4 words 
(70)
raing 
6 words
(69)
Daily Le 
4 words 
(2)
earning
6 words 
(2)
Oral 3*107
Respon-(28 ) 
se
3 0808 
(26)
2d35
(37)
3 0629 
(35)
4*000
(1 )
4*000
(1 )
Writ- 2*800
ten (25) 
Response
4*826
(23)
3 o000
(33)
4*794
(34)
loOOO
(1)
60OOO
(1 )
(2) PRESENTATION METHOD Q 3o679
Social Class Non Manual 
2o990
Social Class Manual 
4*236
Social Class Unknown 
3 o744
Daily Lee 
4 words 
(14)
irning 
6 words 
(16)
Daily Les 
4 words 
(24)
irning 
6 words 
(25)
Daily Le 
4 words 
(79
arning 
6 words 
(78)
Oral 3o333 
Respon- (6) 
se
2 e625 
(8)
3 0615 
(13)
4*000
(12)
3o744
(39)
3o703
(37)
Writ- 2o000
ten (8) 
Response
4-0 000 
(8)
3o636
(11)
5o692
(13)
3o6oo
(40)
3o927
(41)
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Table 25 -
(3) PRESENTATION METHOD R 5*114
Social Class Non Manual 
2*934
Social Class Manual
6o012
Social Class Unknown 
5° 754
Daily Lea 
4 words
(41)
xning 
6 words
(45)
Daily Le 
4 words 
(48)
arning 
6 words
(46)
Daily Lea 
4 words 
(12)
rning 
6 v/ords
(13)
Oral 2*591
Respon- (22) 
se
3*840
(25)
5*704
(27)
7o455
(22)
5.71't
(7)
8o500
(6)
Writ- 3*105
ten (19) 
Response
2o200
(20)
4o429
(21)
6*458
(24)
3 o800
(5)
5 o000
(7)
(4) PRESENTATION METHOD S 4*008
Social Class Non Manual 
3*106
Social Class Manual
3*394
Social Class Unknown
4 o767
Daily Le 
4 words 
(45)
arning 
6 words
(46)
Daily Le 
4 words 
(69)
arning 
6 words 
(81)
Daily Lea: 
4 words
(10)
rning 
6 v/ords 
(11)
Oral 3°125
Respon-(24) 
se
2o750
(20)
2o943
(35)
3*050
(40)
5*200
(5)
4 *600 
(5)
Writ- 3o048 
ten (21)
3o500
(26)
3*706
(34)
3*878
(41)
3*600
(5)
5*667
(6)
Table 25 -
(5) PRESENTATION METHOD T 4„220
" Social Class Non Manual 
bo300
Social Class Manual 
5*220
Social Class Unknown 
3*682
Daily Le 
4 words 
(21)
arning 
6 words 
(23)
Daily Lea 
4 words 
(57)
riling
6 words 
(6*0
Daily Le; 
k words 
(23)
arning 
6 words 
(25)
Oral 3*917
Respon- (12) 
se
3 0667 
(12)
6o032
(31)
3*938
(32)
2o917
(12)
*t-o273
(1 1)
Writ- 30889
Respon- (9) 
se
5°727
(1 1)
4o8*t6
(26)
60O63
(32)
3*182
(U)
^*357
(1*0
NoBo Numbers in brackets refer to the number of observations entering into 
the calculation for a cell),.
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Taking the whole sample, presentation method R appears to give 
the largest gain score* With the manual and the unknown social groups 
this method also ranks the highest as far as average gain scores are 
concerned* However, it ranks lowest with social group 1* The difference 
between the average gain scores for the most favoured method, (method T), 
and the least favoured, (method R), for the non-manual group, is much 
smaller than that for the manual group, and so, when one averages the 
gains for these two groups method R ranks second to method To
Table 26 - Rank Order of Presentation Methods for the Groups*
(Using average gain score of the 4 sets of work)
SOCIAL CLASS GROUPS
Non-Manual Manual Unknown Non-Manual 
+ Manual
Whole
Sample
T 4*300 R 6*012 R 5-754 T 4*760 R 5*114
P 3*635 T 3*220 S 4*767 R 4*473 T 4*220
S 3*106 Q 4*236 P 3*750 P 3*638 S 4*008
Q 2*990 P 3*6*10 Q 3*744 Q 3*613 P 3*694
R 2*934 S 3-394 T 3*682 S 3*250 Q 3*679
As the learning programme extended over a whole school term, it 
was impossible to expect that every child in the sample would complete 
all the sets of work* The program used for this four way analysis of 
variance was able to utilise information on the whole sample of 359 
children as it could deal with unequal cell sizes and missing scores0 
However, the results need to be treated with caution for the following 
reasonsi-
lo The error term is not split and so there may be bias on some
of the effectso
2* The design does not take account of the repeated measures;
ioeo the fact that for the two modes of response and the 
two daily learning tasks each child is tested against himself*
3o The lai-ge group of children whose social class is unknown might
be producing or influencing the interaction effect,,
4* Distortion of the results might have occurred due to the compo­
sition of the presentation method Q, where there is a very high 
proportion of children whose social class group is unknown, and a 
very small sample of children in the non-manual social class group* 
5o Presentation method P has a very small sample in the unknown
social class group, with each of the four component cells having 
an average gain score from a single individual*
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It seemed necessary, therefore, to carry out a further analysis of 
variance with reduced sample size in order to remedy the above defectso
(ii) Analysis of Variance with a reduced designo (Sample size = 12*0 
Because of the disproportionate cell sizes, presentation method Q was 
excluded from this analysis0 In the results of the preceeding analysis of 
variance this method did not appear to be a very favoured one as measured by 
the average gain score for either of the social groupso The group of children 
whose social class group was unknown were also excluded, so we have a reduced 
design in that we are considering four presentation methods and two social 
groups o
The Tebb GUMA program was used as this could cope with unequal cell sizes 
and could deal with the repeated measures as multivariate measures„ Therefore, 
the sample was restricted to excluding those children who missed one or more 
of the 4 sets of worko This analysis of variance, besides giving a more 
reliable result on the repeated measures, should also provide tests of the 
presentation method, social class and their interaction which are less open 
to distortion than the previous analysis» The sample size was 124 cases.
The multivariate analysis of variance showed a significant difference 
in the learning between the tv/o social class groups at the probability level 
of oOl, and significant differences between the methods of presentation at 
the o025 levelo The interaction of these tv/o variables was not significanto 
The full model was significant; the probability level here being o01„
(see Table 27)°
The univariate analyses of variance for the gain scores on each indivi~ 
dual learning set showed that sets 4 and 5 made the biggest contribution to 
the significant differences„ For both these sets, significant differences 
were shown between the social classes; (these were at the O01 level for set 
4 and at the O025 level for set 5)? significant differences for the full 
model at the O01 level for set 4, and at the O025 level for set 5 «
(see Tables 28 - 3l) 0
Table 27 - MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE N = 124 
Average Gain Scores of Sets 2 + 3 + 4  +5°
Source of 
Variance
Wilks» 
Lambda
F
Value
Degrees of 
Freedom
P
less than
Between Methods 
of Presentation 08082 2o0898 12 299*26 LT\OJ00
Between 
Social Classes 08872 305910 4 113*00 oOl
Interaction 
Social Class x 
Presentation o9211 007872 12 299*26 NoS„
Full Model o6423 1*9073 28 408o85 oOl
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Table 28
UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Gain Scoresof Set 2 N = 124
Source of 
Variance
S0S 0 D0F 0 MoS0 Fo
Value
P
Less than
Between Methods 
of Presentation 605112 3 2ol704 0.3793 N0S0
Between 
Social Classes 40410? 1 404107 Oo7708 NoS.
Interaction 
Social Class x 
Presentation 403084 3 1.4361 0o2510 NoSo
Full Model I609413 7 204202 0.4229 N 0S0
Residual 663o8040 116 307224
Table 29 -
UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Gain Scores of Set 3 N = 124
Source of 
Variance
S„S„ DoF. M.S. Fo
Value
P
Less than
Between Methods 
of Presentation
81o8395 5 27.2798 204078 N.So
Between 
Social Classes 0o0299 1 0.0299 O0OO26 NoSo
Interaction 
Social Class x 
Presentation 409175 5 1o6392 0.1447 N.So
Full Model 10402213 7 1408888 l„3l4l N.So
Residual 1314.2644 116 11.3299
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UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Gain Scores of Set 4 N = 124
TableJO -
Source of 
Variance
SoS„ D0F0 MoSo F„
Value
P
less Than
Between Methods 
of Presentation 89o6959 5 29o8986 2o4047 N0S 0
Between 
Social Classes 105o2827 1 103o2827 8o3069 HO0
Interaction 
Social Class x 
Presentation 5701239 5 19o04l3 0 0 2510 N0S0
Full Model 27608577 7 3905511 30l8ll HIO0
Residual 144202664 116 12o4335
. . .. ..
Table 31 - :
UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE '
Gain Scores of Set 5 ' N = 124
Source of 
Variance
SoSo D0F0 MoSo Fo
Value
P
less than
Between Methods 
of Presentation 3600259 5 1 2o0086 I0I885 N 0S 0
Between 
Social Classes 57°5556 1 57o5556 5o6965 o025
Interaction 
Social Class + 
Presentation 52o6945 5 1705648 1 o7385 NoS„
Full Model 180o7517 7 25o8217 205557 lACMO0
Residual 117200244 116 1001037
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Discussion of Analysis of Data,
From the mean score for each cell, (see Table 3*f), it can be seen 
that, apart from the non-manual social group using a written response on 
presentation method R, and the manual group using an oral response on 
method T, the larger gain scores are made when the daily learning task is 
6 words as compared to k words* This finding confirms the similar one found 
in the first analysis, as does the trend for the manual group to make a 
larger gain score than the non-manual group*
Apart from method S, where the non-manual group makes a slightly 
higher gain score; on all the other presentation methods, the manual group 
makes a higher average gain score compared to the non-manual group* 
Comparison of the overall gain scores again supports the findings of the 
first analysis in that the manual group makes the biggest gain score* The 
average gain scores are as follows
Table 32 - A Comparison of the Mean Gain Scores for the Social Class Groups
SOCIAL CLASS MEAN GAIN SCORE
Non-manual 3 o?80
Manual k *7^1
Inspection of the ranked order of the presentation methods according 
to mean gain score shows that for the whole sample, and for the two social 
groups, method S is the least favoured* (see Table 33)*
Table 33 -
Rank Order of Presentation Methods for the Groups* 
(using average gain score for the k sets of work)
SOCIAL CLASS GROUPS ........
NON-MANUAL MANUAL WHOLE SAMPLE
P ko250 T 5°513 R *f*620
R 3o8^6 R 3°393 T -^*507
S 3°523 P ^0698 P
T 3*300 s 3*360 S 3iM2
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR A REDUCED DESIGN
Breakdown Showing Mean Gain Score for each cell - N = 124-
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Table 34- -
(1 )
Method P 
(N = 35)
X = ^ 0 4-74-
Social Class Non-Manual 
(N = 16)
X = 4-0 250
Social Class Manual 
(N = 19) 
x = 4-0698
Daily-
Learning
4- words
Daily
Learning
6 words
Daily
Learning
4- words
Daily
Learning
6 words
Oral
Response 3° 313 4 0625 4-oOOO 4-o895
Oral
Response
Written
Response 3 0 4-38 5 0625 3° ^74- 60 4-21
Written
Response
(2)
Method R 
(N = 27)
X s 4-o620
Social Class Non-Manual 
(N = 13)
X = 3 0 84-6
Social Class Manual
(N = 14-)
X = 5->393
Daily
Learning
4- words
Daily
Learning
6 words
Daily
Learning
4- words
Daily
Learning
6 words
Oral
Response 3o308 5° 539 5° 14-3 5-929
Oral
Response
Written
Response 3.846 2o692 4-o 286 60 214
Written
Response
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Table 34
(3)
Method S 
(N = 36 ) 
x = 3=442
Social Class Non-Manual 
(N = 11)
X = 3=523
Social Class Manual 
(N = 23)
X = 3=360
Daily
Learning
4 words
Daily
Learning
6 words
Daily
Learning
4 words
Daily
Learning
6 words
Oral
Response 3=000 3=727 2 0680 V>J 0 0 CO 0
Oral
Response
Written
Response 3=546 3 0818 3=600 *1-0 080
Written
Response
(4)
Method T 
(N = 26)
x = *1-0507
Social Class Non-Manual
(N = 7 )
X = 3„300
Social Class Manual 
(N = 19)
X = 5=513
Daily
Learning
4 words
Daily
Learning
6 words
Daily
Learning
4 words
Daily
Learning
6 woi-ds
Oral
Response 2=429 *fd*f3 6o053 4=263
Oral
Response
Written
Response 3=286 4 = 143 4=368 7=368
Written
Response
-76-
Ranking the presentation methods according to the highest average 
gain scores for the k sets of work, shows that ii/hereas the non-manual group 
tends to obtain a higher gain score on method P, the manual group show a 
slight preference for method T* With both groups method R is the second most 
favoured presentation method; and it is this method which shows a slightly 
higher gain score when one considers the whole sample* These results differ 
from that of the previous analysis, (see Tables 26 and 33)? "but as for reasons 
previously outlined, the results of this analysis are probably more accurate 
than for the previous one, the ranking order of the presentation methods shown 
here is probably a more acceptable one*
The finding that sets *t and 5 made the biggest contribution to the 
differences between the learning of the two social classes is not easy to 
explain* The differences cannot be attributed to a category of the response 
set or of the daily learning task as set k called for learning utilising 
written responses for a daily learning task of 6 words, and set 5 for using 
oral responses in learning ^J-words a day* The possibility of the results 
arising from the particular combination of the two variables cannot be 
ruled out* It was impossible to equate the four learning sets as to degree 
of difficulty, but examination of the average pre-test scores, for the whole 
sample (see Appendix H Tables xix and xxii) do not show these two sets to be 
either more difficult or easier than the other two sets of words* Whereas 
set k has got lower average pre-test scores for the whole sample and for 
each of the two social classes, set 3 ? on the other hand, has the highest 
average pre-test scores for the whole sample and the non-manual group, and 
ties with set 3 for highest pre-test score for the manual group*
The frequency distribution of the four dependent variables, (see Table 36) 
shows that the average gain scores for the 12^ subjects on each variable has a 
distribution which is positively skewed* This is understandable when one con­
siders that the average gain score is obtained from the difference between the 
average post and pre-tests, and that the overall average pre-test score was 
16*8* The distribution of the average gain scores for sets 4 and 3 is perhaps 
nearer to normality than the distribution of the other two sets* This might 
account for these two sets yielding more significant results as when the 
distribution of the dependent variable bears less resemblance to the normal 
curve this will lead to the more likelihood of rejecting the hypothesis when 
it is true*
Another possible explanation is that these were the last two sets to be 
learned and that the children, having worked through the trial set and two 
sets of the experiment had become familiar with the method and routine of a 
daily learning assignment with the full effects of novelty completely elimin­
ated* If this was the case, then the results of these two sets would give a 
truer picture of the learning differences than the overall average gain scores*
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The differences between the two social groups for the average gain 
scores for these tv/o sets shows that by far the biggest differences are 
in methods R and T, which are the methods where the manual group obtain 
comparatively larger gain scores than the non-manual group«
If then, the results obtained in sets k and 5 are a more accurate 
reflection of the learning than the average of all 4 sets, then it is
possible that the social class differences which were found to exist
are even greater than the results obtained show0
Table 35 “ A Comparison of the Average Gain Score Difference Betv/een
The Two Social Glass Groups on Sets and 5°
METHOD
SET P R s T
k o796 3o522 o262 3 o225
5 0687 I0835 o320 3 062^
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Table 36 - Frequency Distributions of the Gain Scores
For the Four Sets
o
co
a  §
o
P3
I  9
— ST
GAIN SCOHS
x = 3.76
COEh
KJ3!=>CO
fao
@COSt=>Z
COEh
a3Z
CO
fao
CO
i=>z
SET 3
ia
GAIN SCORE
x = 5 .2 2 X = 3.84
SET 4
GAIN SCORE
SET 3
GAIN SCORE 
X = 4.44
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(iii) Analysis of Variance for an Equal Cell Design*,
(Sample size = 50)
In order to confirm the significant differences found on both the 
previous analyses with regard to the variable of the daily learning task; 
and to be sure that there were no significant differences between the 
oral and written response modes in learning; it seemed advisable to carry 
out an analysis of variance which would specifically account for the 
nesting relationshipo The BMD08V program was chosenP As this program 
only performs an analysis of variance on cells of equal size it was 
necessary to use a very reduced sample size,,
As only 5 subjects in the non-manual social class group completed 
all four sets of work in presentation method Q, this fixed the cell size 
as five cases» The subjects for the other nine cells were chosen by 
random selection, using the Fisher and Yates Random Numbers Table, from 
those subjects in each social class group for each presentation method who 
had completed the four sets of worko This gave a total sample size of 50„ 
(10 on each presentation method)*
Table 37 - Analysis of Variance For An Equal Cell Design N - 50
Source of Variance SoSo D0F 0 M 0S0 FoValue P
Between Response
Sets 9 o 2*1-5 1 9° 2^5 1..37 NoS„
Between Daily
Learning Tasks 66o125 1 66*125 13o70 ^OoOOl
Error Term For 
Between Response 
Sets 269o891 ho 60 7h7
Error Term For 
Between Daily 
Learning Tasks 193»09^ ho ha$27 - -
The analysis of variance for the two repeated measures, (see Table 37) 
shows that significant differences existed between the daily learning 
tasks, at the probability level of 0 o001o No significant differences were 
found between the two response modeso
Discussion of Analysis of Data0 
The highly significant differences between the daily learning tasks,
(p = OoOOl), and examination of the cell means confirms the earlier 
findings on this variableo The daily learning task of 6 words produces 
higher gain scores than does the alternative learning tasko
On this analysis, the overall mean gain scores are as follows?-
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Table 38 A Comparison of the Mean Gain Scores for the 
Daily Learning Tasks
Daily Learning Task Mean Gain Score
4 words 3-51
6 words 4- 66
The direction of the differences between the two learning tasks is 
consistent for the five presentation methods; and for the separate social 
class groups, with the exception of the non-manual group on Method SQ 
(see Table 39)-
Table 39 - Analysis of the Mean Gain Scores according to Presentation
Method and Social Cla s Group
SUBJECTS DAILY
LEARNING TASK
PRESENTATION METHOD
P Q K- R S T
Whole 4 words 3 o00 3-20 4-10 3-13 4-10sample 6 words 4-20 3-85 6o20 3=60 5-45
Non-manual 4 words 2-80 2-40 4.30 4-60 2o80
group 6 words 4*40 2-70 3-10 4-40 4*00
Manual 4 words 3 o20 4-00 3-90 1*70 5o4o
group 6 words 4-00 3-00 7o30 2-80 6o90
The trend is also shown when one compares the overall mean scores 
for the two daily learning tasks for the separate social groups:-
Table 40 - A Comparison of the Mean Gain Scores for the Social Class 
Groups on the Daily Learning Task Variable
SOCIAL CLASS DAILY LEARNING TASK
4 words 6 words
Non-manual 3-38 4*12
manual 3-64 5-20
As in the previous analyses, no significant differences i^ ere found 
between the oral and written modes of response used in the learning of 
the spellingso The overall mean scores for this variable on this 
analysis were as follows:
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Table 41 A Comparison of the Mean Gain Scores for the Social Glass
SOCIAL CLASS RESPONSE SET
ORAL WRITTEN
Non-manual 3=76 3-7'f
Manual 3.98 4.86
Whole sample 3.87 4.30
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Fo Interpretation of the Results-
The main aim of this investigation was to try to determine whether 
third year junior children would show an improvement in spelling 
achievement if they were given a systematic approach to the learning; if 
so, what type of systematic approacho Furthermore, it was decided to 
compare manual and non-manual social class groups to see if they differed 
in their learning achievement„
The following six hypotheses were testeds- 
1c. That there will not be any significant difference between the 
scores obtained by children in a spelling test, given before 
and after following a systematic approach to the spelling of 
the wordso
2» That there will be no significant difference in the effectiveness of 
learning to spell between methods of study utilising a whole word, 
attention to hard spot, or attention to the individual letters of 
a word,
3„ That there will be no significant differences in the effectiveness 
of learning to spell between presentation modes of words in context, 
words with the meaning given and words presented in isolation,,
k0 That there will be no significant difference in the effectiveness
of learning to spell between using oral and written responses in
the learning of the words„
3„ That there will be no significant difference in the effectiveness 
of learning to spell between learning assignments of 4 and 6 words 
dailyo
6o That there will be no significant difference in the effectiveness of
learning to spell between the non-manual and manual soci§l class
groups o
A t-test between the average pre= and post test scores of the whole 
sample showed that there were significant differences (p = o00l) and 
examination of the scores showed that the average post-test score was 
greater than the average pre-test score„ From the results of this 
experiment, therefore, one can conclude that if children are given a 
systematic method of learning, they will increase their spelling scores.
Two separate analyses of variance showed that significant differences, 
(p = *01, p = oOOl), existed between the social class groups with regard 
to the learning of the spellings. In one, (see Table 23), this was based 
on the differences between the average gain scores for the whole sample 
of 359 children and so included, beside social groups 1 and 2 , those 
children whose social group was unknown,, The other examined the difference 
in average gain score of a sub sample of 12^; excluding those children
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whose social group was unknown, and also children who were absent for 
one or more of the sets of work. (see Table 27).,
Before accepting these results as evidence of actual learning 
differences, it is necessary to try and establish that the children in 
the non-manual and manual social class groups were comparable in regard 
to spelling ability before starting the programme of work*
The t-test was applied to the Spelling Ages of the two groups as 
determined by the standardised spelling test which v/as administered.,
Table bZ - A Comparison of the Average Spelling Age of the Two Social
Class Groups
Social Class Number Mean Spelling Age S.D. Variance F.Value T-value
1 106 10.52 I.*f06 1.982
1.08 0.23
2 l*f8 10.10 1A63 2.1*M
With such a large sample, the t-distribution approximates to a normal 
distribution, and so the critical value for t is 1*96 at the 3% level of 
significance..
Using the t-test for independent groups, homogeneous variance for the 
difference between means, the observed value of t is .23 • As this falls 
within the critical values of +_ 1 -96, one can accept that there were no 
significant differences between the initial levels of spelling ability, 
as measured by the standardised test, for the children in the two social 
groups, at the 5% level of significance.
Therefore, the hypothesis that there will be no significant difference 
in the effectiveness of learning to spell betv/een the manual and non-manual 
social class groups must be rejected. Both analyses for this factor show 
that the non-manual group tends to make the lower average gain scores.
From the second analysis on the smaller sample, (n = 12*0, apart from
method S, the manual group make the greatest average gain scores on the
presentation methods and on the overall mean score.
It is not possible to explain why such social class differences 
were found to exist in the learning of the spellings. It is also unwise 
to attempt to draw definite conclusions as to differences betv/een social 
class groups because the concept of social class is an extremely nebulous 
one. Although referring to American society, the conclusions of 
De Cecco (1968) that one cannot prove the existence of distinct social 
classes, is also relevant to this country.
Using the term disadvantaged child to describe a child who had not 
got ths necessary prerequisite learning structures and skills, De Cecco 
(1968) in examining the evidence concludes that regarding cognitive
development the disadvantaged child:-
Mis hampered by a lack of verbal mediators”, and 
nfails to develop learning sets, learning abilities, and 
learning styles”•
If the children in the manual social class group in this 
investigation were indeed less well equipped regarding these aspects 
of cognitive development than the children in the non-manual social 
class group, then it would be possible to attempt to explain the results 
obtained regarding the social class variable «> The children were given a 
method of attack for learning a spelling which involved having to closely 
attend and to say a word and its letters® This can be described as a means 
of ensuring that the children use verbal mediation in learning® (This is 
accepting Jensen's (1966) definition of verbal mediation as being "talking 
to oneself in relevant ways when confronted with something to be learned, 
a problem to be solved, or a concept to be attained”, which is the 
definition De Cecco (1968) adopts)» Perhaps in this experiment the manual 
social class group reacted, on the whole, more favourably to being given a 
specific and formalised approach to the learning task, whereas the non­
manual group tended, on average, to have already formulated their own 
individual methods of approach to the study of spellings and so did not 
take so kindly to having a prescribed method forced upon them® This would 
also explain the finding of the analysis of variance that the manual group 
showed a slight preference for the programmed learning approach.,
Ausubel (1963) suggested that because programming of material presents 
sequential step by step learning it could well be a very suitable form of 
instruction to utilise for disadvantaged children„
Cotterell (1972) in describing the problems of an eleven year old 
boy in spelling points to the futility of a teacher giving such a child 
a homework task of having to learn 20 spellings weekly® She suggests 
that the boy "was not likely to retain by just 'looking' at them and 
nothing further was required of him”: and concludes that the teacher 
should give the boy a method of "how to master these words0 He, (the 
boy), must do something with them, carefully studying them and using 
them in context”®
It is pertinent, therefore, that not only did this group of children 
improve in spelling achievement on all systematic approaches to learning, 
but that they made the highest gain scores on the programmed presentation, 
where attention was focused on each individual letter but also on the whole 
word method which was also presented in context® The fact that the 
programmed presentation which concentrated on the 'hard spots' was the 
least favoured for learning improvement could be attributed to it being an
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in-between method of learning; that is it only drew the child's attention 
to some of the letters in a word perhaps to the detriment of the others 
and failed to give a method of studying the word as a wholeo
However, these comments are extremely speculative. One cannot, from 
the results of this investigation, make any positive conclusions. Further 
investigation would be necessary before one could formulate definite views 
upon the findings obtained in this experiment, that there was a social class 
difference in the amount of learning which occurred with the manual social 
class group making, on average, slightly higher gain scores than the 
non-manual group.
With the whole sample as subjects highly significant differences were 
found in the learning between presentation methods, (probability level 0.001), 
and to a lesser extent, but still significant, (probability level 0 .025)9 with 
the analysis on the smaller sample of 12^1- children. Therefore, hypotheses 
2 and 3* that there v/ill not be significant differences between presentation 
modes and between methods of studying the words can be rejected. From the 
design of the experiment and the analysis of the results, one can only draw 
very tentative conclusions as to the direction of these differences.
From the analysis involving the whole sample, method Q, which 
involved whole word learning with words given in list form with meanings 
only, was not found to be very effective. With the analysis involving the 
12^ children who completed all four sets of work comparison of presentation 
methods P, R, S and T, showed method S to be the least favoured method with 
the whole sample and with the separate social groups. It can, therefore, 
be concluded as far as this investigation is concerned, that both the 
presentation of words in list form with meaning given and the presentation 
in context with the pupil's attention focussed on the 'hard spot' of each 
word, are not the most effective learning methods.
Examination of the cell means for the second analysis, as they are 
more reliable, showed that whereas the non-manual group favoured method P, 
which was whole word learning with the words presented in list form; the 
manual group did best on method T, which presented the words in context 
with the children having their attention drawn to the individual letters 
of the words to be learned. However, with the whole sample method R, which 
called for a whole word approach to learning with the words presented in 
context was the most effective method. As this was the second most favoured 
presentation method by the separate social groups, and the differences 
between the average mean scores is not very large, it is possible to draw 
the tentative conclusion that with a class of mixed social class it might be 
the best method to adopt.
Although the manual group made a slightly higher gain score on the 
method which draws attention to the individual letters of each word, this
method, involving as it does a programmed learning approach, would present 
difficulties if it were to be adopted for classroom use in the daily- 
learning of spellings.
As has previously been cited, (see page 31)» Bennett, (1967) having 
discussed the difficulties of using programmed instruction as a technique 
for the learning of spellings, summarises the position by stating that,
"If we really believe that each word is a separate learning problem, 
we cannot programme the learning curriculum"; and concludes that,
"There is a fundamental opposition between the notion of specific 
learning and the principles of programmed learning".
In this investigation, programmed instruction was used as being a 
suitable technique to control the learning method utilised on presentations 
S and T where it was necessary for the subjects to concentrate either on 
the 'hard* spot or on the individual letters of each word to be spelled.
In order to meet with the requirements for a linear programme each set of 
words was arranged so that the terminal frame for one spelling also 
introduced the next spelling to be learned. This was satisfactory as far 
as the purpose of this experiment was concerned, but the fact that it 
involves the pupil in having to work through all the spellings in a set 
whether they can already spell the words or not, casts doubts upon it 
being a suitable approach to utilise in a classroom situation for the day 
to day learning of spellings. Although some favour overlearning in 
spelling, as Krueger, (1929) says, no one really knows how much overlearning 
is desirable. Whilst one might agree with the opinion given by Arvidson, 
(i960), that:
"Learning should continue well beyond the time when a word first 
appears to be known, in order to achieve the automatic, correct 
reproduction of the word which is the sign of a sound spelling habit"; 
one can question v/hether it is sound educational practice to require children 
to study v/ords that they have already mastered. It would seem to be not 
only wasteful of their time, but also the possible resultant boredom from 
having to study words which they can already spell quite successfully could 
lead to a reduction in motivation and the development of a less favourable 
attitude towards the learning of spellings.
In their written comments on the work they had done, it was interesting 
to note that the majority of children who expressed a dislike for the way 
they had been learning throughout the term and thought the work had been 
boring also tended to say that the words they had been asked to learn 
were too easy and most were already known to them. As one child succinctly
’I disliked the v;ay in which we learned to spell* I thought that 
the children who were good at spelling should have just been allowed to 
consentrate on the words which they couldn't spell, and not waste there 
time on words which they could spell1*
Many investigators, e.g. Kingsley (1923)i Horn (1 9 ^ )9 favour the 
test-study approach to the learning of spellings* Although Gates, (1930)9 
found that in some grades the duller children tended to do better on the 
study-test approach, the greater overall gains were made on the test-study 
method through grades 3 to 8 inclusive* Gates concluded that this method 
v/as the best to utilise as it was more efficient to allow pupils to concen­
trate on the v/ords which they found difficult and suggested that where the 
test-study method was not so effective was not so much a fault of the approach 
but due to the fact that the children v/ere often working alone and not given 
a supervised systematic approach as to how to learn the words which they had 
misspelled* It is interesting to note that in Gates' investigation the 
study-test method gave larger gains in grade 2 and lower 3 for it is quite 
feasible that the younger children have not developed a plan of attack to 
master the spelling of the words and so do better with direct teacher 
guidance*
In the light of these considerations, therefore, and on the results 
of this present investigation where the average gain score the for manual 
group v/as only slightly larger on presentation method I than the next most 
favourable method R, it would seem to be advisable to reject adopting a 
programmed learning approach with the children's attention being drawn to 
each individual letter of each word to be spelled*
Methods P and R both required a whole word learning approach, but 
whereas the former presented the words in list form, the latter used a 
contextual presentation* A straight comparison betv/een these two is 
therefore possible to see whether there is any significance between the 
presentation modes* The number of children on Presentations P and R
gave a sample size of 62 for this analysis*
A multivariate analysis gave significant differences at the 0*023 
probability level for both the full model and between presentations* (see 
table k3) The average mean score for presentation P was **-.^ 739 and for 
R, it was km620* The differences between the social classes v/as not 
significant.
The results suggest that with a class of mixed sobial class groups, 
the utilisation of an approach to the learning of spellings, which presents 
the words in contextual form and involves a study method of learning the 
word as a whole, might be the best approach to adopt*
It is of interest to quote the comment made by one child in evaluating
method R;
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"It was helpful to have the boxes which told you the meaning
and gave you a sentence with the meaning used in itM<>
From the results of all the analyses one can only draw tentative
conclusions regarding the presentation methods, namely that:-
(a) significant differences were found betv/een the presentation 
methods*
(b) attention to the *hard spot’ is not so effective a method 
of learning as is using either a whole word approach or 
v/here attention is focused on each individual letter*
(c) presentation of the words with the meaning is not so effective 
as either presentation of the word in list form or in context*
(d) further investigation is needed to clarify which method of 
learning and which presentation mode is really the most effective 
but talcing into account the considerations previously mentioned, 
on the basis of this experiment the data indicated that the trend 
is towards a whole word learning method being the best to utilise,
v/ith a slight preference towards having the words presented in
context rather than in isolation if one is looking for a method 
to adopt with a whole class*
Table 43 - MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PRESENTATIONS P AND R 
(Based on average gain scores of sets 2, 3$ 4 and 5) N = 62
Source of Variance Wilk’s
Lambda
F
Value
Degrees of 
Freedom
P less than
Between Presentation 
Methods
Between Social 
Class
Interaction 
(Presentation x 
Social Class
Full Model
•>7959
.8620
.9^11
.67^1
3o4828 
2*2013
0.8603
1.9528
b 55 
b 55
b 55 
12 1^5.81
.023
N.So
N.So
o025
As all the analyses of variance found significance differences in the
learning between the daily learning tasks, and as in each, the cell analysis 
showed that there was a greater gain score when the learning task v/as 6 
words daily and not 4, it can be concluded that, as far as this investigation 
v/as concerned, better learning was achieved when the children had to learn 
6 words daily* Therefore, the hypothesis that there will be no significant 
differences in the effectiveness of learning to spell betv/een a learning 
assignment of four and six words daily can be rejected*
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why does a learning task of 6 words a day lead to more effective 
achievement on the post test? Without further evidence it is only 
possible to tentatively suggest possible reasons„ As the children worked 
at their own pace on the daily learning task it could be that having to 
learn 6 words meant a longer period of time was spent each day on the 
spellings which required greater concentration, and so enhanced the 
learning® Alternatively, it might be that the post test for the daily 
learning task of 6 words required recall of words learned more than 
retention, and the converse would apply to the learning of k words a day® 
This would be a possible conclusion when one considers that the former 
learning task occupied days of learning for a set and the latter 6 days 
with a weekend intervening» Thus the learning has to be retained over a 
longer period of time and forgetting is more likely® There is, therefore, 
a need to investigate this aspect further before one can safely conclude 
that there is an optimum number of words for a daily learning task which 
will lead to more effective learning of spellings»
Each analysis which was done showed no significant differences between 
learning using an oral response compared to when a written response was 
utilised® Therefore, on the basis of this evidence one cannot reject the 
fourth hypothesis, namely that there will not be any significant differences 
in the effectiveness of learning to spell between use of these two response 
modes®
Although many hold the view that the action of writing whilst learning 
is an aid, the findings of this investigation might confirm the suggestion 
of Russell, (1937)j that the use of lip and throat movements in learning 
to spell isakinaesthetic reinforcement® As the subjects of this investi­
gation were given a method of studying the spellings which specifically in­
volved them in having to say both the word and the letters comprising the 
word to themselves quietly, this less obvious form of kinaesthetic rein­
forcement might well have been equally as effective as that of actually 
writing the word or individual letters of the word at the same time as it is 
being learned®
As far as programmed learning is concerned, it was originally thought 
that learning was more effective if the subject had to write down the 
response to a frame in a linear type programme„ Skinner considered that 
this ensured deeper thought about the content of the frame and so led to 
greater understanding® However, the majority of recent investigations into 
this variable, e»g®, Stolurow, (1962), with university students, and Keislar, 
(1962), with primary school children, do not find any significant differences
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between learning using an oral or written response*
De Cecco, (1968) having summarised the evidence, concludes thats- 
M0vert responding may be especially helpful when the learning 
materials are difficult; when they are easy, overt or covert 
responding may work equally well’1*
The material to be learned in this experiment could not be described 
as difficult as it involved the children in learning to spell v/ords which 
were already \\rithin their oral and written vocabulary* The findings of 
this investigation would appear, therefore, to confirm the above statement 
that when the material to be learned is easy, oral and v/ritten responses 
in learning appear to be equally effective*
The conclusion drawn by Lambert (1962) in comparing the two response 
modes in an investigation with ninth-grade students concluded that as 
covert responses take less time than overt ones and there is no significant 
difference in the amount of learning, it might be more efficient to suggest 
that this response mode is utilised§ this conclusion is one that is often 
expressed*
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Regression Analysis
Three series of step wise regression analyses were carried out in 
order to try to determine the relative importance of the predictor 
variables which affect spelling performance® In each series, three 
regressions were performed, using average pre-test score, average post 
test score and average gain score in turn as the dependent variable® The 
whole sample was used for the first series of analyses® Then two further 
series of regression analyses were carried out with the same variables, 
using the children in social class groupings 1 and 2 respectively®
As one would expect, the correlation matrices, for the whole sample 
and for the two social class groups separately, (see Tables ^6 and ^7)j 
show that several of the child variables, especially spelling age, verbal 
reasoning ability, and reading age as measured by the two tests, and to a 
lesser extent the recall of three letter words by visual and auditory pre­
sentation, are highly inter-correlated®
From the results of each regression analysis the three scales of the 
J.EeP.I® do not show significant correlations with either the other variables 
measured, or v/ith each other® Also the generalisation test gain score did 
not correlate significantly v/ith the other child variables®
Similarly when one looks at the correlation of each of the three 
predicted variables with the predictor variables, the generalisation test 
gain score and the scores on the three scales of the personality inventory 
do not correlate significantly®
SECTION IV
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Table 45 - CORRELATION MATRIX FOR THE CHILD VARIABLES - subjects -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
OUUJCb I/O —
whole samplea 
8 9 10
1 .
2 . -.132(355)
3° -.055(355)
-.184
(355)
4. .194
(336)
-.111
(366)
-.0 8 0  
(366)
5- .205(3*10)
-.114
(340)
-.109
(340)
.632
(324)
6. •188(328)
-.1 0 7
(328)
-.2 1 1
(328)
.524
(311)
“7487
(314)
7- .152(322)
-.o4i
(322)
-.1 6 3
(322)
.561
(307)
.569
(310)
.615“
(302)
8* .234(355)
-.099
(355)
-.209
(355)
.544
(337)
.51‘6
(340)
.665
(330)
.667
(324)
9. .160(335)
-.077
(335)
-.2 2 8
(335)
.553
(336)
.m
(323)
.696 ' 
(310)
.644
(306)
.711
(336)
10 -.0 2 5(312)
-.002
(312)
-.066
(312)
.061
(313)
-.oi6
(302)
.082
(290)
.116
(288)
.117
(313) (312)
Key for Tables to 47* pages 93 to 95 „
NUMBER VARIABLE
lo Extraversion score
2o Neuroticism score
3° Lie scale score
4. Recall of 3-letter words, (visual presentation)o
5° Recall of 3-letter words, (auditory presentation).
6o Verbal reasoning quotient
7<> Spelling age
8o Reading achievement age
9° Silent reading age
10o Generalisation test - gain score
N 0B0 (Numbers in brackets refer to sample size).
Table 46 - CORRELATION MATRIX FOR THE CHILD VARIABLES - subjects -
Non-Manual 
Social Class Group®
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1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10
1.
2. -.176(116)
3- -.101(116)
-.273
(116)
4. ®T43(112)
-.109
(112)
-.123
(112)
5- .113(112)
.022
(112)
-.235
(112)
.”4-89
(108)
6® .161
(107)
-.099
(107)
-.188
(107)
.310
(103)
.518
(103)
7* .109
(106)
-.048
(106)
-.130
(106)
.460
(103)
.433 1 
(102)
.602 
( 99)
80 •1§2(116)
-.101
(116)
-.2 1 0
(116)
.407
(112)
“T4-30
(112)
.603
(107)
.384
(106)
9o .079(111)
- .0 3 A 
(111)
-.164
(ill)
.427
(111)
.'443
(107)
•626
(102)
.537
(102)
.607
(111)
10 -.l4o(103)
-.0 78
(105)
-.048
(105)
.033
(105)
.006
(102)
.032 
( 97)
.097 
( 97)
.104
(105)
.044
(104)
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Table 47 - CORRELATION MATRIX FOR THE CHILD VARIABLES - subjects -
Manual
Social Class Group.
1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8 9 1 0 .
1 o
2. -.100(164)
3. -.029(164)
-.132
(164)
4® .302(152)
-.116
(152)
.073
(152)
5- .264 -.096(157)
.009
(157)
.727
(147)
6. .269(150)
-.111
(150)
-.172
(150)
.433
(l4o)
.425
(144)
7. .184(147)
-.028
(147)
-.150
(147)
•533
(138)
.562
(142)
•578
(136)
8. .294(164)
- .0 7 7
(164)
-.211
(164)
•565
(153)
•48o
(157)
.686
(151)
.673
(148)
9. .202(152)
-.076"
(152)
-.184
(152)
.562
(153)
.470
(147)
.687
(140)
.624
(138)
•731
(153)
10, .010(144)
-.05S
(144)
-.052
(144)
.055
(145) (140)
.020
(134)
.li6
(133)
•055
(145)
.116 
(14 5)
When the correlations between the child variables and each of the 
three dependent variables are arranged in rank order, it is not surprising 
to find that the highest correlation in each case is with the spelling age.
Looking at the correlations with the average pre-test score, whereas 
with the non-manual social class group the highest correlation after spelling 
age is ltfith the verbal reasoning quotient followed by the two reading tests, 
silent reading age and reading achievement age in that order; with the manual 
social class group the order of these three variables is reversedo With the 
whole sample the two reading tests correlate more highly than the verbal 
reasoning quotient® In all three samples the correlations with the recall 
of three letter words show a higher correlation with these visually presented 
than with the auditory presentation®
Silent reading age is the variable correlating most highly after 
spelling age with the average post test score for the whole sample and for 
the two separate social class groups0 With the non-manual group verbal 
reasoning ability correlates the next highest, followed by the reading 
achievement test and then the two recall tests in the same order as for 
correlation with the average pre-test scores® With the manual group, however, 
the reading achievement test and then the recall of words visually presented 
correlate more highly than the verbal reasoning quotient® The correlations 
for the whole sample are similar to those for this social class group®
As one would expect, the correlations with the average gain score are 
negative® In all three samples, after spelling age, the verbal reasoning
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quotient correlates most highly* V/ith the non-manual group the variable 
which correlates most, after these two variables is the recall of three 
letter words using an auditory presentation followed by the reading 
achievement age* With the manual group the order of correlation of these 
two variables is reversed and this is also the case v/ith the whole sample* 
Similarly, whereas with the non-manual group the next two variables are 
visually presented words for recall and silent reading age in that order, 
v/ith the manual group and the whole sample the order of these two variables 
is reversed* (see Tables **8, **9 and 50)®
Table *1-8 - RANK ORDER OF CORRELATIONS OF CHILD VARIABLE WITH AVERAGE
PRE - TEST SCORES
Social Class 1 Social Class 2 Whole Sample
(NON - MANUAL) (MANUAL)
Var. Correlation Var Correlation Var Correlation
7 • 85** 7 .817 7 • 8Mf
6 *693 8 • 726 9 •723
9 *591 9 .699 8 • 709
8 •588 6 •693 6 •708
k ®513 h .599 *f • 606
5 •**90 5 .58** 5 *572
10 *199 1 • 205 10 *191
1 •108 10 •152 1 •168
2 -•095 3 -•129 3 -•157
3 -•087 2 -0O62 2 -•090
Key for Tables 48 to 50 pages 96 and 97
NUMBER VARIABLES
lo Extraversion score
2* Neuroticism score
3o Lie scale score
*fo Recall of 3-letter v^ ords, (visual presentation)*
5® Recall of 3-letter v/ords, (auditory presentation)
6* Verbal reasoning quotient
7® Spelling age
8* Reading achievement age
9® Silent reading age
10* Generalisation test - gain score
(N*B* Numbers in brackets refer to sample size)*
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Table 49 - SANK ORDER OF CORRELATIONS OF CHILD VARIABLE WITH AVERAGE
POST TEST SCORES
SOCIAL CLASS 1 SOCIAL CLASS 2 WHOLE SAMPLE
(NON - MANUAL) (MANUAL)
Var. Correlation Var Correlation Var Correlation
7 •733 7 o709 7 •747
9 0663 9 0686 9 .726
6 *592 8 0669 8 0653
8 .523 4 o633 4 .616
4 .461 6 <>359 6 .603
3 .370 5 *517 3 •505
10 .241 10 .227 10 .234
2 “o094 1 .203 1 .140
3 -.049 2 -.094 3 “ •122
1 .024 3 -.0 7 3 2 -.1 0 3
Table 50 - R A M  ORDER OF CORRELATIONS OF CHILD VARIABLE WITH AVERAGE
GAIN SCORES
SOCIAL CLASS 1 SOCIAL CLASS 2 V/HOLE SAMPLE
(NON - MANUAL) (MANUAL)
Var. Correlation Var Correlation Var Correlation
7 “ .610 7 “ .520 7 -.486
6 °o525 6 -.309 6 “.429
5 “.433 8 “.399 8 -•379
8 “.417 3 “*33^ 3 ~*33l
4 -.338 9 ~o318 9 “ .267
9 -.2 3 2 4 -.199 4 -.227
1 “ .172 3 .140 1 “.123
3 .100 1 -.086 3 .102
10 “■>057 10 *035 10 “ .012
2 .036 2 ■-0O23 2 .011
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Ao Regression Analyses - Series 1® (subjects - whole sample)®
The three independent variables which correlate most highly with 
both the average pre-test and post test scores are spelling age, silent 
reading age, and reading achievement age in that order® The next three 
highest correlations with the average pre-test score, in rank order are; 
verbal reasoning quotient, recall of words, (visual presentation), and 
recall of words, (auditory presentation)®
The sane three independent variables also correlate highly with the 
average post test score, but the ranking order of the verbal reasoning 
quotient and the visually presented recall of words is reversed®
Talcing the average gain score as the dependent variable, the 
correlations with the independent variables are, in rank order, spelling 
age, verbal reasoning quotient, reading achievement age, recall of words, 
(auditory presentation), silent reading age and recall of words, (visual 
presentation)® These are all negatively correlated, which is understandable, 
as those children scoring high on the pre-test scores were unable to make 
appreciable increases in their scores after completion of the learning 
assignments®
Thus the strongest predictor for all three scores is spelling age, 
which accounts for 71®3% of the variance in the average pre-test score, 
and for 55° 8% and 2J>*6%q of the variance in the average post test and gain 
scores respectively® (see Table 51)°
With the average pre-test score as the dependent variable, the verbal 
reasoning quotient v/as the variable which gave the highest additional 
contribution explaining a further 5®7% of the variance® So 77^0% of the 
variance in the average pre-test scores is explained by the two variables, 
spelling age and verbal reasoning quotient® Silent reading age gave the 
next highest additional contribution, accounting for 1*8% of the variance® 
These three variables together accounted for 78®8% of the variance in the 
dependent variable®
The next important predictor of the average post test score, after
spelling age, was silent reading age which explained 10.25& of the variance®
Therefore, spelling age and silent reading age, together, explained 66*0% 
of the variance in the dependent variable® The variable malting the next 
biggest additional contribution wqs the visually presented recall of words®
The extra proportion of the variance in the dependent variable explained 
by this being 2.2$>® These three variables accounted for 68®2?o of the 
variance in the post test scores.
The next variable to enter into the regression equation was the
average gain score on the generalisation test® However the extra propor­
tion of the variance explained by this is only 1®5$>» with a total of 69*8% 
of the variance in the dependent variable being explained by these four 
predictor variables.
-99=
When the dependent variable v/as the average gain score, after 
spelling age, the next highest additional contribution made to the 
variance was by the verbal reasoning quotient, which explained a further 
2o7#« A total of 26»4% of the variance in the dependent variable was 
therefore explained by spelling age and verbal reasoning quotient 
togethero Silent reading age, which accounted for a further 2*7% of 
the variance, made the next biggest additional contribution, and these 
three predictor variables together explained 29% of the variance»
For all three analyses the addition of further variables into the 
regression equation did not remove significant amounts of unexplained 
variance, and were not, therefore, large enough to consider»
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Bo Regression Analyses., Series 2 (Subjects - Children in non-manual
social class group)
With all three analyses in this series spelling age again correlated 
the most highly with the dependent variables; but whereas the rank order 
of the rest of the independent variables was verbal reasoning quotient, 
silent reading age, reading achievement age, recall, (visual presentation), 
and recall (auditory presentation), v/ith average pre-test score; when the 
dependent variable was the average post test score, silent reading age 
correlated more highly than the verbal reasoning quotiento
When the independent variables are correlated with the average gain 
score, after spelling age, their rank order of correlation, (negatively), 
is; verbal reasoning quotient, recall, (auditory presentation), reading 
achievement age, recall, (visual presentation), and silent reading age*
As with the whole sample, the variable making the biggest single 
contribution to all three average scores is the spelling age* This 
predictor variable explained 72»9% of the variance in the average pre­
test scores, 57.0% in the average post test and 37*5% in the average 
gain score test* (see Table 52)*
Whereas the verbal reasoning quotient gave the highest additional 
contribution to the variance in the average pre-test scores, (explaining 
a further 5®!$)? and in the average gain score, (explaining a further 
3*9%) 5 the next important predictor after spelling age in the average post 
test scores was silent reading age, where it explained a further 8*5% of 
the variance*
V/ith 77®9% of the variance in the pre-test scores already explained 
by spelling age and verbal reasoning quotient, the next variable to enter 
into the regression equation was the generalisation test gain score, 
explaining an additional l.k% of the variance* These three variables accounted 
for 79®*$ of the variance in this dependent variable*
With average post test score as the dependent variable, after spelling 
age and silent reading age together explaining 65a5% of the total variance, 
the third variable to enter into the equation is again the generalisation 
test gain score which explained an additional 3®0% of the variance,, 68*5% 
of the variance in the average post test score v/as therefore explained by 
these three variables*
Spelling age and verbal reasoning quotient having explained *1-1*2% of 
the variance in the average gain scores, a further 5®8% is accounted for by 
the silent reading age which makes the next additional contribution* k6*9% 
of the variance in the dependent variable is therefore explained by these 
three variables* Recall of three letter words, (auditory presentation), 
makes the next most relevant contribution, accounting for a further 2.1% of 
the variance* Thus these four variables explained ky.1% of the variance in
the average gain scores®
With all three analyses, inclusion of other variables did not add 
significantly to the proportion of the variance which could be explained 
as their contribution was too small to consider®
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Co Regression Analyses® Series 3» (Subjects - children in manual
social class group)
As with the previously mentioned regression analyses, spelling age 
is the independent variable which correlates most highly with each of the 
dependent variables®
The correlation of the other variables, in rank order, with the 
average pre-test score were; reading achievement age, silent reading age, 
verbal reasoning quotient, the recall of words using a visual presentation 
and finally using an auditory presentations with the average post test 
score were; silent reading age, reading achievement, recall of words,
(visual presentation), verbal reasoning quotient and recall (using 
auditory presentation): and with the average gain score were; verbal 
reasoning quotient, reading achievement, recall of words(auditory 
presentation,) silent reading age and recall of v/ords (visual presentation)®
By far the most powerful single predictor for each of the dependent variables 
was again spelling age which explained 6608%, 5®»3% and Z? 0\% of the variance 
in the average pre-test, post test and gain scores respectively® (see Table 
53) *
With 66*8% of the variance in the pre-test scores explained by 
spelling age, the variable giving the next biggest additional contribution 
to the variance is the verbal reasoning quotient, explaining a further 
7*3%o These two predictor variables together account for of the
variance*. An additional 2.„1% is explained by the recall of three letter 
words, (visual presentation), malting a total of 76»3?° of the total variance 
in the average pre-test scores explainable by the three independent 
variables, spelling age, verbal reasoning quotient and recall (visual 
presentation) of words®
Spelling age accounts for 50o3% of the variance in the average post 
test scores, and a further 9°7$ is explained by the silent reading age 
variable which makes the next highest additional contribution to the variance 
of the dependent variable, so that 60% of its variance is now accounted for®
A further can be explained by the recall of words (visual presentation);
so v/ith the inclusion of this third variable a total of 6ka23o of the variance 
has been explained® The next additional variable to be included is the 
generalisation test gain score® This variable explains a further 1®8$ of 
the variance, making the proportion of the variance explained by the four 
predictor variables of spelling and silent reading ages, recall of words 
v/ith a'-visual presentation and the generalisation test gain score, 66oO%a
After spelling age, which explains 27°1% of the variance when average 
gain score is the dependent variable, the variable making the next highest 
additional contribution is the verbal reasoning quotient, which accounts for 
6a5>% of the variance® V/ith a total of 33°&% of the variance so far explained,
■105
silent reading age makes the next additional contribution, (2o6$), 
and so a total of 36<.2% of the variance in the dependent variable can 
be explained by the three predictor variables, spelling age, verbal 
reasoning quotient and silent reading agec
As in the other two series of regression analyses, none of the 
other independent variables made a sufficient contribution to the 
proportion of the variance v/hich could be explained and so were not worth 
while considering«,
(See Appendix I for Summary Tables of the Regression Analyses)
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ICey , to Table- 5*K 
the Variables
NUMBER VARIABLE
lo Sixiravers ion Score
2. Neuroticism Score
J)o Lie scale Score
h-# Be call of 3“l‘-tte.r v/orcls, (visual presentation)a
Recall of 3-lctter words, (auditory presentation) «>
So Verbal reasoning quotient
7* . Spelling age
8o Reading Achievement age
9* Silent reading age
10o . t Generalisation test - gain score
Key to The Social Glass Groups
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Table - Regression Analysis: Showing Proportion of the Variance
Explained by Variable 7 (Spelling Age)for each Regression 
1 ~
Average
Pre-Test
Score
Average 
Post Test 
Score
Average 
Gain Score
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:
-109-
Do Discussion of Results
The main predictor of spelling performance, as measured by the 
three dependent variables was found to be spelling age (see Table 5*0°
This is only to be expected for the child who has already reached a 
level of competence in spelling is more likely to be able to spell many 
of the words presented in the spelling sets and will therefore obtain 
relatively high scores on both the initial testing and on the post tests 
after following the learning programmeo
In the regression analyses for the whole sample as well as for each 
social class group, with the predicted variables as the average pre-test 
and gain scores, the second most powerful predictor of spelling performance 
was found to be the verbal reasoning quotiento This supports the findings 
of others, such as Peters (1970) and Ahlstrom (1965) that verbal reasoning 
ability is the strongest predictor of spelling ability,, That this factor 
entered the regression before one of the reading tests, which showed the 
highest correlation with the average pre-test scores for the manual social 
class group and for the whole sample is probably due to the high correlation 
which exists between reading and spelling„ In this investigation correlation 
coefficients between spelling age and reading tests were in the range
►f- -J- .»557 to o673? which confirms the findings of others, (Spache, 19*5-1 b)
that the average correlation between these two factors v/as 060
As spelling age has entered the regression as the strongest predictor
of spelling achievement, much of the variation explained by this factor
is also present in the factor of reading age„
That silent reading age was the second most relevant predictor of the
post test scores could well be due to the heavy reliance placed upon reading
the material in the learning programmes, especially in ..presentation methods
R, S and T, and therefore, this factor assumed more importance in predicting 
»these scores than cfcbey did in predicting the pre-test scores„
For similar reasons the third predictor of the average gain scores, 
(which is dependent upon both the average pre- and post test scores), is 
also the silent reading ageD Although this factor does not account for 
very much of the extra proportion of the variance which can be explained, 
(explaining, 2o69, 2ol^ f, and 2o6l per cent in the three regressions), the 
high inter correlation of this factor xd-th the verbal reasoning factor,
(r s 0696, 0626 and 0687), means that the previous entry into the
regression equation of the verbal reasoning quotient has already explained 
much of the varianceo
Keys to Tables 53 to 57? pages 111 to 113a
Key To the Variables
NUMBER VARIABLE
1 * Extraversion Score
2 o Neuroticism Score
5* Lie scale Score
h. Recall of 3“letter words, (visual presentation)»
5° Recall of 3-letter v/ords, (auditory presentation)
60 Verbal reasoning quotient
7. Spelling age
80 Reading Achievement age
9- Silent reading age
H O 0 Generalisation test - gain score
Key to The Social Glass Groups 
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Table 55 - Regression Analysis of Average Pre-Test Scores
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Table 56 - Regression Analysis of Average Post Test Scores
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Table 37 - Regression Analysis of Average Gain Scores
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In the same way, the entry of the silent reading age as the 
third predictor of the average pre-test score, (explaining a further 
1®8% of the variance), for the whole sample can he accounted for®
With the non-manual social group however, it is the generalisation 
gain score which is the third most relevant independent variable, 
explaining a further 1®^% of the total variancee This factor is also the 
third most relevant predictor for this group of the post test score where 
it explains y/o more of the variance® Although this variable had lov; 
correlations v/ith these two dependent variables, (r = ‘0®2), it probably 
enters the regression at this stage because much of the variance which could 
be explained by the other variables, apart from the personality inventory 
scales, has already been accounted for due to the high intercorrelation 
between these variables and those already entered into the regression 
equation®
The recall of three letter words which were presented visually 
makes the third highest additional contribution to the pre-test score, 
(2*1%), and to the post test score, (^®3%) of the manual group; as well 
as to the post test score of the whole sample, (2*2%)® Although the 
children both saw and heard the words to be learned at the beginning and 
end of each set of words to be learned, the daily assignments were visually 
presented and therefore one could expect the ability to recall visually 
presented words to be quite an important contributory factor to spelling 
performance as measured by this experiment® That it does not make a 
greater contribution to the average post test score must be due to 
ability in visual recall being an essential part of the other predictor 
variables which have already been taken into the regression equations 
and which have accounted for more than 60% of the variance®
Peters, (1970), and Ahlstrom, (1965  ^found that the recall of visually 
presented word forms was an important predictor of spelling ability, and 
so the results of this experiment seem to support these views® That these 
findings did not apply to the children in the non-manual social group, 
where ability to generalise was the third predictor variable might perhaps 
be accounted for by differences in the average intelligence quotients®
The average I®Q® of the manual group v/as 101, which v/as very similar 
to the mean of the whole sample, which was 102; whereas the non-manual 
group had an average I o f  108, Carroll, (1930)1 and. Personke, (1967), 
both suggest that brighter children are more able to generalise® It 
might be that in this investigation the children in the non-manual group 
showed more ability in generalisation skill and so this variable assumed 
more importance as a predictor of spelling performance than the visual 
presentation of words for recall which was the third predictor for the 
other social class group and for the whole sample®
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A comparison of the average generalisation scores for the groups 
shows that the non-manual group did have a slightly higher average 
score on this testo
The results were as follows:~
Table 58 - A Comparison of the Average Generalisation Gain Scores
for the Social Class Groups
Group Average Gain Score Number of Subjects
Whole sample 2.4 313
Non-manual 2 «,6 105
Manual 2 .2 145
The range of the average gain scores for the generalisation test 
being from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 80
In order to determine whether the two groups differed significantly 
on average gain scores a t-test for the difference between means for 
independent groups with heterogeneous variance was carried out*
As can be seen from Table 59? the observed value of t is equal to 
the critical value of t at the o05 level. Therefore, one can reject 
the hypothesis that there is no difference between the mean generalisation 
scores for the two social groups„ The fact that there is a significant 
difference between the two groups in ability to generalise, at the 5% 
level, might be a factor to consider in explaining the entry into the 
regression equation of this variable for the non-manual group as the 
third predictor variable. It is not possible to draw any conclusions 
from the evidence of this investigation as to why there were differences 
between the two social class groups in ability to generalise, but in ahy 
further work examining spelling performance it is a factor which should be 
explored further.
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Table 59 ~ Analysis of the Average Generalisation Gain Scores0
Social Class Generalisation Test 
Gain Score
F value t value p
Mean S.D„ Variance
Non-Manual 2.6 2.0 k*Q
lo!0 2 1.96 .05
Manual 2 .2 2 .1 kAl
Comparison of the proportion of the variance explained by the 
variable, spelling age, shows a consistent pattern for the v/hole sample 
and for the two social class groups separately <> With the manual social 
class group this variable accounts for slightly less of the explainable 
variance than it does for the non-manual social class group. With both 
groups, although this variable is by far the most powerful predictor of 
both the pre-and post test scoreB, it explains less of the variance in 
the post test scores than it does in the pre-test scores * This suggests 
that, although spelling age is the variable which makes the highest 
contribution to the post test scores, other variables play a greater part 
in determining this score than they do in determining the pre-test score. 
The post test score being the sum of the pre-test score and the gain 
score will, of course, be a reflection of the initial level of spelling 
of the subjects. That this variable explains less of the variance of the 
tests given after the learning of the i^ ords implies that not only can 
spelling achievement be improved by the following of a systematic approach 
to the learning of words, but this improvement is possible regardless of 
the initial spelling level of the subjects,, (see Table 5*0°
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E- Summary of Results<> (see Table 60)»
By far the most powerful predictor of spelling achievement, using 
the average pre-test, post test and gain scores as the dependent variables 
in turn, was spelling age- With the average pre-test and gain scores as 
the predicted variables, the next independent variable making the most 
additional contribution when the effect of the spelling age factor is 
removed, is the verbal reasoning quotient- Probably the fact that the 
programmes of work, especially on three presentation modes, involved 
the subjects in a large amount of reading, accounted for the silent 
reading age being the second most important predictor of the post test 
scores- This variable was also of importance in the average gain scores for 
each of the three groups of subjects, and for the whole sample on the average 
pre-test score, in that it made the third highest contribution to the 
regression analyses-
Whereas the non-manual social group who did significantly better on 
the average gain score of the generalisation test had this independent 
variable entering into the regression equations for both the pre- and 
post test scores as the third main predictor of spelling achievement, 
v/hen one looked at the manual social class group and the whole sample 
for the post test scores and the manual group for the pre-test scores, 
the third most relevant variable v/as found to be the recall of three 
letter words which were visually presented- The additional contribution 
of the other variables were too small to be considered- (see Tables 52 “ 55)*
The generalisation gain score did not correlate highly with either 
the other child variables or with the three dependent variables- Apart 
from this factor and the personality inventory scales, which did not 
correlate with each other, the child variables or the dependent variables 
to any significant degree, the other factors all showed a high degree of 
inter-correlation with each other, and also correlated highly with the 
three dependent variables-
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SECTION Vo 
Children’s Evaluation- 
After the completion of the entire learning programme the children 
who had participated in the experiment were asked to comment on the term's 
work* The idea of asking the children to complete a questionnaire was 
considered and rejected as it was likely that many children would give 
the answers they thought were expected from them* It was decided to 
suggest that the children should write a short description giving their 
opinion of the work in spelling done during the term* Although such 
unstructured accounts would mean that many subjects would not refer to 
points which were of interest in trying to compare the reaction of children 
using different presentation methods, and the coding of answers might be 
difficult, it was felt that allowing the children to write what they 
wanted to, as they thought of it, would give more unbiased opinions*
The total number of children who wrote their comments on the spelling 
work was 3260 Analysis of the remarks made and their frequency made it 
possible to compare the pupils' attitude to the following four aspects of 
the experiments-
I* Attitude towards the urork involved*
2o Attitude towards the response mode of either having to write 
the words as they were learned or not*
3° Attitude towards whether they thought their spelling had
improved or not as a result of the programme of work*
ka Attitude towards the story* (Those children on the three
presentation methods, R, S and T who had words presented 
initially in story form)* (for the frequency of responses 
see Table 6l)*
Although reference was often made to other aspects of the work the 
number of children making similar responses was not sufficiently large 
enough to enable comparisons to be made* Examples of such remarks are 
as follows, the number in brackets being the number of children making the 
response•—
1 * (a) Too much repetition* (17) o
(b) Repetition liked ( 9)°
2* (a) Preferred being able to learn spellings in school* ( k)„
(b) Preferred being able to take spellings home to learn(l5)o
3* (a) Having the words pronounced on tape recording was helpful* ( 9)
(b) Did not like being given the pronunciation on the tape
recorder* ( 2)
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Felt it was important to be able to spell correctly® (20)*
(No children expressed the opposite view)o 
5® (a) Booklets liked® (22)
(b) Booklets disliked, either because unnecessary or because 
preference was for the spellings to be written on the 
blackboard., (10) ®
N®B® This attitude was only possible by those subjects who
worked from the booklets, viz®, on presentation methods S and To 
Several references were made to the ease or difficulty of learning 
the words, often as a reason for either liking or disliking the method of 
working; but many children gave their opinions as to what made a word hard 
to spell; e®g®
Hard words were the long ones0 (37)«
Hard words were those where the pronunciation differed
from spellingo (16)®
Hard words were those with certain vowel characteristics, 
e0go, ’ie’o (10)o
and opinions as to what made a v/ord easy to spell; e.g», 
Easy words were the short words or four letter words® (^3)°
Easy words were those inhere the spelling and pronunciation
were similar® (3)<>
As far as the responses revealing attitudes towards four aspects 
of the experiment were concerned, too much importance cannot be attributed 
to the children's statements regarding the improvement of their spelling 
as a result of the work® Of the 326 children who made written comments, 
183 said that they felt their spelling had improved, whereas 7 definitely 
stated that spelling had not benefitted® It is possible that many 
children made an affirmative comment because they thought that having 
spent a term learning spellings in a different v/ay from what they had 
previously experienced, they should have improved in their spelling 
performance ®
Regarding attitude towards the programme of work, many children 
simply expressed a like or dislike for the method of learning, but 
several children gave one or more reasons for the attitude they expressed® 
The most common reasons are listed in Table 62®
Table 62 - Children's Attitude to the Programme of Work®
LIKED DOING THE WORK 
REASON FREQUENCY
Interesting,
exciting etc®, 31
Plenty of time
for learning 29
Was an easier way 
of learning l8
Was helpful 32
DISLIKED DOING THE WORK
REASON FREQUENCY
boring 57
Not enough time 
for learning 8
Too many hard 
words to learn 13
Too many easy 
words to learn 21
Examples of the actual statements made by children, expressing 
a liking for the work they had done in spelling were becauses- 
'I thought I learned a lot'*
'You could learn properly and didn't have to rush'o 
'It made a change from the other way'®
'it was a bit of fun’o 
'they were easier to learn'®
'It taught you haw to say the words and write them'®
'it's different from what we usually do'®
'it didn't take me long to learn the words'® 
and expressing a dislike for the work done were because:- 
'it was hard'
'some words like strawberries were hard to learn'®
'you had to do it time and time again'®
'I knew most of the words and it was boring learning spellings 
I already knew1 <,
'I felt I could work twice as thoroughly in my own style'®
Where reasons were given regarding their attitude to the response 
mode; most children who expressed a preference for the oral method of 
learning said it was because it was quicker or easier, (^9)? and those 
who disliked this method said it was either because you forgot more 
easily, (19)? or because you could not check to see if your answer was 
correct, (1 3) s
those pupils who preferred the written method of learning felt that 
this method either gave you a chance to check the accuracy of your spellings, 
(31)* or opportunity to think about what you were doing, (13)5 whereas the 
most common reason for disliking this method was because it took too much 
time, (19)<>
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Some of the actual statements made by children are as follows:»
’I prefer learning in my head because I hate writing'®
'I like the oral way because I am lazy'®
"The best way of doing it is in your head'®
'I didn't like doing it in my head because I couldn't learn so easy'® 
'I liked the way of learning the spellings on paper because you 
forgot what you spelt when you do it without paper'®
'X liked sets 2 and k best because the writing of them helped 
me to get used to the words'®
Children who worked on the three presentation methods where the 
words were introduced in stories tended to like the stories either 
because they felt they helped them to understand the words, (36), or 
because they found the stories interesting, (12)® Where dislike was 
expressed it was usually associated with a lack of interest in one or two 
specific stories which were commented on at great length®
The following are some of the actual statements made by children 
regarding the stories:-
'I thought the stories were a waste of time'®
'Having a story before the spellings helped me because you got 
to understand the words and the meaning'®
'I liked the stories because when you have a word that sounds the 
same the sentence would give you what one it is'®
From the breakdown of the frequency of responses of the children 
regarding their attitudes to these three aspects of the experiment,
p(see Table 6l), the”X. test was used to see if there was any association 
between the attitude expressed and the presentation method®
As can be seen from Table 63? of the seven hypotheses tested, five 
can be accepted, i®e®, that there is no association between the present­
ation and/or method of learning and children's attitude® With the other 
two hypotheses a small significant association v/as found to exist; 
namely:-
The hypothesis that there is no association between the presentation 
method and the attitude towards the two response modes of oral or written 
responses in learning can be rejected at the 2«3$> level of significance: 
and the hypothesis that there is no association between the presentation 
method and the attitude towards the story can also be rejected at the 
2®5% level of significance®
■12^
Table 63 - Analysis of the Attitudes Shown by the Children,,
Hypothesis Contingency 
Table 
IC x r
d®f o X 2 P
1 Q No association exists between 
Presentation Method and 
attitude towards the work®
5 x 2 ^o37 N0S0
2® No association exists between 
Presentation Method and 
attitude towards response mode 5 x 2 k 12®17 <£>25
3o No association exists between 
Presentation, (i®e® Words 
presented in list or context) 
and attitude to work®
2 x 2 1 OofcL N0S0
k. No association exists between 
Presentation, (i®e® words 
presented in List or context), 
and attitude towards response 
made ®
2 x 2 1 0o098 NoS®
5° No association exists between 
Method of learning (whole 
word, ‘hard spot', individual 
letters) and attitude to work®
3 x 2 2 1019 N0S0
6® No association exists between 
Method of learning, (whole 
word, ‘hard spot1, individual 
letters) and attitude to 
response made®
3 x 2 2 2o79 NoS®
7° No association exists between 
Presentation Method and atti­
tude to the story 3 x 2 2 8® 22 ^®025
« 2Null Hypotheses tested by the X  test for independent samples, using
the formulas 2
X 2“  y] f ^ f o r  hypotheses 1, 2, 5? 6 and 7» and
6xi p il EXj
f\J ^
~ v Cl A D~ BC t~ "5") f0r hypotheses 3 and *f, as they each
Ca +BX c+DX a +cX 8+j»
have a 2 x 2 contingency table for the frequencies and N^^O,
2so need to use X  which is corrected for continuity®
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Breakdown of Misspellings on the Post Tests®
■II I I  III— I I  ....  ■    ■ ■■ ■ I III » i «t~ 1(1 I I i i r --   -........   —■ —■ •—'* **"—*■
The number of misspellings for each of the post tests were found 
and compared for the presentation methods for the following:-
(a) those children who had made the same misspellings on the post 
test as they had on the pre-test®
(b) those children who had spelled a word incorrectly on the post 
test having previously spelled it correctly on the post test® 
(see Table 64).
Table 64 - Frequency of Misspellings according to Presentation Methods®
SECTION IV
Total Number PERCENTAGE OF MISSPELLINGS ON POST TEST
Misspellings 
* on 
Post Test
Which had same 
misspelling on 
Pre-Test
Which were spelled 
correctly on 
Pre-TestMETHOD
P 392 32.91 20. ^1
Q 77 9 34.02 10.53
R 593 31.33 12.14
S 552 43.66 14.68
T 452 2 7® 00 12.61
2The X  test was used to see if there was any association between the 
presentation method and these two types of error® No significant differ­
ences were found to exist® It can be concluded, therefore, that the 
presentation method does not influence either the tendency to continue 
to make the same misspelling after study or the tendency for a word 
which has previously been spelled correctly to be misspelled on the post 
test® (see Table 65)0
Table 63 ~ Analysis of Misspellings on the Post Tests.
Hypothesis dof® P
1® No association exists 
between presentation 
method and same mis­
spelling on both tests
5 x 2 4 4.39 N.S.
2® No association exists 
between presentation 
method and word spelled 
correctly on pre-test 
being misspelled on 
post test
5 x 2 4 4.13 N.So
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CONCLUSIONSo
The experiment was concerned with investigating the spelling 
achievement of nine year old children in order to try and determine whether 
a systematic approach to the learning of words would improve spelling 
performance® The words to be studied needed to be those most frequently 
used by the children of this age group® Level of the 'Alphabetical 
Spelling List', which was compiled by the New Zealand Council for 
Educational Research, (i960), was chosen as being the one which best 
met this criterion®
A comparison was made between five presentation methods for the 
whole sample and for the sample sub divided into two social class groups, 
i»e«, children whose father's occupation was non-manual or manual®
Analyses of variance were used on the gain scores to test the results®
Standardised tests were given to obtain measures of variables v/ithin 
the subjects which might be important factors in spelling achievement® In
order to determine the relative importance of these predictor variables
three series of step v/ise regressions were made using as dependent variable, 
the average pre-test, the average post test and the average gain score 
respectively®
The children were asked to write an evaluation of the work done in 
order to see if there was any difference between the attitudes shown by 
the children on different presentation methods® Similarly, a breakdown 
of the post test misspellings v/as made to see if any differences occurred 
betv/een the presentation methods, and the frequency of two types of mis­
spelling on the post test®
The findings of the investigation are as followss-
1® If children are given a systematic approach to the learning
of v/ords causing difficulty there will be an improvement in their 
spelling achievement®
2® Significant differences were found to exist between the two social 
class groups as to the amount of learning which resulted, using 
the average gain scores as a measure of the learning® The manual 
group made slightly higher average gains in score than did the 
other group® (p = 0 ®01)
> 3® Small, but significant differences were found between the
effectiveness of the presentation methods used in the experiment®
(p = 0®025)»
Further investigation would be necessary in order to be positive 
about which presentation method is really the most effective but
SECTION VII
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from the results of this experiment the indications are that the presentation 
of the words in context utilising a method of learning which draws attention 
to the 'hard spot1 of the word, and a non contextual presentation with only 
the meaning of the word given where whole word learning is employed, are the 
least effective methods with the whole sample and for the two social class 
groups considered separately®
Whereas with the non-manual group whole word learning is the most 
favoured method of study with slightly higher gain scores being obtained 
when the word is presented in isolation; the manual group did better with 
contextual presentation of the spellings showing a slight preference for 
the programmed approach where the attention of the learner was directed to 
each individual letter of the word to be spelled® No significant association 
was found between the children's attitude to the work and the presentation 
method used; nor were there any significant associations between the present­
ation methods and the frequency of occurrence of children making either the 
same misspelling on both tests or misspelling a word on the post test which 
was correctly spelled on the pre-test® When one considers the subjects as 
one group the presentation of the words in context and utilising the method 
of whole word study seems to be the most effective method® Bearing in mind 
the previous discussion as to the difficulties of programming words for 
classroom use in spelling and the desirability of adopting an approach 
which necessitates children having to study words they have already 
mastered; and the fact that this investigation sought to discover, if 
possible, a systematic approach which could be utilised with a whole class, 
then, on the results of this study, it could be suggested that the most 
effective way to help the children in a class to improve their level of 
competence in spelling is to present the words in context and utilise a 
method of learning which focuses on the word as a whole®
4® Highly significant differences were found between the tasks of
learning 4 and 6 words daily, with the direction of the differences 
being in favour of the latter for the whole sample and for the
separate social class groups® (p = 0.001)®
5® There were no significant differences between the effectiveness of 
learning to spell between the two response modes of learning using 
an oral or written response® A small, but significant association 
was found to exist between the children's attitude to the response 
mode and the presentation method® (p = 0®025)o 
6® The most powerful predictor of all the test scores for each social
class group and for the whole sample is spelling age as measured by 
a standardised spelling test®
7® This variable did not account for as high a proportion of the variance
which could be explained in the post test scores as it did in the pre-
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test scores which indicates that other child variables make a 
larger contribution to the explainable variance in the post test 
scores than they do in the pre-test scores®
80 The independent variable malting the highest additional contribution 
to the variance in pre-test and gain scores \tfas the verbal reasoning 
quotient®
9® The second most important predictor of the post test score was found 
to be the silent reading age; this is probably due to the programmes 
of work, especially as three presentation methods required the 
children to be involved in an appreciable amount of reading®
10o That this variable is important to spelling achievement is substantia 
ated by the findings that it made the highest additional contribution 
to the proportion of the variance which could be explained not only 
in the pre-test scores of the whole sample, but also in the gain 
scores of the two social class groups and the whole sample® (In 
each case after a large proportion of the variance had been explained 
by the spelling age and the verbal reasoning quotient®)
11o The variable making the highest additional contribution to the pre- 
and post test scores was found to be the generalisation test gain 
score for the non-manual social class group and the recall of three 
letter words, (visual presentation) for the manual group® This 
latter predictor variable also made the next highest additional 
contribution to the proportion of the variance which could be 
explained in the post test scores for the whole sample®
12® The high amount of inter-correlation found between the child
variables of, spelling age, verbal reasoning quotient, the two tests 
of reading, and the recall of three letter words, (visual and auditory 
presentation), and their high correlation with the dependent variables 
means that although many do not appear to make much contribution to 
the proportion of the variance that can be explained this does not 
mean that they are unimportant factors of spelling achievement®
Much of the variance which they could perhaps explain has already 
been accounted for by other predictors which have already entered 
the regression equation®
15® The three scales on the personality inventory did not correlate
significantly with either each other, or the child variables, or the 
three predicted variables® Therefore, as far as the results of this 
experiment are concerned, these variables do not make any effective 
contribution to the level of spelling achievement®
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This type of experiment, which attempts to use a situation 
as near as possible to the normal classroom conditions makes the 
investigation a difficult one® As far as was possible the teacher 
variable was controlled in that the work was presented to the children 
through tapes, and the whole test battery was administered in each school 
by the experimenter® The main difficulty was that in order to make the 
learning meaningful to the children the words to be studied had to be 
within the subjects1 spoken and written vocabulary® As the measure of 
learning taken was the gain score, (post test - pre-test scores), it 
follows that many children were unable to obtain a large gain score not 
because the method of study or presentation of the material was ineffective 
for these children but because they had high pre-test scores, having 
already mastered the spelling of the majority of the words presented to 
them® There is therefore a need to carry out a further investigation where 
this problem can be overcome and true learning measures can be obtained 
not only for the initial poorer spellers but also for those who are already 
able to spell most of the words needed in their basic written work®
If one accepts the desirability of utilising a test - study - test
approach to the learning of spellings and are willing to omit presentation 
methods S and T for the reasons previously suggested then such a further 
experiment might be possible® A comparison could be made between subjects 
assigned to presentation methods P, Q and R, (although on the basis of this 
present investigation Q could be omitted as it appeared to be less effective 
than the other two methods)<? Using the words listed in level as in this
investigation, and also those in level 5 ? the children, having been familiar­
ised with the method of study, could be set to learn a similar number of 
words from their own individual list of misspellings from the pre-testing 
of the words, so that all can make a comparable gain score® In this way 
a more reliable valuation of the presentation methods would be possible®
Such an experimental design would also enable comparison to be made 
between those children who obtain high and low scores on the pre-tests, 
and also between those children who make high and low gain scores® Looked 
at in conjunction with the child variables it might be possible to determine 
the child characteristics which are associated with both achievement and 
lack of achievement in spelling®
Not surprisingly it was found that giving the children a systematic 
method of studying the spellings led to learning® That the children in 
the manual social class group made more significantly larger gain scores 
than the non-manual group can be noted but further investigation is 
necessary before one can draw definite conclusions from these results® 
Similarly, the finding that a daily learning task of 6 words was 
more effective than one of 4 words needs exploring to determine whether
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this result indicates that there is an optimum learning task for mastery 
of this skill or whether it stemmed from possible differences in long 
and short term memory which might have arisen from the fact that learning 
was spread over a different number of days for the two tasks®
In view of the lack of significant difference between learning 
using an oral or written response and considering that the latter takes 
more time, it is suggested that children could well be advised to learn 
orally® However, individual differences should be catered for and some 
children might do better if allowed to write as they learn; certainly 
amongst the children who participated in this experiment, many showed a 
distinct preference for the written method of learning®
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SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS.
In the May 1973 issue of ’Educational Research News', the NFER 
reported on the response they had to the query raised in the previous 
issue® The NFER asked readers which areas, in their opinion, most 
needed investigating® Amongst the suggestions sent in was the need 
for research into the teaching and learning of spelling® It would 
appear that this is an aspect of the curriculum xvhich causes teachers 
concern, and one where specific guidance and advice is needed®
Although one cannot draw positive conclusions from the findings 
of one investigation, nevertheless it might be helpful to make a list 
of suggestions for teachers regarding the teaching of spelling arising 
from the results of this piece of research®
N.B® As the investigation was carried out with children 
in the age range 9^ : to IChj:, the following comments
are only applicable to children of a similar age®
I® Relevance of the words to be learned®
The words which the children are asked to learn to spell 
correctly should be ones that are already within their spoken 
vocabulary and are needed by the children for their written 
work® This ensures that there is some purpose in learning 
hox/ to spell the x/ords and the learning is meaningful®
2® Presentation of the i\rords®
With a class it is likely that learning will be enhanced 
if the words are presented in context rather than in list form®
If a word is given with its meaning (or meanings), and examples 
given placing the word in a sentence, then the learning will 
have more relevance to the child®
3° Method of Learning®
Besides being told what words to learn children also need 
to be told how to learn them® They need to be given an effective 
way of attending to the words and how to master them®
The method of study which proved to be the most effective 
overall and suitable for a teacher to adopt xvith a class in 
this investigation was for the child to attend to the whole 
word at once® The steps involved were as follows:-
SECTION VIII.
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(a) Children look at each and say the word, the meaning(s) and
the sentence(s) where the word is used®
(b) Then they look at the word carefully and try to see the
whole word, saying it quietly to themselves®
(c) Then they close their eyes and try to see the word with
their eyes shut®
(d) They then look again at the v/ord and check that they saw 
the word correctly®
(e) Look at word and say letter by letter®
(f) Check®
(g) Spell to self from memory®
(h) Check®
(i) Spell to self again from memory®
(j) Check®
N®B® The children were asked to spell a word correctly to 
themselves from memory, twice in succession, before 
going on to learn the next word®
Response in Learning®
As, on average, a written response in learning does not 
appear to be any more effective than merely saying the words, 
it would seem to be sensible to suggest that the children 
adopt the latter as it is quicker®
5° Catering for Individual differences®
Although the above suggestions are given as a guidance 
for a procedure to adopt with a whole class, allowance must, 
of course, be made for those children who do not succeed®
(a) If a check list is kept of the errors made by a child who 
experiences great difficulty, certain specific mistakes 
might become apparent® It could be that for such a child
a more sequential approach with attention to each individual 
letter of the word might be necessary® Work sheets with 
prompts, cues and gradual fading of the cues, as was adopted 
with the programmed approach could be utilised for individual 
words v/hich cause difficulty®
(b) The findings of this experiment that the children in the 
manual social class group made the larger gain scores indi­
cates that there might be social class differences in learning 
pf iSpellings which the teacher will have to cater for® It 
might be that the children from lov/er social class groups 
will heed to be given learning techniques step by step with 
much reinforcement® On the other hand, children from the 
middle class might well favour the presentation in list form
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of the words either because the words are so familiar that 
the meanings are already well known or because they have 
already developed the ability to find the meanings for 
themselves®
(c) It must also be remembered that although the findings of
this investigation showed no significant differences between 
overt and covert responding, some children in their evaluations 
stated a marked preference for the former® It would be 
advisable to allow the children to choose this response 
in learning if they want to®
6® Test - Study ° Test Approach® .
This investigation did not attempt to compare the test - study - 
test approach with the study-test method® However, there is 
much evidence to suggest that if not more effective then the 
former is certainly as effective as the latter® On motivational 
grounds as well as the time factor, it would appear to be the 
best course to adopt®
No one would deny that dictionary skills are essential and 
that children should learn to use dictionaries to find out 
for themselves not only the meaning of an unfamiliar word, 
but how to spell it® It is also advantageous to be able to 
spell correctly those v/ords most often needed in one's written 
vocabulary with ease and fluency® If children are given a 
method for mastering these spellings, their written work will 
surely be enhanced®
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Table (i)
THE ANALYSIS OF SPELLING ERRORS FROM THE TRIAL TESTING OF THE WORDS«
This table gives the following informations 
lo The spellings to be learned arranged in alphabetical order.,
2o An analysis of the errors from the trial testing of the words
v/ith 200 children, age range 8 years 6 months - 10 years 6 months0 
This shows;-
(a) The percentage of children spelling the word correctly,,
(b) The percentage of children spelling the word incorrectly<>
(c) The breakdown of each word to show the errors, (’hard spots’) 
in order of magnitude„
(d) The percentage of the total error each ’hard spot’ represents„
(NoBo) Where there is a double letter, e„go '11' or ’ee’, it is treated
as one area of difficulty)„
(e) Where they occur, the commonest forms of incorrect spelling„ 
(N„B0)
(a) Only percentages greater than 10 are included,,
(b) gg indicates the area of difficulty in a wordo
(c) For the spellings, 'thief' and 'thieves', no percentages 
are given., In order to make the total of words up to 120, 
they were added to the programme„ Therefore, they were not 
included in the original list used on the trial testing of 
the wordso Areas of difficulty for these two words were 
compiled from the pre-test results of the children who worked 
through the pilot programme„
(d) The breakdown does not show v/here children included extra 
letters, unless they ocacrtjted in a common misspelling, 
e„go, 'cabbin'o
■%A
Sh
ee
t
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TIMETABLE FOR ADMINISTRATION OF THE SPELLING WORK
Week MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
1 § g g g P P P P
SET I 
Pre-Test
2
Learn
Spellings
1 - 4 5 - 8 9 - 1 2 13 - 16 17 - 20
3 21 - 24 | i | |
SET X 
Post-Test P P
SET 2 
Pre-Test
4
Learn 
Spellings 
1 - k 5 - 8 9 - 1 2 13 - 16 17 - 20
3 21 - 2k SET 2 
Post-Test g P P
SET 3 
Pre-Test
6
Learn
Spellings
1 - 6 7 - 1 2 13 - 18 19 - 24
S33T 3 
Post-Test., .*si_ .
7 p P p p P P p p
8 SET 4 
Pre-Test
I S
Learn
Spellings
1 - 6 7 - 1 2 13 - 18
9 19 - 2k
SET 4 
Post - 
. Test P P P P
10
SET 5 
Pre-Test
1 0
" Learn 
' Spellings 
1 - k 5 - 8 9 - 1 2
11 13 - 16 17 - 20 21 - 2k
SET 5 
Post­
Test
Above shows the timing of the work for schools F,G,H$If & Jf 
Belov; shows the modifications made due to different timing
of half-term for schools A,B,CSD, & E 
for weeks 5 s 6 and 7®
Week MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
3
SET 2 
21-24 U p
SET 2 
Post-Test g P P
SET 3 
Pre-Test
6
P P
p g
7
Learn
Spellings
1 - 6 7 - 1 2 13 - 18 19 - 24
SET 3 
Post­
Test
Plan to Show Differences in Number of Words Learned Daily and 
Children’s Responses for the Sets,
SKD NUMBER OF WORDS 
LEARNED DAILY
CHILDREN’S RESPONSE
1 k Words 1 - 1 2  V/ritten Response in 
Learning
13 - 2h Oral Response in Learning
2 A Whole Set = Written Response in Learning
3 6 Whole Set ~ Oral Response in Learning
k 6 Whole Set - Written Response in Learning
5 A Whole Set - Oral Response in Learning
-Vi­
V/ORD LISTS - Total Number of Spellings to be Learned = 120
SET 1 SET 2 SET 3 SET h SET 5
1 o Subject Market Heart Reason Farther
2* Sentence Fresh Copy Important Bush
3° Capital Main Whether Correct Amount
ko Australia Eastern Wheel Hotel Cream
5* February Finish Stuck Meal Strawberry
6* Newspaper Finished Film Common Strawberries
7* Flood Point Prize Tractor Especially
80 Terrible Dentist Headmaster Mower Dirt
9o Brush Form Rang Base Dirty
10, Brushes Piano Sound Handkerchief Germ
11 o None Strange Probably Plane Tiny
12. Theatre Stream Coast Brave Trunk
13 o Wonder Drop Cabin Theft Lying
Iko Wise Dropped Bunch Thief Balance
15 o Poem Thick Careful Thieves Daughter
16 o Beside Calf Editor Quiet Awoke
17. Steel Calves Engine Mouse Bark
18. Nail Lead Shining Bite Study
19. Below Led Sack Dream Western
20 o Square Lamb Sew Valley Battle
21 o Weigh Proud Pocket August Longer
22 a Throne Voice Burn Cause Track
23. Ahead Soil Idea Caused Twice
2*f. Policeman Useful Famous Tyre Loud
The spellings are listed in the order in which they are presented
to the children for learning0
Pre - Test
Before working through each set of the spelling programme, the 
children should be given the appropriate pre-test to see how many of 
the words are already known. If a child correctly spells all 2^ words 
in a pre-test there is no point in that child working through the 
spelling programme for that set.
Post test
After completing the programme of work for a set the post test 
should be given. The same test serves for both the pre- and post tests 
in order to ascertain improvement, if any, in spelling the words of a 
set,
I REQUIRE THE CHILDREN'S TEST PAPERS FOR PRE- AND POST TESTS IN 
ORDER:-
(a) TO MARK TO OBTAIN SCORES, (b) TO ANALYSE SPELLING ERRORS,
THE TESTS.
Are set out with the words presented in sentences so that the 
meaning of each word is clearly understood. Each test is divided 
into two parts, A and B ivith 12 words in each section to be tested, 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE TESTS,
On the day of the test, part A should be done in the morning, 
part B in the afternoon.
For each part each child needs paper and pencil. The child should 
put his/her name (christian and surname) on the paper and number 1 to 12 
down the side.
In giving the test the teacher should read a whole sentence so that 
the children hear the word in context. Then the teacher should read the 
sentence up to the first underlined word which the children will have to 
write. Repeat the underlined word. Pause for the children to write the 
itford. Repeat the word again, A slight pause, and then continue reading 
the sentence up to the next underlined word,
e«g,, Set I, part A, Read the whole of sentence 1, then:- 
!tAustralia/ 'Australia/ long pause / Australia / short pause / 
is the subject/ subject / long pause / subject / short pause / of 
sentence / sentence / long pause / sentence / short pause / 
it must start with a capital letter / capital / long pause / capital 
short pause /"
Then in similar way deal with sentence 2, and 3<»
PRE-TESTS AND POST TESTS - ALL PRESENTATIONS«
-vi ir
NoBo If procedure is unfamiliar to the children then the children 
should have instructions beforehand as to what they are going 
to do and how they are to write words in list form for spelling 
test, and not to write the whole sentences0
(1)Australia is the (2) subject of the (3) sentence; 
it must start with a (k) capital lettero
The (5)flood in (6)February was (7)terrible; (8) none 
of the houses on the (9)square (lQ)beside the river remained 
undamaged0
The (11)theatre is in the street (l2)aheado
The (l)poem is about a (2)wise king who didn't have 
a (3)throneo
Place the (^ f)newspaper (5)below the step and I will
(6)brush the dirt onto it«
The (7)policeman told us to give him the (8)nail and 
the (9)steel rod0
I (10)wonder how much these (11)brushes (12)weigho
I (1) point to the (2)lamb and the (3)calf in the 
(4)eastern field beside the (3)streanio
The (6)dentist lives close to the (7)market; as 
you are (8)strange to this town I will (9)lead the way»
In a (10)proud (ll)voice the man told us that his son 
had played the (12)piano at the school concerto
SET 2o PRE - TEST and POST TEST
It would be (I)useful if you could (2)drop the 
(3)soil into the pots0
I did not expect our (4)form would (3)finish first 
in the race0
(6)dropped a (7)thick stick into the fire, but 
the wood v/as (8)fresh and would not burn«>
Having (9)finished milking, I (10)led the (11)calves 
into the field beside the (12)main road®
I have an (l)idea that the (g)bunch of keys is 
near the (3)wheels
The (*f)headmaster said that the (5)editor would 
give a (6)prize for the best (7)filn*°
A (8)sound (9)rang out? with a beating (10)heart 
I looked out of the (11)cabin door towards the 
(l2)coast aheado
X made a (l)copy of the (2)famous (3)engine and 
(^)stuck it on the papere
I do not know (5)whether the moon will be
(6)shining tonight«
X will (7)probably (8)sew a (9)pocket onto 
the (10)sacko
(11)careful that you do not (12)burn your fingers»
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SET 4* PRE - TEST and POST IBSTo
A*
lo We had to use a (l)tractor to tow the (2)plane
which had a flat (3)tyres
2« The (4)theft last (3)August was not (6)importani
but the (7)thieves (8) caused us a lot of trouble0
3» We do not know the (9)cause of the (10)common
cold, but it is (II)correct to use a (I2)handkerchief 
when you sneezee
Bo
4o In the (l)dream the (2)brave (3)mouse came out
from behind the (4)mower and started to (3)bite the
leg of the (6)thiefo
5o It was very (7)quiet in the (8)valley and for
that (9)reason we decided to stop at a (10)hotel
at the (Il)base of the mountain for our (12)meal»
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SJgr 5„ PRE ° TEST and POST TEST,
At
lo A (l)strawberry v/as (2)lying on the plateo
2o He tried to (3)balance a large (b)amount of
things on top of the table in the (5)study-
3° (6)Iwice last night my (7)daughter (8)awoke
feeling illo She cried out in a (9)loud voice, 
and I think she had a (10)germ from eating ice (II)cream 
with (12)dirty hands0
B e
A large (l)bush grev/ from the (2) tiny seedo It 
had a thick (3)trunk covered with a pale grey (*f)bark<
5c Wash the (5)dirt off before you eat the (6)strawberries,
(7)Farther away, on the (8)western (9)track the 
(lO)battle lasted (II)longer and the men had an
(12)especially hard fighto
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THE TAPE RECORDING
Track 1 only* It will play on both 2 and 4 track machines© Speed 3i:« 
.For each set the tape recording gives the children the pronunciation of 
each word and the method of learning© The tape proceeds from Set 1 
through Sets 2, 3» and 5 in that order©
For each set the tape recorder will be required;- 
1© After the pre-test on the day when the children start working on a 
set for:-
(a) pronunciation of words
(b) method of working through the set©
2© After completing the learning of a set and before the post test for 
pronunciation of words©
If the teacher could listen to the tape prior to starting the 
spelling work with children, the method should be clear©
How the sets differ in method of working©
Set 1 © (first 3 learning days ) Scrap paper and pencils also needed
)
)
Set /f© ) they are learning it.
Set 2©  ^ as the children write the spelling
As the children are asked to recall the letters of the words, they 
have to write the word several times© It is suggested that as a word is 
written, after it has been checked against the correct spelling in the 
booklet, the paper is folded down so that the written words are hidden 
when the next response is made© (I do not require these pieces of paper)
Set 1 © (last 3 learning days ) Children recall the letters of the 
Set 3°  ^words orally for learning so paper
Set 5. ) and pencil is not required©
NoB© It is important that with both written and oral responses,
after each one, the children check against the spelling to ensure 
that they spelled the word correctly© If not, the stage should be 
repeated©
On the tape Set 1 asks for the learning to be v/ith the children 
writing spellings down as they learn them© The tape does not continue 
past the first day's assignment© As the learning for spellings 13 ■=■ 2*f
should be with the children learning orally, (i©e©, no paper and pencil
as they learn); I would be grateful if the teacher would explain this 
change over© (Sets 3 and 3 work entirely on oral responses so if the 
teacher could listen in advance to the method of v/orking given for Set 3 
on the tape, the oral method will be clear)©
.xv-
Set 1 o Is not being used in the analysis of results.. Its 
function is to make the methods of working and the procedures for learning 
clear and familiar to the children® Teachers can amplify, correct, explain 
etc® to ensure that the children fully understand the method and realise 
the importance of accurate copying and checking, so that on the following 
sets they will be able to work individually without help®
Sets 2 5o The experiment® As different schools are using various 
methods of learning the results will be analysed to try and ascertain if 
one method is better than the others® It is important, therefore, that the 
children work from the tape recording and the booklets without the 
teacher’s participation in order to standardise results®
NoB« Pauses on the tape are probably long enough for the children
to repeat a word when asked, but not when they have to write a 
response® Here it will be necessary for the teacher to depress 
the pause button to allow the class enough time to respond, and 
then to redstart the tape®
If the children do not understand the tape can be run back and 
replayed as required®
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METHOD OF THE EXPERIMENT - PRESENTATION P,
On the day when a new set is started the children should each 
have a copy of the word list in front of them,,
Pronunciation0
The pronunciation for each of the 2b words is on the tape.. The 
method is as follows:- 
SET 1o
"In front of you are the spellings you will be learning during 
the next 6 dayso Look at the word in box 1, The word is subject-,
Say the word after me, subject, (children repeat)".
It continues in this way through all 2b words.
Method of Learning*
For the beginning of each Set the method is on the tape immediately 
after the pronunciation of the wordso 
The method is as follows:- 
lo Children look at and say what is written in the box,
2o Then they look at the word carefully and try to see the whole word,
saying it quietly to themselves«
3o Then they close their eyes and try to see the word with their eyes, 
shut,
bo They then look again at the word and check that they saw the word 
correctly.
Method then varies according to response:
Written Response, Oral Besponse,
Copy word carefully letter 3® Look at word and say
by letter, letter by letter,
6, check, 6o Check,
7, Write from memory, 7° Spell to self from memory,
8, Check, 8, Check,
9, Write again from memory, 9® Spell to self again from
memory,
10, Check, 10, Check,
N.B,
Children should write from memory or spell to self from memory 
tv/ice correctly in succession before going on to the next word.
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On the day when a new set is started, the children should each 
have a copy of the v/ord booklet in front of them©
Pronunciation
The pronunciation for each of the 2*f words is on the tape© The 
method is as follows 
Set 1©
"Look at box 1 © In the first part of the box is a word which 
is underlined© The word is subject© Say the word after me, subject 
(children repeat)© It continues in this way through all 2^ v/ords©
Method of Learning©
For the beginning of each set the method is on the tape immediately 
after the pronunciation of the word©
The method is as follows
In the first part of each box is an underlined word© This is the 
word you are going to learn to spell© In the second part of each box 
is the meaning(s) of the v/ord you are going to learn to spell©
1© Children look at each box and read and say the word and the 
meaning(s)©
2© Then they look at the word carefully and try to see the whole word, 
saying it quietly to themselves©
3© Then they close their eyes and try to see the word with their eyes 
shut©
/f© They then look again at the word and check that they saw the 
word correctly©
METHQD OF THE EXPERIMENT - PRESENTATION Q.
Method then varies according to response;
Written Response© Oral Response;
3© Copy word carefully letter by 5© Look at word and say letter
letter 
6© Check
7© Write from memory 
8© Check
9© Write again from memory
by letter©
6 © Check
7© Spell to self from memory 
8 © Check
9© Spell to self again from
10 © Check
memory 
10© Check©
N.B
Children should write from memory or spell to self from memory 
twice correctly in succession before going on to the next word©
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METHOD OF THE EXPERIMENT - PRESENTATION R, S and T.
THE STORIES
Each of the 3 sets of spelling work is introduced via a story 
which incorporates the words to he learned in each set® The children 
are to have copies of the story and to follow it on the tape®
Pronunciation
The story is read on the tape with the children following on 
their copies® Then the story is re-read with the underlined words, 
which are the spellings to be learned, repeated® A pause is left 
on the tape for the children to repeat the word, pronouncing it aloud 
as a class® If the pause is too short or the children need to re-say 
the word, the tape can be stopped by the teacher and re-started when 
ready®
N.B.
The story part for each set should be repeated, after learning
the words, on the day before the post test is given®
On the day when a new set is started, the children should each 
have a copy of the story and the word booklet in front of them.
After the story part, which gives practice on pronunciation, 
the tape goes on to explain the method of learning.
METHOD OF THE EXPERIMENT - PRESENTATION R.
In the first part of each box is an underlined word* This is 
the word you are going to learn to spell. In the second part of 
each box is the meaning(s) of the word and an example using the word 
in a sentence. The method is as follows
1, Children look at each box and read and say the word, the meaning(s) 
and the example(s),
2, Then they look at the \*ord carefully and try to see the whole word, 
saying it quietly to themselves,
3, Then they close their eyes and try to see the word with their 
eyes shut,
bo They then look again at the word and check that they saw the 
word correctly.
Method then varies according to responses
Written Response,
3, Copy word carefully letter
10, Check
by letter,
6, Check
7o Write from memory
8, Check
9, Write again from memory
5, Look at word and say 
letter by letter,
6 o Check
7, Spell to self from
memory
8, Check
9« Spell to self again
from memory
10, Check,
N.B
Children should write from memory or spell to self from memory 
tv/ice correctly in succession before going on to the next word
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On the day a new set is started, the children should each have a 
Copy of the story and the spelling programme booklet in front of them© 
After the story part, which gives practice in pronunciation, the 
tape goes on to explain the method of learning©
Method bf Learning©
This is by programmed learning booklets© The tape explains how 
to use them© A horizontal format is used, so box 1 is on page 1, and 
box 2 is on page 2, etc©, using the first row of boxes on each page©
When the last page is reached the child returns to page 1 and looks 
at the box on row 2© (This is explained on the tape recording)©
After each page is the answer page (A) giving the correct spelling 
of the.A*/6rd being learned©
The method is as follows;-
Children look at the box and read the sentence looking especially 
at the underlined word, which is the spelling to be learned©
1© Children say and write the underlined word looking carefully at 
each letter©
2© They turn over to the answer page and check that they have written 
the word correctly.
3© They turn over to the next page and read the sentence© The
underlined word has a letter or letters missing, indicated by
a dash© Children are to think of the missing letter(s) and write 
the whole word putting in the missing letter(s)©
4© Check spelling v/ith that on the answer page©
5© The programme continues in this way, asking children to recall
different letters until the final box for a word where the whole 
word is missing©
Children write the word from memory and check that they are correct©
NoB©
In learning using oral responses, the missing letters are thought of, 
and the word is said letter by letter, and not written down©
METHOD OF THE EXPERIMENT - PRESENTATION S and T.
THE BATTERY OF TESTS
Timetable for Administering the Test Battery
November 22nd - 30th® Junior 1PI®
S 5° Recall of 3 Letter Words
(Auditory Presentation)®
December 6th - l^ fth Graded Test of Reading Experience®
Graded Spelling Test®
January 3th - l^th R®3 Silent Reading Test
S 4® Recall of 3 Letter Words
(Visual Presentation)®
Generalization Test (Pre-Test)®
February 1st - 9th Maddox Verbal Reasoning Test®
March 2?th - 30th Generalisation Test® (Post Test)®
STANDARDIZED TESTS 
MADDOX VERBAL REASONING TEST®
Maddox, H®
I960®
Publisher; Oliver and Boyd Ltd®
GRADED SPELLING TEST®
Daniels, J®G® and Diack, Hunter®
1971
in Standard Reading Tests
Publisher; Chatto & V/indus (Educational) Ltd®
GRADED TEST OF READING EXPERIENCE 
Daniels, J®C® and Diack Hunter®
1971
in Standard Reading Tests 
Daniels, J®C® and Diack Hunter®
Publisher; Chatto & V/indus (Educational) Ltd®
TEST R,3.
SILENT READING TEST A®
Schonell, F®J®
19^5 <■
Publisher; Oliver & Boys®
THE JUNIOR EYSENCK PERSONALITY INVENTORY 
Eysenck, Sybil, B®G®
1965.
Publisher: University of London Press.
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S.*f, Immediate Recall of 3 Letter Words, (Visual Presentation)
FoJo Schonell
GEM VAN CAT HAM PAN JAR
BIB WIG BUN FUR DOT PIP
SUN JAM HIP JAW RAY RUT
COT NUT FIN DEN MAP
BOY HAY LAP GUM
DOG SUM PAW
PET LOG
RIM
9 12 13 18 21 2b
12 16 20 2b 28 32
Time for exposure in seconds 
Maximum marks
So3° Immediate Recall of 3 Letter V/ords, (Auditory Presentation)
F.Jo Schonell
JET BUN FAT BED HEM TAP
SAP LAD LID RAG BAY PIT
FEN FOG BAR HEN TIN LEG
NET ROD LIP RAT BAT
CAB MUD MOP PUP
CAN BUD CAR
TAR RIB
MUG
9 12 15 18 21 2b
12 16 20 2b 28 32
Time taken in reading in seconds 
Maximum marks
lo One mark given for each correct letter in its correct position0
2o One extra mark given if the word is in its correct position in the column,
3o One mark deducted if a letter is added or inserted.
Both these tests are to be found in 
Schonell, F,J, (19^2)
Backwardness in the Basic Subjects: 
Publisher: Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh,
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Graded Spelling Test - Daniels and Diack 
sentences used to present the words
I® The boy sits on the stool®
2® The hot water tap is stuck®
3® Put the cup on the saucer, please® 
ko The van broke down at the traffic lights®
5 ® I like blackcurrant .jam®
6® I have lost my pencil®
7® Please sit on this chair®
8® Can you draw a plan of your school®
9® Because of the heavy rain there is a lot of mud on the road®
1 0® I taught my dog to sit up and beg®
11® • What is the time ®
12® We home at 12 o'clock 
13o Jack went for a walk® 
iko He looks so happy®
13° Please show me your book®
16® We are going shopping tomorrow®
17o The leg of_ the chair is broken®
18® What do you want to eat?
19® Who is that knocking at the door?
20® Put your coat here on this hangar®
21® The ship has a blue funnel.
22® We have plenty of food for the party®
23® The forest fire burnt for three days®
2^° A thin stick will do to stir the paint®
25» To-day's date is the (date of day of testing inserted)®
26® Mint sauce goes well with a lamb chop®
27® It does not seem to be raining®
28® The third dart scored a twenty®
29® The music is too loud; please turn the sound down®
30® Eight people can sit on the form®
31® Can you thread the cotton through the eyts of the needle for me, please? 
32® The fight lasted the full fifteen rounds®
3 3° My friend is coming to stay with me®
3*1-0 I have not done my painting yet®
33° Have any of you seen my bag?
36® Mother baked a great big cake for my birthday®
3 7° I am sure it is going to be sunny tomorrow®
380 Six women were standing at the bus stop®
39® Do you know the answer to this sum?
*5-0® The beautiful princess rode on a white horse®
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GENERALIZATION TEST.
lo punished 110 believe
2o fang 12 0 anoint
3« treason 13 0 enormous
ho squirt iho pyre
5° lopped 15 0 bilberries
60 helm I60 shroud
7o postern 17. notably
80 shackle I80 valance
9* factor 19 0 paused
10 0 abound 20 0 haughty
The words only given as a spelling test, with each repeated 
as many times as nedessary, and the children writing in list form® 
Meanings not given and words not put into sentences as this 
might give clues as to possible spelling„
GENERALIZATION TEST - Showing derivative wordsn
Test V/ord Word with similar 
letter sequence 
in spellings 
learned
Set Other examples in 
Spellings Learned
1o punished finished 2
2e fang rang 3
3 o treason reason h
ho squirt dirt 3 square (set
5o factor tractor h
60 lopped dropped 2
7o helm film 3
80 postern western 5 eastern (set 2o)
9o shackle thick 2 battle (set 3 „) sack (set 3 )
100 abound sound 3
110 believes thieves h
120 anoint point 2
13 <» enormous famous 3
l^o pyre tyre h
15® bilberries strawberries 3
16e shroud proud 2 loud (set 5®)
1 7® notably probably 3
l8o valance balance 3
19® paused caused h
200 haughty daughter 3 dirty (set 3®)
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A P P E N D I X
Q.UESTIQNA1RES
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QUBSTIONAIHE GIVING CATEGORIC DATA FOR EACH CHILD
lo Code Number
2o Sex
3o Nationality
If not British:-
(i) Number of years has lived in England 
(ii) Standard of English Language (a) non-English speaking
(b) below average for age 
(underline (a),(b) or (c) (c) average or above average for age
3, Date of birth,
6, Age on 31sb December, 1971
7o Handedness, (a) Left (b) Right (underline (a) or (b),)
8, Wears glasses, (a) Yes (b) No, (underline (a) or (b)),
9, Any known visual defects,
10, Any known auditory defects,
11, Underline appropriate answers)
(a) Lives with father and mother
(b) Lives with (1) mother or (2) father, (Parents separated)
(c) Lives with (1) mother or (2) father, (One parent dead)
(d) If (a), (b) or (c) not appropriate state who child lives with,
12, Father's occupation,
13, Mother's occupation,
14, Number of children in the family,
13, Position in the family, (a) eldest (b) middle (c) youngest
(d) only child, (underline appropriate answer).
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Questionaire for Teachers to .Show Present Approaches to the
Teaching of Spelling.
Name.
School.
Please tick answers which are appropriate and amplify or add 
further information where necessary, 
lo Do you teach spelling? YES NO
If spelling is taught;- .
2o What is the source of the words the children have to learn?
(a) Commercially produced lists or books: YES NO 
If the ansv/er is yes, which book or list is used?
Is the approach used by this source one which
groups words? YES NO
If yes, what is the basis of the grouping?
Words in families: YES NO
According to spelling rules: YES NO
Synonyms: YES NO
Homonyms: YES NO
Any other approach?
(b) Teacher compiled lists: YES NO
If so, how is the list compiled?
(c) Words grouped around a theme or area of study? YES NO
If so, how selected?
(d) Lists made from corrections or mistakes in written work?
YES NO
If so, how are words to be studied selected?
Are lists for class, group or individual study?
(e) Lists from any other source: YES NO
If so, which source?
3° What is the procedure with teaching spelling?
(a) Time allowance, if any:
(i) Daily (ii) Weekly
(b) Number of words children have to learn:
(i) Daily (ii) Weekly
How are the words presented?
(a) List on blackboard: YES NO
If yes, is this:-
(i) a daily assignment (ii) a weekly assignment
(b) List in text book: YES NO
(c) Children to write list in own
spelling books? YES NO
(d) Any other presentation not given here?
What method of learning?
(a) Children given the pronunciation: YES NO
(b) Children told the meaning: YES NO
(c) Children have to find the meaning
in a dictionary: YES NO
(d) Children given the words in a
sentence: YES NO
(e) Children to use the words in
sentences: YES NO
(f) Are children given a method of
learning the spelling? YES NO
If YES, then what are the children told to do?
(g) Do the children learn the words:-
(i) in school (ii) at home (iii) in school and at home?
Do the children also learn words incidentally*? YES NO
If so, itfhat procedure is adopted?
How are the spellings learned tested?
(a) Are the children given a pre = test on the words to be learned?
YES NO
If so, do the children learn:-
(i) all the words, or (ii) only those they got ivrong?
(b) After learning the words are the children tested on:-
(i) all the words, or (ii) the words they individually did 
not know?
What form does the post test take?
(a) Words said and written in list form: YES NO
(b) Words given in dictation form and the children write
in list form: YES NO
(c) Words given and written in sentence dictation form: YES
(d) Words given in written form, with multiple choice
answers: YES
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9o
10,
1 1  O
What procedure is adopted v/ith incorrect spelling in the post test?
(a) Children have to re-1earn: YES NO
If they have to be re-learned how are
the children told to do this?
(i) Write several times: YES NO
If so, how many times?
(ii) Any other way of re-learning?
(b) Are children re-tested on mistakes in the
tests? YES NO
If so, what procedure is followed?
Do children have to correct spelling errors
in other written work? YES NO
If so, what procedure is adopted?
Are standardised spelling tests used? YES NO
If yes, (i) Which tests?
(ii) When were they given?
Please use the back of this page for any further information 
or comments you have regarding the teaching of spelling.
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A P P E N D I X  Eo 
STORIES TO ACCOMPANY THE PROGRAMME
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SET 1. STORY 
The School Concert
In February we had our school concert, using the school 
hall as a theatre. A raised square platform was the stage.
The programme started with a poem which v/as acted. The 
sub.ject of the poem was a rich king. All day he sat on his 
throne feeling unhappy. None of his friends could help him.
Then a wise man told him to leave his capital and search 
for a really happy man. After many weeks the king heard 
someone singing in a forest which was just ahead of him.
He found a poor man using the branch of a tree as a brush.
His house was a hut made from planks of wood held together 
with a few steel nails. The king gazed in wonder at this man, 
poor, yet so happy. The king stayed with the man. At first 
he found the life terrible but then he found that the life 
was a happy one
This was followed by an amusing play which was mimed. There 
wasn't a sentence spoken in the whole play.
The story showed the fun and troubles a family had in 
packing up to go to Australia. At one point father was standing 
at the top of the stairs holding a heavy box which was supposed 
to weigh a lot. The son of the family ran up the stairs, tripped, 
and fell against his father. The box fell down the stairs and 
broke open. A flood of objects rolled down the stairs and hit a 
policeman standing at the open door below. The policeman tried 
to save himself but ended up on the floor covered in books, pans 
and brushes.
There was an account of the concert in our local newspaper. 
Beside this there was a picture of the policeman buried underneath 
the objects.
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SET 2. STORY 
Grantham Fair
The villagers of Grantham are very proud of their market 
fair which is held every year® By 8 a.m. preparations for 
the day are finished. Soon, with the village band in the lead 
the people can be seen coming down the main street. They cross 
the stream by the bridge and enter the eastern field where 
the fair is held.
At the market you can buy anything, from a lamb to a piano; 
from a chair to a basket of fresh fruit. You can buy useful 
things and strange things.
The side shows at the fair offer many attractions from 
guessing the weight of a calf to trying to drop the point of 
a pin into a hole in a form; Farmers led calves into the ring 
to be judged by the editor of the local newspaper, the doctor 
and the dentist.
At the finish the crowds go home, tired and happy. All is 
quiet and no voice can be heard. All that is left is the thick 
smoke of the bonfires still in the air and the rubbish which 
has been dropped and left on the soil.
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SET 3» STORY 
A Visit to a Film Studio
Our headmaster took us to visit a famous film studio 
which is near our school. An editor showed us around and 
explained that not one but probably five or six films were 
produced at the same time in different parts of the studio.
We were able to see three films being made. One was a 
scientific one to give some idea of how a heart works.
Another vtas a cartoon space film. I don't know whether 
the spacemen were going to the moon or to Mars. The scene we 
saw showed the shining rocket leaving the earth. The background 
was painted on a sack. A very thin wire went from the nose of 
the rocket and over a small wheel. While filming a man pulled 
the wire and the rocket went up.
We then saw some actors talcing part in a sea film. We had 
to be careful not to make a sound while the scene was being filmed. 
The scene v/as a cabin of a ship, but the engine had stopped and an 
alarm bell rang out. The ship was stuck on a sand bank. In the 
distance the coast line could just be seen.
There v/ere art rooms, copy roomssand a large room where people 
worked to sew the costumes needed. One large room was filled 
with stage properties# As they burn easily notices warned of the 
danger of fire and to be careful with matches. Everything was 
stored there from a model kangaroo complete with a baby in its 
pocket, to a large bunch of rusty keys.
I heard later that the cartoon film I had seen being made 
had won first prize at a film festival
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SEP bo STORY 
A Dream
Having cut the lawn and put the mower away I sat down
at the base of the apple tree to rest. It was a hot August
afternoon and I felt quite sleepy.
Voices nearby caused me to wake up. What I saw was not 
the common sight of my own garden. I was sitting behind a 
bush in a field. Peering through the leafy branches I could 
see tv/o men. On a petrol drum in front of them was the 
remains of a meal. One man took a bite out of a sandwich 
and spoke,
"There is no reason to think that the theft v/ill be
discovered for at least a week. Still, as soon as Jack
arrives with the important papers, v/hich by novr he should 
have stolen, we v/ill get away. We will tow the plane out of 
the shed with the tractor, and after two hours flying we 
will be safe in my hotel in a valley in France".
I didn't wait to hear any more. It would be correct to 
say that I was afraid but I knew that I must be brave and 
stop the thieves. As quiet as a mouse I slipped away and 
found the shed with the plane inside. How could I cause a 
delay? Then I had an idea. With my knife I slashed a tyre 
of the plane. I was just wiping the dirt off my hands v/ith 
a handkerchief when a voice said,
"What are you doing?"
I thought it was a thief but looking down at me was my 
father. I was still under the apple tree. I had been to 
sleep and it had all been a dream.
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SET 5. STORY 
A Day at School
When my daughter came in she told me what she had been 
doing at school during the day.
In mathematics she had to guess the weight of different 
parcels. She had to balance a parcel in each hand and 
decide which was the heaviest.
She had seen a film about a famous battle. The enemy 
were camped by a dirty track in a narrow valley. Part of 
the English army were lying in wait at the western end 
of the valley, about a half a mile from the enemy's camp. 
Farther away the main army was marching into the valley at 
the eastern end. The enemy awoke to the sound of a trumpet. 
Twice the trumpet sounded. Then v/ith loud cries of 
"AttackS" the English army advanced from both sides. The 
battle didn't last much longer than two hours.
Next there was a nature study lesson. The class went out 
to study trees and bushes. They had to take a tiny piece 
of bark from the trunk of each tree and some seeds from 
each bush. My daughter said that they were especially 
careful to wash the dirt from their hands when they 
returned to school so that they didn't catch a germ. She 
had also collected a large amount of wild flowers which she 
had brought home to study.
I told her that we were going to have strawberries and 
cream for tea and she said that on the nature walk she had 
seen a wild strawberry plant growing in a field.
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I. 9.
v ^ 5 k
17.
atoel
sentence
"r"r|
10.
brusihec
1 o1 O c
nail
rtO e
capital
11.
none
19.
belotr
4.
Auctrnlia
12,
theatre
20.  ^
ccnare
5.
February
13c
i/onder
21.
v/o i f;L
1
6.
netrc’JC/oer
14.
triae
22. 1
throne
: i
7c
flood
15.
poem
23.
ahead
O O «
•terrible •
16.
boaide
24.
policeman ..
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I 9 * 1 17.
f a r t h e r d i r t y b a r k  ’’
. * • T-4
2, H o • 13.
b u s h g e r m s t u d y
3. 11. 19.
a m o u n t
i . 
i ...............i
t i n y w e s t e r n
12. 20.
I c r e a m t r u n k b a t t l e
•
5 . H U> • ___
i" 2 1 .
3 t r a w b e r r y l y i n g l o n g e r
6. iii_. 22.
s t r a w b e r r i e s b a l a n c e t r a c k
7. «caOJ
e s p e c i a l l y
? - -- - .... t . .
d a u g h t e r t w i c e
8 '
ft
vOi—1 2 k.
d i r t a w o k e l o u d
■v ’--to
PRESENTATION
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SET 1 PAGE 2.
SPELLING TO 
LEARN
11EAIIING
S.
brush c. tool for sweeping or painting.
1 0.
IjjT vldlG 0
n -1.' ... __
more then one brush.
n -
none not my.
1 2.
S: theatre
* i
1
a building ’/here plays- are performed.
!
13.
wonder
* • ’ . ;
1. cnazoncnt.
2 . want to know.
............ . .  ^ m
i;i4.
-. wi c e
r
!
having knowledge.
’ i * '
. I
15.
poem a composition in verse.
j-i*----------  - _ _ ___ _ ___
16.
beside
.....
by the side of.
GET 1 PAGE 3.
SPELLING TG 
LEARN
MEANING
17.
steel a strong motel node from iron.
*3 O lUe
nail 1. a metal spike.
2. the horny pert of a finder or too.
19.
below beneath
20.
cc u c x g . ihaving four equal aidea.
.
81.
WO i gll to find out ho 1/ heavy something io.
.
22.
throne. a chair for a king or a quean.
„ rn^.- . , , i, ....... ........... . .
23.
! ahead in front.
i
24.
noli coiner.
I•
a man whoso duty io to see that law and 
order are kept.
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LE/iIBT
K3/ii!ING
.......... .. ■■ ,----------------------- -I- .. ■ ■ ■ . ....
1.
nc.rket public celling pinee.
8.
: frech new or in c good cir/te.
3.
nuin cost iaportent.
4.
ecctorn to:rnrc.c the enct.
5c
f inich bring to c.n end.
6.
f ini died
.• 1
the pr,ci o:? finich, brought to e„n end.
7.
;2o int 1. chnrn end.•
8. chov/ the wc,y with the dinger.
OU •
deniiat c. per con who c.Vtendc to teeth.
iji
. ... . i—  u1- —■ ■- —i
i
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SPELLING TO U3AIJING
LEAP! I
9.
f orr: 1. printed pc.per T/ith blenkc to fill in.
2. cic.cc in ccboolc
10.
^ir.no the nc.ce of c, nuaicc.l instrument.
11.
c br c.nr-;e unucual.
h
12. • . j
' ctrerzi c. flo:; of c.ir or v/e.ter.
13. '
Or on let foil.
•
.... . ~ - . ... ...... . . ... _ .... ..... . ^
14.
dronned the pc.ct of drop, he.c let fc.ll.
15.
thi cl.: the oppocite of thin.
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cc.lf
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I.tSANING
1 .
h e a r t t h e  b l o o d  p u m p  of the b o d y *
2.
c o  p y ( imitate'.
3 .
w h e t h e r w h i c h  of the two.
w h e e l a r o u n d  f r a m e  w h i c h  t u r n s  on a r o d  
a n d  m a k e s  t h i n g s  m o ve*
r'
■ ^  •
s t u c k f i x e d .
6 *
f i l m 1. a r e e l  p u t  in a c a m e r a  f o r  t a k i n g  
p h o t o g r a p h s  *
2* a m o v i n g  p i c t u r e  s h o w n  on a s c r e e n .
7*>
p r i z e r e w a r d  f o r  a w i n n e r *
8,
h e a d m a s t e r
*
•chief m a s t e r  i n  a school.
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HEARING-
ran;
10.
s o u n d
1 1 ,
p r o b a b l y
1 2 ,
c o a s t
13.
c a b i n
s o u n d  as a b e l l  does.
a n y t h i n g  that c a n  be heard,
l i k e l y  to b e  true,
seashore!
r o o m  i n  a ship,
lip
b u n c h
15.
c a r e f u l
e d i t o r
n u m b e r  of t h i n g s  g r o u p e d  t o g e t h e r .
w a t c h f u l .
p e r s o n  who p r e p a r e s  nev/s etc
_
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: 17.
e n g i n e m a c h i n e .
i
; l 8»
s h i n i n g g i v i n g  out a s t e a d y  light.
: 19  •
s a c k a l a r g e  b a g  of c o a r s e  cloth.
20.
s e w
.... _  ......
i
to f a s t e n  u s i n g  n e e d l e  sa d t h r e a d .
: 21.
p o c k e t a s m a l l  b a g  s e w n  i n t o  c l o t h e s ,
1
: 22 o
b u r n
' - , . ■ . . . .!
1, i n j u r y  c a u s e d  b y  f i r e ,
2 , to b e  on fire.
. 23.
i d e a s o m e t h i n g  s e e n  or t h o u g h t  of,
i: 21}..
f a m o u s
.
v e r y  w e l l  k n o w n .
■ •
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'9 .  i
b a s e  , b o t t o m *
10.
h a n d k e r c h i e f a c l o t h  f o r  w i p i n g  the n o s o ,
11.
a e r o p l a n e .
12.
b r a v e f u l l  of c o u r a g e .
13.
t h e f t act of s t e a l i n g *
lit.
t h i e f a p e r s o n  w h o  s t e a l s ,
lb .
t h i e v e s the p l u r a l  of thief, m o r e  t h a n  one of them.
16.
q u i e t w i t h o u t  n o i s e ,
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1 7 .
m o u s e the n a m e  of a s m a l l  g n a w i n g  a n i m a l  .
1 8 .
b i t e cut w i t h  the teeth.
1 9 .  '
d r e a m
A
s o m e t h i n g  i m a g i n e d  d u r i n g  sleep.
V
2 0 ,
v a l l e y l o w  l y i n g  l a n d  b e t w e e n  m o u n t a i n s .
2 1 ,
A u g u s t n a m e  of t h e  e i g h t h  m o n t h  of the y e a r .
• • ' “  " rTnl1
22.
c a u s e b r i n g  d) out.
23.
caus ed
'•--------- --- ------• '
the p a s t  of cause, b r o u g h t  about.
■ 2 k .
t y r o r i n g  r o u n d  the r i m  of a w h e e l .
-S E T  5 P A G E  1
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1.
f a r t h e r at a g r e a t  d i s t a n c e .
2,
b u s h a t h i c k  g r o w i n g  shrub.
3.
a m o u n t
• !
q u a n t i t y .
... j
• - - . . .  ■ •
|— ,________-r._ T___  ^ . ,n  ..nT___  . . ,n_ ..  ^in-_i__ ,____r * -....... ,  \
b .
c r e a m t he o i l y  p a r t  of m i l k .
' s t r a w b e r r y n a m e  of a r e d  f l e s h y  f r u i t .
6,
s t r a w b e r r i e s m o r e  t h a n  one s t r a w b e r r y .
>
7*
e s p e c i a l l y out s t a n d i n g l y ,
I
!
,8.
. dir t m u d  or dust. 1
ij
j
- -
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9.
d i r t y s o i l e d  w i t h  dirt.
. ,.. . , ......
10.
g e r m
... . . ....... ..... , . ...... ,... t „...., . , , ... - .
a t i n y  l i v i n g  t h i n g  c a u s i n g  d i s e a s e .
11*
t i n y
■ •- - • . . . - .. ■ - • , I - |
. i1v e r y  small-.
1
’ ' - '
12*
t r u n k
’ ’ ...... •.. - ■ - j
1. a l a r g e  l u g g a g e  box.
2. a n  e l e p h a n t  is l o n g  snou t .
3* t h e  m a i n  s t e m  of a n y t h i n g .
. •
13*
nn hi unr jl « n  *» l 1 1 11 "  1 11 * irt ,  . r r  i
' I. i•
r e s t i n g  I n  a l e v e l  p o s i t i o n .
■ i
Im­
b a l a n c e
, . ■ : : j
p u t  in a s t e a d y  p o s i t i o n .
15*
d a u g h t e r
i
a p e r s o n a s  f e m a l e  child,
!
■ i. i
:
16*
a w o k e
• . . .  i
r o u s e d  f r o m  sleep,
.. .................................................. .................. ............................................. ......................................... ........ ............................ .....................................
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17. j 
b a r k 1, y e l p  l i k e  a dog,
2, s k i n  of a treo.
18.
3 t u d y 1, r e a d  e n d  learn,
2 . a r o o m  t o  r e a d  a n d  l e a r n  in.
19.
w e s t e r n t o w a r d s  the w e s t .
\ . .
20,
b a t t l e
' ,r •'
f i g h t .
21,
l o n g e r g r e a t e r  i n  l e n g t h .
22,
t r a c k r o u g h  p a t h .
23.
t w i c e
' . . -j
tv;o t i m e s .
2l|-.
l o u d
.  . 
n o i s y .
------------ -------------------------------------------
JR.
____
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1.
subject cocething talhof about or vrritton about.
o. g. > ‘Ar.c.t. cub.1 ect are you going t o  z - r i t o  
c,b out?
P.c
sentence
HI .  . rrr ... r. i . .r . i t» . . . 1  , . . ,ji f u r rn ir n . -...nr
c group of no rile r.ahing csnse.
e.g., v/rito c c out. on co about, your 4og.
1 - - ■ r■ ■ it ■ ■ i r - - ■ ,
nO •
cun itni 1. c large letter.
o. o  ? Days of the ueeh hluo.yc begin x r i t h  a 
capital letter.
2 . chief city.
o.pic, London ic the capital of £hglanil.
4.
Auci.rc.lic the narco of a country.
e«g»? Kangaroos live in Auotralia.
!
5.
February
" ' *"
the narte of the ceconil couth of the year, 
e.g.j February cones after January.
■ i
-
‘ *r f
6,
nox7Cj3app_r
“
nr int. ©4 uanor containing neiro.- -
e.g., I forgot to buy a neusnaner. ... _ .
Z T> AfTT? c
SPELLING TO 
LE/.Ph
lt:o/:iiitc
7.
f loocl r, great overflow; of water.
o.£. j The f Ic.o.v. canoed dcntage.
nO o
terrible dreadf nl.
o.R., ?/hat terrible weather we have been 
having.
O «.
brush a tool for cweepiiig or no. in ting.
e.g,, Thic jpc.int brucp ic too thick.
I
1 0.
trachea core then one brush.
e.g.• The nan ia celling braakeo.
1 1.
COCO
•
not any.
e<r;. , There arc none left.
|
|
................  . . . . . .
1?,.
theatre
' !
a building whore nlayc arc ncrforned.
e.g. 5 The theatre, wac built a long Sice ago.
•
-r^TTT-l T| *0 AflTP OOii.v JL o
oPEJiLIIIG TC
i m s n
LIE/illllG
13.
rroncler
1. rj^ a3GC?.ent
e.g. , I looked tritk “render at oho Parcel.
£. trant to knetr.
e,f*., I ?ronder if it trill rain today?
14.
~/i c o having knoirl edge -
e.g., The king cent for hie vice “ion.
lu»
•30 en c, comroci M o n  in verce.
e.g., I like this noon. •
.
13.
beside by the aide of.
e.g., A tree grotr bo aide the chrean.
17.
stool a strong netal made frcr iron
e.g., I boughh a ctocl knife.
13.
nc.i 1
1. a noha! onike.
e.g., I need a long nni1 ♦
£. the horny part of a finger cr toe. -
■ e.g., i’y finger nail ic broken.

SPELLING- TO 
LS/JBI
hE/JTIIJG
narket public celling place.
e.g. ? There ic a cattle nc.rket in this to cm,
P.
f re oh
D a m
nee or in good state,
e.g., Open the window to let in oooo 
frech air .
no at inportant.
e.g., Ik.derli.ne the pain word.
4.
eastern towards the east.
e.g. , There will be anew in the eastern 
half of the country.
*o*-
f inioh bring to an end. 
e.g., You ii\ it finish your dinner,
6.
1 inishe' the pact of finish, brought to an end. 
e. g - 9 I have finished my homework,
SET 2 PAGE 2
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7 v
point Ic sharp end.
e.g. , The stick ha c a no int. at one end. 
2 . shov the nay rrith the finger.
e.g. ^ Point, to the nerd in t,he story.
nu •
dentist c. person v/ho attends to teeth.
e.g., I go to a dentist every six months.
i> o
form 1. printed paper vith blanks to fill in.
e.g. , Write your mane op. this form.
2 . class in school.
e.g., I an in the third form at school.
1 0c
nir.no the none of a musical instrument, 
e.g., Can you play the piano?
1 1.
strange
]. . . 
unusual.
e.g.,, That is a very strange noise.
1 2c
stream a flov of air or orator.
e.g., Is there a bridge across the stream?
•

SET 2 PAGE 4
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19,
led the pact of lead.
e.g., The teacher led the children out. 
of the roon.
2 0.
Icxib a young cheep.
e.g., The icnb ic only one veeh old.
2 1.
proud having a high opinion of onecelf.
e.g., The little girl vac very proud.
2 2.
voice coundc given out through the couth.
e.g., I have a cold and have loot ay 
voice.
23.
coil top layer of the earth.
e.g., I put coue soil in tho flover pot
24.
uceful helpful.
e.g., The apron vac a ooct useful procent.
-S E T  3 P A G E  1
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1 . r " 1"
I
1.
h e a r t the b l o o d  p u m p  of the b o d y .
e.g., T h i s  is a d r a w i n g  of t h e  h e a r t .
1 1 L r v 
2,
, °° J? Z
f  “* ■ . . - 1 1 J T 
i m i t a t e .
e.g., C o p y  this p o e m  i n t o  y o u r  b o ok.
. . .
3*
w h e t h e r w h i c h  of the two. •'
e.g., D o  y o u  k n o w  w h e t h e r  s h e  w a n t s  t e a  
or c o f f e e ?
if.
w h e e l a r o u n d  f r a m e  w h i c h  turns on a r o d  a n d  
m a k e s  t h i n g s  m o v e .
e.g., T h e  f r o n t  w h e e l  i3 r u s t y .
.  . .
5 .
s t u c k f i x e d ,
e.g., I s t u c k  t h e  s t a m p  o n  t h e  e n v e l o p e .
i
f i l m
1, a r e e l  p u t  in a c a m e r a  f o r  t a k i n g  
p h o t o g r a p h s .
e.g., I w i l l  p u t  the f i l m  i n  the c a m e r a .
2-. a m o v i n g  p i c t u r e  s h o w n  on a scr e e n , 
e.g., T h e  f i l m  is v e r y  e x c i t i n g .
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7 .
p r i z e r e w a r d  f o r  a w i n n e r .
e.g., A l a n  w o n  a p r i z e  f o r  his p a i n t i n g ,
L 8 .
h e a d m a s t e r c h i e f  m a s t e r  i n  a school.
e.g., O u r  s c h o o l  has a n e w  h e a d m a s t e r .
9 .
s o u n d  as a b e l l  does. .
e.g., T h e  b e l l  r a n g  s o l  w e n t  to the door.
10.
s o u n d a n y t h i n g  t h a t  can be h e a r d ,
e.g., T h e  s o u n d  of tho w i n d  w o k e  m e  up.
,i 11.
p r o b a b l y l i k e l y  to b e  true,
e.g., It w i l l  p r o b a b l y  r a i n  toda y .
12. , 
c o a s t
..... _  . .......
;
| s e a s h o r e .
[ e.g., T h e  c o a 3 t  a l o n g  h e r o  is v e r y  
b e a u t i f u l .
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13.
c a b i n a r o o m  in a ship.
e.g., The c a b i n  l o o k e d  out o v e r  t h e  deck,
lij-.
b u n c h n u m b e r  of t h i n g s  g r o u p e d  t o g e t h e r ,
e.g., H o w  m u c h  Is this b u n c h  of t u l i p s ?
15.
c a r e f u l w a t c h f u l .  •
e.g., B e  c a r e f u l  h o w  y o u  c r oss t h e  r o ad.
1&.
e d i t o r
-  ..................................................—  . . . . . .  . . . _  fl ..........1 r i l f  . . . .  . ( l  ... .
p e r s o n  w h o  p r e p a r e s  n e w s  etc,
e.g., W h o  is the e d i t o r  of this n e w s p a p e r ?
17.
e n g i n e m a c h i n e .
'  ■ e.g.* T h e  e n g i n e  w i l l  n o t  start.
. .
L . ________  - r r - _______  r -  ................... { t l  l f -  . - . . .  . . .. - r  - -  . . r  - .
18,
s h i n i n g
i ' ■ ■ ' . 1
g i v i n g  out a s t e a d y  lig h t .
-e.g,, T h e  s u n  is s h i n i n g  let us g o  f o r  a 
w a l k .
-S E T  3 P A G E  Ij.
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19.
saolc a l a r g e  b a g  of c o a r s e  cloth.
e*3,, The s a c k  h a s  a h o l e  in the side.
20.
s o w t o  f a s t e n  u s i n g  n e e d l e  a n d  t h r e a d ,
e.g., I m u s t  s e w  a b u t t o n  o n  m y  coat.
21.
p o c k e t a s m a l l  b a g  s e w n  into c l o t h e s .
e.g., I put the s t r i n g  in m y  p o c k e t ,
’
22.
b u r n
____ , , -  f n ____ n - ...... , . ........  ..j . ,
1* i n j u r y  c a u s e d  b y  fire,
e.g., I h a v e  a b u r n  on m y  arm.• * *
2. to b e  on fire.
W e  w i l l  b u r n  the d e a d  Inaves *
23.
i d e a s o m e t h i n g  s e e n  or t h o u g h t  of.
~ i
e.g., I h a v e  a g o o d  i d e a  for t h e  s c h o o l  
c o n c e r t ,
21]-.
f a m o u s v e r y  w e l l  k n o w n .
• e.g., T his c a s t l e  is v e r y  f a m o u s .
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* * * * * •*>
1 .
r e a s o n f a c t  t h a t  e x p l a i n s  s o m e t h i n s *
e.g.., Ilave yon. a r e a s o n  f o r  b e i n g  late?
2, ' 
i m p o r t a n t of m u c h  v a l u e *
e.g., It is i m p o r t a n t  to r e a d  the n o t i c e *
: 3 -■
c o r r e c t
, ’ -... * .. i:
1. t r u e " o r  f r e e  f r o m  err o r ,  
e.g., T h i s  s u m  is c o r r e c t .
2* r e m o v e  f a u l t s  a n d  e r r o r s .
e.g., P l e a s e  c o r r e c t  y o u r  a r i t h m e t i c .
hr *
h o t e l
- - , ■ - n -T , • -11- I 1., ,1-irT * r ,1 ' r “ ■ ir --
a l a r g e  i n n  or l o d g i n g  h o u s e ,  
e.g., I s t a y e d  i n  this h o t e l .
5.
• m e a l f o o d  e a t e n  at one time,
e.g., W e  s t a r t  the d a y  w i t h  a m e a l  
c a l l e d  b r e a k f a s t.
/, 0*
c o m m o n u s u a l 0
e.g., Ilorso r i d i n g  is a comiaon a c t i v i t y  
i n  our v i l l a g e .  •
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7.
t r a c t o r a m a c h i n e  t hat p u l l s  a p l o u g h  or o t h e r  t h i n g s ,  
e.g., T h e  p l o u g h  w a s  p u l l e d  b y  a t r a c t o r .
8.
m o w e r a m a c h i n e  f o r  c u t t i n g  g r a s s .
e.g., I w e n t  to g e t  the m o w e r  out of the 
shed, •'
9.
b a s e b o t t o m .
e.g., U s e  c a r d b o a r d  to m a k e  a b a s e  f o r  
t h e  m o d e l .
10.
h a n d k c r c h l e r a c l o t h  f o r  w i p i n g  the n o s e .
e.g., P u t  a h a n d k e r c h i e f  i n  y o u r  p o c k e t .
11.
p l a n e a e r o p l a n e .
e.g., I p r e f e r  to t r a v e l  b y  pian o ,
12.
b r a v e f u l  1 of c our ag e ,
e.g., T h e  b r a v e  m e n  c l i m b e d  the m o u n t a i n .
S E T  Ij. P A G E  3
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13. 1
t h e f t a c t  of s t e a l i n g .
e.g., W e  r e p o r t e d  the t h e f t  to the p o l i c e .
• lk.
t h i e f a p e r s o n  w h o  s t e a l s .
e.g., T h e  p o l i c e  c a u g h t  one thief.
15.
1 t h i e v e s the p l u r a l  of thief, m o r e  t h a n  one of them,
e.g., P o u r  t h i e v e s  w o n t  i n t o  t h e  e m p t y  
h o u s  e .
16.
q u i e t w i t h o u t  n o i s e .
e.g., S i t  d o w n  a n d  b e  q u i e t .
17.
m o u s e t he n a m e  of a s m a l l  g n a w i n g  a n i m a l .
e.g., The n o u s e  r a n  b e h i n d  the c u p b o a r d .
13.
b i t e
' I
, ■« ■■ ^  ,, ,  , ,  , , , , 1 ^
| 1 " •
cut w i t h  t h e  teeth.
e.g., D o  n o t  l o t  Lhe p u p p y  b i t e  y o u r  
s l i p p e r .
S E T  k  P A G E  I|.
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19.
droain s o m e t h i n g  i m a g i n e d  d u r i n g  sleep,
e.g., I h a d  a s t r a n g e  d r e o n  l a s t  night.
20.
v a l l e y l o w  l y i n g  l a n d  b e t w e e n  m o u n t a i n s  *
e.g., P r o m  the m o u n t a i n  I l o o k e d  d o w n  
at t h e  v a l l e y .
21.
A u g u s t n a m e  o f  the e i g h t h  m o n t h  of t h e  y e a r ,
o,g,, Vie aro g o i n g  for a h o l i d a y  in 
A u g u s t ,
22 .
c a u s e b r i n g  abo u t ,
e,g,^ W h a t  was the c a u s e  o f  the a c c i d e n t ?
23.
the p a s t  of c a u s 0 , b r o u g h t  about,
e , g, The f o g  c a u s e d  us to b o  l a t e  for 
w o r k ,  * •-
V * ' ''
t y r e
1
r i n g  r o u n d  the r i m  of a w h e e l ,
c g ,, T h e  t yro is m a d e  of rubber.
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'
1.
f a r t h e r a.t a g r e a t  d i s t a n c e .
e.g., F a r t h e r  a w a y  I c o u l d  see the 
c h u r c h  tower.
2.
b u s h
/
a t h i c k  g r o w i n g  shrub.
e.g., The b u s h  is t h r e e  f e e t  high,
3*
a m o u n t q u a n t i t y .
|
e.g., W e  w i l l  n e e d  a s m a l l  a m o u n t  of 
m e a t  to m a k e  this pie.
% •
c r e a m
j
th e  o i l y  p a r t  of milk,
e.g., W o u l d  y o u  l i k e  s o m e  c r e a m  w i t h  
y o u r  frui t ,
■
;5.
' 3 t r a w b e r r y n a m e  of a r e d  f l e s h y  fru.it.
e.g., Put the b i g g e s t  s t r a w b e r r y  on top.
V ' r l, , . u i . 1 
6.
s t r a w b e r r i e s
r r, , , .r , r n.. x .nm .« . «« t m., m. . » , j
m o r e  t h a n  one s t r a w b e r r y .
’ ~
e.g., T h e r e  w e r e  s i x  s t r a w b e r r i e s  lef t .
•S E T  5 P A G E  2
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7 *
e s p e c i a l l y o u t s t a n d i n g l y .
e.g., It v/as e s p e c i a l l y  c o l d  this w i n t e r .
8.
d i r t m u d  or dus t .
e.g., O u r  p u p p y  h a d  d i r t  o n  h i s  paws.
9*
d i r t y s o i l e d  w i t h  dirt.
e.g., Y o u r  coa t  is v e r y  dirty,
I
I
10.
g e r m a t i n y  l i v i n g  t h i n g  c a u s i n g  d i s e a s e .
e.g., A. g e r m  is too s m a l l  to b e  s e e n  
w i t h  the eye.
11.
t i n y v e r y  small,
~ * 
e.g., Y/hat a t i n y  f l o w e r  o n  this pla n t .
12.
txnmLc
1. a l a r g e  l u g g a g e  box.
e.g., It to ole t w o  m e n  to l i f t  the trunk,
2. a n “e l e p h a n t t s  l o n g  sno u t .
e.g., T h e  e l e p h a n t  u s e d  his trunic to lift 
the h e a v y  log,
3. t h e  m a i n  s t e m  of a n y t h i n g .
e.g., T h e  t ree t r u n k  was l y i n g  a c r o s s  the 
road, 1--- — --- - . . . ....... .......... . .,... —--— .. ■„
-
1 r ,T ' "
1
S E T  5 P A G E  3
S P E L L I N G  TO 
L E A R N
m e a n i n g
13.
l y i n g r e s t i n g  i n  a l e v e l  p o s i t i o n *  
e.g., Lly m o t h e r  is l y i n g  down*
i l l *
b a l a n c e p u t  i n  a s t e a d y  p o s i t i o n .
e.g., He t r i e d  to b a l a n c e  the b o x  on 
his head.
IS.
d a u g h t e r
v. . . 1,1 ’ . r  » L JT n  ir1„
a p e r s o n rs f e m a l e  child,
~ •'
e . g* I a m  g o i n g  to s t a y  w i t h  m y  d a u g h t e r .
1
lo „ 
a w o k e
i,
■ r o u s e d  P r o m  sleep,
e.g.,, I a w o k e  a n d  r e a l i s e d  it was r a i n i n g  
i • h e a v i l y .
17.
b a r k
*
1. Y e l p ' l i k o  a dog,
e.g., I t a u g h t  the dog to b a r k  f o r  h i s  food,
2* s k i n  of a tree.
e.g., T h e  d e e r  s t a r t e d  to e a t  the b a r k  
of the tree*
T ol o *
s t u d y
1* r e a d  a n d  l e a r n *
e.g*, I a m  too t i r e d  t o  s t u d y  t o n ight,
2* a r o o m  to r e a d  a n d  l e a r n  in. 
e.g., I h a v e  m y  o w n  s t u d y .
-S3IT 5  P A G E  ! { .
S P E L L I N G  TO 
L E A R N
M E A N I N G
1 9 .
w e s t e r n t o w a r d s  t h e  w e s t ,
e.go* W e  c l i m b e d  the w e s t e r n  cliff.
2 0 ,
b a t t l e f i g h t .
e.g., T h e  b a t t l e  l a s t e d  f o r  a wee k .
2 1 ,
l o n g e r
I
g r e a t e r  i n  l e n g t h ,
e.g., I c a n n o t  w a i t  m u c h  l o n g e r «
^  r i J  r  . j v  r i -  ■  1 • ■ '  ■  , r i i
2 2 .
t r a c k
• . j
r o u g h  pat h ,
e.g,, L e t  us w a l k  cbv/n this track.
’ 2 3 .  •  
t w i c e
i  -
t w o  t i m e s ,
.  _
1
e.g., I a m  t w i c e  as t a l l  as raj b r o t h e r .
2 k .
l o u d n o i s y ,
•e.g., He a l w a y s  spe a k s  i n  a l o u d  v o i c e .
-
1
PRESENT ATION
SEP 1.
1.
The ;rord subject means, "something to. Iked about or uritten about*lf
Write the trcrd subject.
1 0.
Days of the v/eek alv/e.yc begin o/i hh a c-pit—I letter.
i . (The cane letter goes in each apace).
11 r
19.
7/hat letter goes in both spaces?
Feb—ua-y
L. . ......... . ........................... .................................... ........rU -1 ..» 1 . 1 1 J T'"L - -J- J-JjUl.n ■
9°
The co.no letter goes in hoth opc.ceC c
i fl— d
CO
You “/ill find tvo bruch—  in that cupboe.rd,
46.
"Wonder can aeon, "anasenent".
vferite the o/crd o/ondor.
55.
; I like this po-n.
84.
f The nail ia i.:.ade of .
78.
Thia piece of paper is ocu-r--
0 2.
The king cat on hie th----.
I.
G U lc . i  0  Cfc
1 oJL o
cepi heJL
19.
Pobrucxy
23 c
f lop 4
37.
brushes
j■ 
«CO%S*
v/pndor
55.
j
poop
64.
at eel
73.
G q u c u r e _
no ur< »
throne


Whnt cub----1 aro you going to m i t e  about?
3.
12.
Do y o u  hnon the of Analralia?
21.
F------ 7 ic the chortect no nth of the year,
d J o
Terrible ner.no, M&rondful". 
Copy the ".torcl terrible,
.*20
Hone nennc, "not any".
Write the nor cl none.
/i n *j:u o
Another nearing ic to 'tet to hron", 
I n if it r;ill ruin today?
! 57.|
! Dr an a picture bocide the . . you have just mitten,


•yfrtf
rij




1 7 ‘i V/rito o- cent--i —  cJdolt ’S your
! ls*
Uhon IS. ic T/inter in Ehrlcnd it ic cnr.r.:.er in A-



L_ can reiser to o, "large 1 otter" . 
Write the T/ord ce/'itnl.
IOU •
Fcbrupr~r ic the none of the second ncnth of the year, 
the r.-ord February.
P.7.
FIood noonc, "groat overflow of v/ater". 
Write the xrord. flood.
dO.
For no re than one add. co.
The non ic celling brush-
45.
We gased in ponder at the nc'J
54.
The trord poop ref ere to a "conpocitiou. in verce". 
;*ho rrord noen.
C* OOu»
The tiro micalug let tore arc the coco, 
ct— 1 .
■   — ■ & »... ..... ..... ■» ■ ..... ' »V>
72.
The ~rord. cpugre oocns, "her/inn four go uni cidec" 
Write o ~ ‘JICMT* G o
The thr~n— ic on e, nlatforre.
The otonned the traffic cc that xre could crocs the ro<
9.
cc,pite,I
IC.
February
0*7Co b •
f loo4.
36.
Bruchoc
46.
•fchee.tro
I
54.
poop
o o UO •
ato.pl
72.
c cue,re
Cl.
k
ohroj-xe
r\
t / v  e
^ > o I i  c g l
---------------------------
SET 2 .
____________________________


Thors is c, cattle mar in this toun
2,
; The ____  atnircc.se is a ’• the eastern end of the building.
11
20.
Finished. is the nast of finish.
I trill fIrish this suit and the' I trill have finishes ry honevrorh. 
V/rite the vrord finished.
29.
The asked ne to fill in a fores,
That is a very ctranr— noise.
■*»»»
47.
Droooed is the oast of d.ror*
'•Vite d.rome-d
V/hen there is i.ore then, one calf vre c:y calve: 
Calves is the plural cf calf.
Y/rite calves.
65.
hnnb refers to, "young sheer 
Cony the orord 1enh.
74
She snche trith a clear vo>
Y/hon he hurt his leg, «ry father found a sties to he In hio rro.lh.
nr. in
SC.
f ini sherl
28.
•O.entict
SC.
c &rc,n£?e
47.
clroone *
i
i1
58.
cc.Ivec
..
65.
lp.cb
74.
voics
3.
Uany people -/ore at the R------.
IS .
Eastern nenns, "towards the east".
Write eastern.
■
81.
I have finish—  my searing.
30.
• For:.: can nean, "printer1 paper 7/ith blanks to fill in”.
Write 7 0nr nane and address on the fora.
Write forn-
39.
I car/ a ct-----looking car.
6 n
The sane letter goes in both spaces.
pro— od.
57. ij
There are ten cal-es in the field.
, 63.
The lex:.— is only one treek old.
75. 1
In a loud he told ne to dig the co’h
!
. . . .  ,
3.
a n r k e i
1 2.
eaotern
;2 1.
finished
oCO
fern
39.
ctrcvnne
43.
r’.ro;:oec1.
57.
c c ' . 1 ;t p c
G6.
Icx:b_
75.
v o i  co
t
\7e Trill ho able to buy f rech vegetables at the
P.P.
I have ____  charpening ~y pencil to a sine point
31.
You 7:111 have to 7/rite your none on thic ?—r:n<
. .., . . w.,1 ■ —  ■ .1 I ■>! ■»■ ■ I I ■>— il., .j«....................    ■ ■ .
40.
It ic that there are no fich in thic ctrec-p
13.
There v/ill be cno'.7 in the eacte-n half of the country.
49.
I the thich ctich.
5o.
fich 7/ill leaf, one ____  into the barn, and leave the re:
the in the field.
67.
The fanner nac urouf of hie prise ninning
so.
Gojl refere to the, "top layer cf the earth". 
Copy coll,

5.
Freeh uec.no, "ner/11, or "in o. poo 4. state".
Thie chop oelle fresh creexj.
Y/rite the nor 4. fresh.
• 14.
[ The ship is on lien the Zac----otc.r.
* iM iJp 1 . tMpt
23.
•The vrord point can necvn, "sharp end".
, Copy the nor 4. point.
oo OcT# *
It cun also nean, "class in school".
!. A boy in ny is no inf: to play the nic.no c.t the school concert.
41.
iThe nor4 stream refers to c. flo~.r of c.ir or -.re.ter.
i Y/rite stream.
m »ji u
50.
'Thick is the opposite of thin.
, Copy thick. •
CR CO •
•Lec.d means, "chon the T/ay"-
Y/r i t e the 'to r4. 1 e <?.4..
63,
Proud means, "havinf; a hinh opinion of oneself".
i/rite the ~or4. nrou4.
------- - --------- _ ~ ------- ----— ---
![77.
put. erne eo—1 in V  e flo'./er not.-
 ....   <b --- »-— t n, imt% r >»i -im » ■ ■  ir<if i1 ~t; , .sv. ■
i  i ' .
i[
■■rwv <^8* ^ "•*"»*■' COX*

6.
Open. the window to let in ecree ire—  air.
15.
The nan "./ill finieh or, inti nr: the we.il today.
P,4.
The ctick hr,a a po-nt c,t one end..
33.
Piano ic the narie of a nuoical inotrucont.
I v/rite the word pic.no.
:
40.
The T'rnrr: and a in n cinilc.r wav to the word, dr errs.
Fill in the Ir.ch four lettere. ct----.
| 51.
: The enow Icy ihi-k upon the ground.
60.
I le—d the wry r.croee the hill.
63.
The little pir 1 wr.e very pro—d „
70.
It would, be uceful if you could nut cone . in thic flower poto
. .

w<Aym
7.
The pni.n thine is to see that the food io
10.
Finish neons, "bring to ori end”. 
Copy the v/ord finish.
25.
It can r.lco neon, "chon the vny with the finger".
The dentist asked, me to _____  to the tooth r/hich xrc.c hurting,
RA.
Can you play the p—ano?
43.
I will dr on a nebble in the
52.
The calf t/cc standing behind the hedge,
Cl.
Ee will us safely out of the forest
70.
The dog looked very pr— d of himself
I 70.
Useful means, "helpful”. 
7/rite useful.

G.
Main nennc, "most important”. 
Copy the word main ■
**17.
The two missing letter a e.re the sane.
f-n-sh
P.O.
dentist ic the ncno of a verson who attends to teeth. 
Copy the word dentist.
35.
Uary cc,n play the p— no.
44. ..
Drop means, "let fall”.
Cony hron.
Co •
The v/orcl calf refers to a "young co:;". .
Copy the word calf.
1 GP.
t Led is the pact of lead. 
Cony led.
71.
Ann is of her voicej she sinps very sweetly.
0 0.
The apron ./as a nost us—ful present.
’
n
O  o
qcyin
17.
finich
2 0.
dentiai.
35.
pi_r.no
4 4 .
4roo
•COJO
cc.l?.
' ' .................. ' "-     I I  I ■     i» i| I I^ iul. >» ««■ II . II I ■■ > M i n  |» I 11 I ■lllto'.- .
C2 .
led
-   * r i i  - *r  ik  > i i . nr  i  - i i f i -  ■ - . — -  . . . . . . .  . .__ . .' ’        ,,j..   -« ^>* 1^  ■. i, » .
71.
■ proud! I
: o .o
• Underline the ac,-n word in the sentence
i °L o •
You must fin--- your dinner.
27.
i The sane letter goes in both spaces.
den—is—
3S.
This sounds strange; it oust need tuning.
45.
Do not 4—op the plate.
■ >
• 54.
: The
t-
farmer showed ce the new born ca-f.
S 63.
The teacher 1—  the children out of the roon.
72.
The word voice refers to, "sounds given 
Copy voice.
out through the mouth".
 ^ 0 1.
The acne letter goes in both spaces. 
-aef-1.

SET 3 «
1.
T h o  w o r d  h e a r t  r e f e r s  to the " b l o o d  p u m p  of 
■ C o p y  t h e  w o r d  h e a r t .
the b o d y " .
1°.
T h e  s a m e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s p a c e s .
w ~ e t ~ e r
19.
T h o  f i l m  is i n  t h e  c a m e r a ,
28,
T h e  h e a d ~ ~ ~ ~ e r  h a s  b e e n  ill*
: 3 7 .
P r o b a b l y  m e a n s ,  " l i k e l y  to b e  t r u e " *
C o p y  p r o b a b l y «
k 6 , I
. T h e  c a b — • w a s  v e r y  s m a l l * 1
^ ,........ _. .. ,...... . . , .
55.
: B e  c ------ 1 y o u  do n o t  t r i p  o v e r  this stick.
6ii.
. lie c l e a n e d  t h e  _ _ _ _ _  u n t i l  it was s h i n i n g  b r i g h t l y ,
1 ' ‘ *
73.
I m u s t  s ~ w  a b u t t o n  o n  m y  coat.
82, •
T h e  w o r d  i d e a  r e f e r s  to, " s o m e t h i n g  s o o n  or t h o u g h t  of",
Y/hat a g o o d  idea. C o p y  idea.
.1.
h o  art
10.
-
w h e t h e r
I1 ?*
---------------,— 1—
stucl:
28,
h e a d m a s t e r
37 *
p r o b a b l y
I) 'l].o.
c a b i n  •
55,
c a r e f u l
6I|.,
e n g i n e
73.
s e\v
82.
• i^-ea
2.
■ Tliis i3 a d r a w i n g  of the h*~art.
11*
I do n o t  k n o w  w ------- * t o  w e a r  m y  r e d  or
p a r t y ,
m y  b l u e  d r e s s  f o r  the
20,
T h e  w o r d  f i l m  con. m o a n  !‘a r o e l  p u t  i n  a 
p h o t o g r a p h s  “ ,
C o p y  the w o r d  f i l m ,
c a m e r a  f o r  talcing
29*
T h e  h ~ --- ----- p r a i s e d  m y  w o r k .
38*
T h e  t w o  m i s s i n g  l e t t e r s  are t h e  same.
; p r o - a - l y .
il-7.
T h e  c--- - l o o k e d  out o v e r  the deck, .
56,
T h e  e d i t o r  is a v e r y  . m a n .
65.
S h i n i n g  m e a n s } ;lg i v i n g  out a s t e a d y  lig lit11.
C o p y  s b i n i n g ,
7l]-
I w i l l  tho r i b b o n  o n  to t h e p o c k e t ,
83.
I h a v e  a n  i d c - t h a t  the b o o k  is i n  m y  desk*

3*
—
C o p y  t h e  d i a g r a m  of a h — — t,
. 12 .
' A s h  h i m  h e  has a s p a r e  w h e e l  in the b o o t  of the car*
21. .
I n e e d  to b u y  a f i-m.
■ 30.
T h e  __r a n g  t h e  b e l l ,
‘ 39- . . .
It w i l l  p r o — -ly r a i n  t o d a y .
*
!
[i.S.
S o m e o n e  p u t  a b u n c h  of f l o w e r s  i n  m y  _ . T. *' -
57.
Th e  w o r d  e d i t o r  r e f e r s  to, ‘’p e r s o n  w h o  p r e p a r e s  n e w s  e t c . 1’
W r i t e  edi t o r . i
/ / DO.
W h a t  l e t t e r  Is m i s s i n g  f r o m  b o t h  s p a c e s ?
s h i ~ i ~ g
I S .>
r A. p o c k e t  is a s m a l l  b a g  s o w n  i n t o  c l o t h e s .
I W r i t e  the w o r d  p o c k e t . ■
_____ ______________„ .....!
Ok.
I h a v e  a g o o d  i n — > f o r  the s c h o o l  con c e r t . .

- --  ------  — „------
1|- r
I am going to copy this drawing of a __
13*
A round frame which turns on a rod and makes things move is 
called a wheel*
Copy the word wheel„
22.
It can also mean, :,a moving picture shown on a screen1',
This won first prize.
31*
Rang means, "sound as a bell does".
Copy rang.
I|-0.
My aunt will pr—--*— • come today.
l)-9.
Bunch means, "number of things grouped together".
Write bunch.
Who is the editor of this newspaper?
67,
The s\m Is sh«-- let us go for a walk.
76.
The word ends with the same letters as the word locket.
Pill in the missing lett.ers, p---- .
G£„
X had. no he v;as such a famous man.

b *
Go-py means, 51 imitate” *
Write the word copy*
it.
The same letter goes in both spaces*
wh~~1*
23.
The word prize refers to "reward for a winner41*
Write prize.
32.
The bell ran-, so I went to the door,
1[-1,
'This road leads to the coast.
rf
oin
How much is this bu-- -of tulips? •
. . .
I,Ir* Jones is the ed--->r.
68*
By my torch into the cave I could see the large sack
on the floor*
■ *—
77.
Sam carried the shells in his ~~t,
8b *
Famous means , :,very well known”.
Write the word famous „
5 .
h -  - T n - i  ■ • ,  -  •
I k .
w h e e l
•
*
C
O
C
\J
p r i z e  »■* • -» ■» ■»
32.
r a n c ;
1 ] J l ,
p r o b a b l y
5 o .
b u n c h  •
1 5 9 .
e d i t o r
63.
s h i n i n g
----------------------------
77 *
p o c k e t
■ ■■ —i ■>. hphi- i .s *  *»»rA> i » a iM ^ »»
8 6 .
famous




8,
I don*t know whether to tho picture of a dog or a horse.
17.
Stuck means y "fixed1',
Copy stuck.
26 c
Headmaster means "chief master in a school".
Write headmaster.
35.
The so~nd. of the wind woke me up.
kb.
[From the cabin window I could, see the of JCngland.
53.
Be c~r~ful how you cross tho road.
6 2,
The word starts and ends with the same letter.
-ng in-
71.
The has a hole in tho sid.e so I will have to sew it up.
i.
8 0,
Be careful you do not b-rn yourself.
8 9.
A very singor used to live in this house.
8 .
COSZ
17
s t u c k
2 6 ,
headmaster
■ 
j
*LT\
oa
sound
1)4 .
a . nr, . .... r
coast •
5 3 -
c  areful
: L
1 6 2 ,  
f.
b e n g i n e
: 7 1 .
—  .
sack
■ G o .
burn
I n~-I 89.
famous
.» - — ■ * ■—         — . . .  ■ *.    ..   -
9.
IThother means, "which of tho two" 
Copy tho word whether,
1 8 . — '  ---------------------
The word ends with the same three letters as tho word truck. 
Fill in tho missing letters, st »
27.
'.That letter goes in both spaces? 
he-dn-stor
36.
The you heard was probably/ the door banging.
45.
Cabin means, "room in a ship". 
Copy the word cabin.
X was - ful not to tread on the nlants,
....... ^ 1.     i.Vs*
63.
The en--««" will not start.
72.
Sew means, "fasten using needle and thread". 
Copy the word sew.
r»*>» .  i w i ^ i  iV -rfy u fK -
31.
It can also mean, "be on fire".
It would bo a good idea to the dead leaves.
fr ■
L
9.
1 8 .
2 7 .
vrhothor
s t u c k
headniastc:;
i i
81.
SEP____
I

2.
The reason why I am late is because the car wouH not start.
11.
j The two missing letters are the same*
co-«ect
20 .
It is common to start the da?/- with a called breakfast.
2 9 r■
A mower is a machine for cutting grass.
Copy the word mower.
|C t - r r  ( -T..- *-jr--ir rrT -u—  .^..  - r - -n i l
38’ . . .
Put a hand------------—  in your pocket. |
I
l;-7.
Thoft means, uact of stealing11,
, Copy tho word theft. II
5 6 , i.
One waited in the car and tho other four s went
into the empty house*
6 5 .
Bite moans, 51 cut with teeth'1..
Write the word bite.
7 k -
I stayed in the last August,
•CO
Tho frost will a lot of damage in the garden,
2„
reason
11.
correct
r 20.
meal
2 9.
mower
38.
handle e r chi of
i’ li-7.
theft
58.
thief
thieves
65.
bite
7l|-.
valley
03 03 .
cans e
• •
3*
The word, ends in the some way as the word season* 
Pill in tho mis3ins letters,
12,
I will mark your work and soe if it is cor—
; 21,
Common means, ''usual1 *
Write common*
30,
I went to got the mo-or out of the shod.
39. 1 nu ' J
Always use a h---- - -----when you snooze.
lj.8,
Y/o reported the th— t to the police.
\
57.
The gang of wore so quiet that nobody 
woke up.
in the house ■
66*
D o  not lot the puppy b-t- your: slipper.
75.
,August is tho name of tho eighth month of the year.
Copy A n g u s t,
8k* •
Caused is the past of cause.
VI :rite cause d,
(
3*
1 2 ,
21.
30.
reason
correct
common
mower
3 9 *
handko r c hi c f
1l8 •
theft
57.
7 5 .
8I|..
thieves
bite
cansod
A n aust
" ■ j ' ^ * . ‘/£> «■» 'U ^ ............... ■ imum, H^ nMir^ im wi ■. ■ r^ tt m ^ r n    mf»*
[j..
G-ivo ono important   why we must brush our tooth.
13.
It can also moan, "remove fan.lts and errors1'.
Please c------ your arithmetic,
- . . . . n .............................................................................................. ........ ..  ............................ ,  . . .     ■ ■.  ,----- ----------
2 2 .
This word has the same letter twice in tho middle, 
co--on
31.
I painted the base of tho l a w n  .
liO,
I waved m y __________  as tho plane took off.
if-9-
The word begins and ends with the same letter, 
-hef-
58.
kuiot moans, "without noise"-.
Please be quiet. Write the word quiet.
67.
In my dream the co.t was trying to tho balloon.
76,
We arc goin£ for a holiday in Au-ust.
85.
The fo£ caus-- us to be late to work.
lu
13
2 2 ,
r e a s o n
c o r r e c t
6*w
c o m m o n
3 1 .
[i.O,
m o w e r
   ,i i
handle e r c h i  ef
k-9-
the f t
158.
q u i e t
67,
b i t e
76,
o r05 •
Aiigus t
c a u s e d

S'.
ir.ro or t ant
III-*
' c o r r o c t
t 23,
b------ - -------------------
c o m m o n
32*
b a s e
111.
r l a n e
t h e f t
59.
q n i e t
68,
d r e a m
77.
A u g n s  t
86,
cans g cl
6 *
I have some important work to do.
_  , . ~  ~
Tho word hotel refers to a ''large inn or lodging house'1. 
Write hotel.
21,1.
If you live in tho country, a tractor is a    sight.
33-
U3e cardboard to make a ba~c for the model
lj-2 .
I prefer to travel by pl-n~.
51.
A thief is the name we give to a person who steals 
Copy tho word thief.
6 0 .
It was very cm~~t in the room.
0 9 .
I had a strange drc~m last night.
73.
The next month after July is -- •
37.
Tho word tyre refers to the nring. round the rim of a. wheel' 
Write tyre.
6 .
■—1 —
i m p o r t a n t
1 5 .
h o t o l
2 l i ,
c o m m o n
3 3 .
b a s e
l|-2 .
p i a n o
5 i .
t h i e f
6 o .
q u i e t
6 9 .
d r e a m
7 3 .
A n g u s  t
n r-jo7*
t y r o
7.
Th o  w o r d  ond3 w i t h  tho s a m o  f o u r  l e t t e r s  as the w o r d  d i s t a n t ,
P i l l  i n  the m i s s i n g  l e t t e r s .  i m p o r  — .
16.
W h a t  is the naino of tho h o t - l ?
25.
T r a c t o r  is tho n a m e  of a m a c h i n e  t h a t  n u l l s  a oloup:h or 
o t h e r  t h i n g s ,
C o p y  t r a c t o r .
_ 13q-
T h e  of the m o d o l  ic covered, w i t h  a b i g  r o d liandker c h i e f s
Th e  p i l o t  of the w a s  v e r y  b r a v o .
52,
T h o  w o r d  ends w i t h  t h e  s a m o  t h r c o  l e t t e r s  as the 
h a n d k e  r c h i e f ,  •
w o r d
P i l l  i n  tho m i s s i n g  l e t t e r s ,  t h --- .
6l,
I w i l l  b o  a s _______as a n o u s  0,
■
70.
I n  the I w a s  l i v i n g  i n  a b e a u t i f u l  v a l l e y .
79.
T h e  h e a v y  r a i n  this m i g h t  c a u s o  f l o o d i n g .
0 0 * 00,
T h i s  t - r e  neod.s s o m e  a i r  in it.

8 .
It is i to r o a d  tho n o t i c e *
17.
. W e  w i l l  h a v e  a m e a l  i n  this .
26*
T h o  p l o u g h  w a s  p u l l e d  b y  a t r a c --- *
35.
A  h a n d k e r c h i e f  is a " c l o t h  f o r  w i p i n g  the n o s e " .
C o p y  h a n d k o r c h i o f .
Ijlu
B r a v o  m o a n s j  " f u l l  of c o u r a g e " .
W r i t e  t h e  w o r d  b r a v e .
53.
T h e  p o l i c e  c a u g h t  one t__ o u t s i d e  the h o u s e  b u t  the o t h e r
f t h r o o  t h i v o s  g o t  away.
62.
1.1 o u s 0 is the n a m e  of a s m a l l  g n a w i n g  a n i m a l .
C o p y  m o u s e ,
7i;
; V a l l e y  r e f e r s  to, " l o w  l y i n g  l a n d  b e t w e e n  m o u n t a i n s " .
W r i t e  v a l l e y .
GO*
C a u s e  m o a n s ,  " b r i n g  a b o u t " .
W r i t e  cau s e .
89. '
T h e  t— 0 is m a d e  of r u b b e r .
hotel
2 6 .
t r a c t o r
3 5 .
h a n d k e r c h i e f
: Vi-.
b r a v e  .
; 5 3 .
t h i e f
62.
m o u s e
71.
v a l l e y
80.
c a u s e
89-
t y r o
M >»• ■ <!—i
9.
It is to g i v o  tlio c o r r e c t  ans w e r .
18.
M e a l  m e a n s ,  ''food e a t e n  at one time".
C o p y  the w o r d  m e a l .
27'.
■ T h e  m a n  s t o p p e d  the t r ~ — at the e n d  of the road.
: 36.
: The t w o  m i s s i n g  l e t t e r s  are the same.
; h a n d k e r c h i e f .
r k $ *  ' 1 ' ' 1 ' ............
T h e  w o r d  ends l i k e  the w o r d  g r a v e .
P i l l  i n  the l a s t  f o u r  l e t t e r s .  b ~ — •-*
5 k *
T h i e v e s  is the p l u r a l  of ~ t h i e f .
~ One t h i e f  was short, two  ^ thieves w e r e  tall.
, C o p y  the w o r d  t h i e v e s .
: 63.
T h e  m o ~ s o  r a n  b e h i n d  the c u p b o a r d *
72.
: W h a t  l e t t e r  comes t w i c e  in the m i d d l e  of this w o r d ?
v a — ey.
«Hco
W h a t  w a s  the c a ~ s e  of the a c c i d e n t ?
90- '
I m u s t  h a v e  d r i v e n  o v e r  b r o k e n  gla.ss b e c a u s e  m y  f r o n t . , _
is f l a t .
9.
important
i 13.
meal
27.
tractor
36.
handkor chiof
k s .
bravo
thieves
63.
nous 0
72,
valjLey
8l,
cause
90.
tyro
- r rr-^ i t  i  t* v " t f t t■ r r  n 1 - -  - •
SET 5.
___________________________

1.
farther
1 10,
ainoimt
:
strawberry
. 23,
especially
37.L
germ
f ) f
L L O  .
lying_ .
. ■ i
55 »
daughter
• I
I
6ij..
bark
73.
battle
1
02,
trade
2 *
T ho s a m e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s paces,  
f a - t h e - .
11.
W e  s o l d  a l a r g e    _  of f r e s h  c r e a m  today.
20.
F o r  m o r e  t h a n  one s t r a w b e r r y  we say, s t r a w b e r r i e s . 
T h e r e  w e r e  s i x  s t r a w b e r r i e s  left.
C o p y  s t r a vfoorries,
29.
D i r t  m e a n s ,  :'r.iud:i or ‘’dust*’.
W r i t e  the w o r d  d i r t  *
33.
A   ____ is a t i n y  l i v i n g  thing.
M y  m o t h e r  is 1 - i n g  down.
I
f-------------- *— ~ —   *------
56.
■Our d — g h t e r  is g e t t i n g  m a r r i e d  n e x t  S a t u r d a y .
S t u d y  m e a n s ,  " r o a d  and. l e a r n 1'.
C o p y  the word, s t u d y .
7k"
T h e  s a m e  l e t t e r  c o m e s  t w i c e  i n  the m i d d l e  of this w o r d *  
b a - - l e .
.83. _ •
Tw i c e  m e a n s , 11 t w o  times'1.
%
W r i t e  twice.
2 .
farther
11 .
a m o u n t
20 .
3 trciv/b o r r i e s
a) vO «
d i r t
CO «
4 7 .
luring
5 6 .
d a u g h t e r
6 5 .
stride |
7 k -
b a t t l e
0 3 .
tv/ice
nr l »
I a m  tired; I c a n n o t  g o  1 -------- ,
3 .
1 2 ,
T he w o r d  c ream  r e f e r s  to, 11 o i l y  p a r t  of m i l k 11 • 
C o p y  c r e a m ,
2 1.
Put the b a s k e t  of s t r a w b e r r - - s  o n  tho table.
,30.
H a v i n g  b u r i e d  a b o n e  i n  the m u d  o u r  p u p p y  h a d  d - r t  on his 
f a c e  a n d  paws,
,39. -
T i n y  m e a n s ,  " v e r y  s m a l l " ,
; v/rite tiny.
.
I c a n  see s o m e t h i n g  1 — —  on the g r a s s ,  .
57-
I a m  g o i n g  to s t a y  w i t h  m y  do.— — tor* 
_  *
I a m  too t i r e d  to s t u d -  t o n i g h t .
75.
T h e  boob l a s t e d  f o r  a week.
Oil.
I a m  t w i - c  as ta.ll as m y  b r o t h e r . i
3.
f a r t h e r
r*— . ...— ------* ....
. 12.
c r e a m
21.
s t r a w b e r r i e s
»ooa
d i r t
3 9 .
t i n y
: - 3 .
lying;
5 7 .
d a u g h t e r
■ 6 6 .
3 t U & £
. 7 5 .
b a t t l e
0 i|. .
t w i c e
ll-
Jo dug up the bush, and plantgcl i t _______away from the houso*
13-
V/ould you like sorno cro~m with your fruit?
»
22.
IIow many strawb— - ---are on tho plate?
31.
I do not lmow whore all this____ came from*
[i-°. ......... • ...
What a tin- flow or on this plant*
i)-9 <■
i
doTO, tho man triod to balanco the polo •on his forehead.
p Q .
When my awoke it was half past ei^ht,
k
67. j1
Tt can also moan !'a room to road and learn in'1•
‘.Then wo move to the new houso I shall have my own st-- .
76. ■
The should not last much longer* 11
■85. ‘ t
In a loud voice Diclc said t h a t  four is e i^ht,
farther
1 3 .
—  - ......................................
c r c m n
22.
s t r a w b e r r i e s
' 31.
d i r t
liO.
t i n j
J-yJ-ns •
58.
d a u g h t e r
6 7.
s tucbr
76.
b a t t l e
05.
t w i c e
f-'\ b •
Bush iTLGcins, ”thick growing shrub1’. 
Copy bush.
lli..
I would like a strawberry ice ,
23.
I am especially fond of and cream.
|32.
-Dirty means, "soiled with dirt”.
Cony the word dirty.
111.
Pack the _ box with my other things in the trunk.
|5o.
Balance means, ”put in o. steady nosition". :i
Write balance, i
5 9 .
Awoke means, ‘‘roused from sleep”.
Copy the word awoke.
[63.
Father*s is at the western end of the house.
77. !i
Longer means, “greater in length”.
Write the word longer.
86. '
xl
i
Loud means, "noisy”*
Write loud.

. t c y n # " »■ ■> r,minmi|<it>
/o.
T h o  w o r d  ends i n  the s a m e  w a y  as the w o r d  p u sh. 
P i l l  i n  t h e  l a s t  t h r e e  l e t t e r s ,  b — •-,
—  i »»   ■ ttji«*»n3,c
15.
A  s t r a w b e r r y  is a r e d  f l e s h y  f r u i t  
Y/rite s t r a w b e r r y •
2k.
m e a n s , n outs t a n d i n g l y u 
W r i t e  the w o r d  e s p e c i a l l y .
33.
Y o u r  coa t  is v e r y  dirt - .
w
T r u n k  c a n  m e a n  wl a r g e  l u g g a g o  b o x :i, 
Y/rite the w o r d  trunic.
Na  »*ll H ■> ■      in i m i w w <|HN»
51.
T h e  w o r d  ends w i t h  the s a m e  l e t t e r s  as the v/ord d i s t a n c e , 
P i l l  i n  tho l a s t  f o u r  l e t t e r s  bal<— •
60,
I a w - k e  a n d  r e a l i s e d  t h a t  it w a s  r a i n i n g  h e a v i l y .
, ..
6 9 ;
W e s t e r n  m e a n s , ;' t o w a r d s  t h o  w e s t '', 
W r i t e  w e s t e r n .
78,
I c a n n o t  w a i t  m u c h  I o n  .
87.
Ho a l w a y s  s p e a k s  in 0. l o - d  voice.
HP. M. f
I
'■ T ,
b u s h
, f "in . i
15.
s t r a w b e r r y
; 2k.
c s p e c i a l l y
33.
d i r t y
: ^2*
t n m l c
L- T - - — -
: 5 1 -
b a l a n c e
6o.
r
a w o k e
69.
w e s t e r n
73.
l o n g e r
'
1
I
; 37.
l o u d
n ■ . ..............i


8.
A m o u n t  m o a n s ,  "q u a n t i t y " .
W r i t e  a m o u n t .
17.
• P u t  t h o  b i g g e s t  s t ~ — b e r r y  on the top.
26. ' ' ^  m "J iri,<
| It was c s p e c ~ ~ l l y  c o l d  t his w i n t e r .
35.
G-crm r e f e r s  to, " t i n y  l i v i n g  t h i n g  c a u s i n g d i s e a s e " .
C o n y  the w o r d  germ.
44*
It c a n  a l s o  mea n ,  " e l e p h a n t  *s l o n g  s n out".
T h e  e l e p h a n t  u s e d  h i s  t — — ■ to l i f t  the h e a v y  log. 1
i 53. 1. i
;M y  d a u g h t e r  is t r y i n g  to the b o x  on h e r  h e a d . !!
!
iij
62,
B a r k  c a n  m e an, " y e l p  l i k e  a dog",
'Write baric.
71.
T h o  w o r d  ends i n  a s i m i l a r  w a y  to t h e  w o r d e a s t e r n .
F i l l  i n  the l a s t  f i v e  l e t t e r s .  w e -~- t !
CO 
1
0 
1 
• 
; 1
1
T r a d e  m e a n s ,  " r o u g h  p a t h "  ♦ 1
W r i t e  tho w o r d  track.
a m o u n t
■ 17.
s trawberry
2 6,
especially
35.
germ
trunk
53.
balance
1
6 2,
bark
1
• !
71*
western
•0CO
track
Wo will need, a small amount of moat to make this pio
■ ■ ■1 ** ■1 ■ trnm* ' ■ » ,«wi I — ■■
18.
Tho bird is eating a s
27.
Slio plays tho piano osp-------- well,
3 o.
My cat isn!t vory well; I think she has a g~rm,
Another meaning; is, ‘'main stem of anything", 
Tho troo _____ was lying across tho road.
54.
Daughter refers to a "pcrsonk female child". 
Write tho word daughter.
o3.
It can also mean, "skin of a tree",
Tho doer started to oat the b of the tree.
72.
Tho battle began on the side of the town,
8 1 .
Let us go down this tr .

PRESENTATIOW

T h e  w o r d  s u b j e c t  m e a n s ,  " s o m e t h i n g  t a l k e d  a b o u t  o r  w r i t t e n  a b o u t . ’ 
W r i t e  the w o r d  s u b j e c t .
1 6 .
D a y s  o f  t h e  w e e k  a l w a y s  b e g i n  w i t h  a c - p i t - 1  l etter. 
( The s a m e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  e a c h  s p a c e . )
3 1 .
T h e  w o r d  F e b r u  a l w a y s  s t a r t s  w i t h  a c a p i t a l  let t e r .
46.
'The r i v e r  is i n  od.
6 1 .
T o m  h e l d  a i n  h i s  h a n d .
7 6 .
I l o o k e d  w i t h  w - n d e r  a t  t h e  l a r g e  parcel,
9 1 .
I l i k e  t h i s  p  .
1 0 6 .  *  1  
I n e e d  a  l o n g  n a - 1  t o  h o l d  t h e s e  t w o  p i e c e s  of w o o d  t o g e t h e r .
121.
T h e  w o r d  w e i g h  m e a n s ,  " f i n d  o u t  h o w  h e a v y  s o m e t h i n g  is." 
C o p y  w e i g h .  .
136.
Go  d o w n  t h i s  r o a d  w h i c h  is s t r a i g h t  a  o f  u s  a n d  y o u  w i l l
c o m e  to t h e  p a r k .  •
1 .
1 6 .
c a p i t a l
3 1 .
F e b r u a r y
4 - 6 »
f l o o d
6 1 0
b r u s h
7 6 o
w o n d e r
9 1 .
p o e m
I O 6 0
n a i l
1 2 1 0
w e i g h
.
1360
ahead
What is the sub-ect of tonight's lectrure?
■'      II'OW
1 7.
P r i n t  y o u r  n a m e  i n  c a p i  l e t t e r s .
3 2 .
F e b — a r y  c o m e s  a f t e r  J a n u a r y
47.
T h e  p e o p l e  w e r e  a f r a i d  t h a t  t h e  h e a v y  r a i n s  w o u l d  c a u s e  a f
6 2 .
N o n e  of t h e s e  __________ a r e  a n y  good.
7 7 .
H i s  e y e s  o p e n e d  w i d e  w i t h  a s t o n i s h m e n t  a n d  — —  der.
9 2 .
D r a w  a  p i c t u r e  b e s i d e  t h e   y o u  h a v e  j u s t  w r i t t e n .
  ■ ------------------------------------------------
1 0 7 .
T h i s  n a —  is b e n t .
122. .
H o w  m u c h  d o  y o u  w e - g h ?
  o f  u s  w e  c o u l d  s e e  a p o l i c e m a n  d i r e c t i n g  t h e  t r a f f i c
137.
2„
s u b j e c t
.  i
i
17.
c a p i t a l
1
V>J rv> 0
F e b r u a r y
47-
f l o o d i
6 2  o
b r u s h e s
77-
w o n d e r i
92.
p o e m
* i
__________________
1 C 7 0
n a i l
1 2 2  o
w e i g h
•
137-
ahead
- — ---- — .✓
3*
A  s e n t e n c e  m u s t  h a v e  a s u — ect.
H 00 9
J 1
I t  c a n  a l s o  r e f e r  to the " c h i e f  c i t y . "
L o n d o n  is t h e  c a --- al of E n g l a n d
33 o
----r u a r y  is the s h o r t e s t  m o n t h  of t h e  y e a r .
00 0
T h e  c a u s e d  t e r r i b l e  d a m a g e .
63.
N o n e  m e a n s ,  " n o t  a n v . "
W r i t e  t h e  w o r d  none.
00 0
I t  c a n  a l s o  m e an, " s t r a n g e  t h i n g . "  -
W i t h  n o  r a i n  f o r  a m o n t h  it is n o  w o — er t h e  g r o u n d  is dry.
93.
B e s i d e  m e a n s ,  " b y  t h e  s i d e  of."
W r i t e  the w o r d  b e s i d e .
108.
It  c a n  a l s o  m e a n  the " h o r n y  p a r t  o f  a f i n g e r  o r  t o e . "
M y  f i n g e r  n — 1 is b r o k e n
i
123.
W — g h  t h i s  b a g  of s w e e t s .
•
138. •
a p o l i c e m a n  is a " m a n  w h o s e  d u t y  is to s e e  t h a t  T a w  and n-rr^-p 
a re k e p t . "
W r i t e  p o l i c e m a n .
s u b j e c t
1 8 ,
33
. 4 1 -----------------
48,
capital
February
flood
63.
none
|--
--
--
--
--
j
~o CO 0
wonder
93.
beside
]
108.
nail
•
!
123 o
weigh
■ l
13 8.
policeman
H i s t o r y  is m y  f a v o u r i t e   ject.
19.
T h e ------ al o f  P r a n c e  is Paris.,
34.
F --------y  is a c o l d  m o n t h .
4 9  -
T e r r i b l e  m e a n s ,  " d r e a d f u l ."
C o p y  t h e  w o r d  t e r r i b l e .
64.
T h e r e  a r e  n - n e  left.
79.
• H
A n o t h e r  m e a n i n g  is to " w a n t  to k n o w . " •
I w o n --- if it w i l l  r a i n  t o d a y ?
94. .
T h e  s a m e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s p a c e s .
b - s i d - .
109.
I b r u i s e d  m y  t h u m b  ____1.
124. •
I w e — h  e i g h t  stone.
139.
--- i c e m a n  t o l d  u s  to p u s h  t h e  c a r  to the s i d e  of the road.
■aO'
4.
s u b j e c t
19.
c a p i t a l
54.
F e b r u a r y
4 9  -
t e r r i b l e
64.
n o n e
7 9  0
w o n d e r
94.
b e s i d e
. 109.
n a i l
124.
w e i g h  .
139-
policeman
5.
W h a t  s u b --- t ar e  y o u  g o i n g  to w r i t e  a b o u t ?
20.
-
Do y o u  k n o w  t h e  o f  A u s t r a l i a ?
35.
T h e  f i r s t  c o p y  o f  t h e  n e w s p a p e r  w a s  p r i n t e d  l a s t
-
I 50.
1 W h a t  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s p a c e s ?
,
t e — i b l e
65-
W h a t  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s p a c e s ?
- o - e
80.
I w  h o w  t a l l  t h a t  t r e e  is?
95.
Ele s t o o d  b e - i - e  t h e  gate.
j
I
________  1
110.
I h a v e  a s p l i n t e r  b e l o w  m y  f i n g e r
125. •
W i l l  y o u  p l e a s e  --- g h  t h i s  p a r c e l ?
140.
I a s k e d  a p o  email to t a k e  me a c r o s s  t h e  b u s y  r o a d .
:
s u b j e c t
20.
c a p i t a l
. -  -
35.
F e b r u a r y
5 0 .
t e r r i b l e
65«
n o n e
>
[
0
oCO
w o n d e r
95*
b e s i d e
•
110.
n a i l
125-
w e i g h '
140.
■ p o l i c e m a n
, r i i i   - — .1 -
6 „
T h e  s   o f  the d i s c u s s i o n  w a s  A n c i e n t  E g y p t .
21
A u s t r a l i a  is the n a m e  of a c o u n t r y  
C o p y  t h e  w o r d  A u s t r a l i a .
36
N e w s p a p e r  r e f e r s  to a " p r i n t e d  p a p e r  c o n t a i n i n g  news". 
C o p y  t h e  w o r d  n e w s p a p e r .
51.
I h a v e  g o t  a  r i b l e  c o ld.
66.
N  o f  the c h i l d r e n  w o r e  coats,
81.
I if t h e  n a n  is w i s e  as w e l l  as handsome,
-
96.
A  t r e e  g r e w  h e   t h e  stream,
111.
B e 3 o w  means./ " b e n e a t h . "  
C o p y  t h e  w o r d  b e l o w .
126.
F i n d  o u t  h o w  m u c h  the b o x e s  w
141. '
M y  b r o t h e r  is a  p o l — *-nan.
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s u b j e c t
21c
A u s t r a l i a
56.
n e w s p a p e r
51.
t e r r i b l e
66.
n o n e
81.
w o n d e r
i
96.
b e s i d e
I
1
111.
b e l o w
1 2 6  o
w e i g h
141.
policeman.
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Underline the ________ in each, sentence.
22.
T h e  s a m e  l e t t e r  g o e s  into e a c h  space, 
- u s t r - l i -
37.
I f o r g o t  to b u y  a n e — p a p e r
32.
W h a t  t e r --- le w e a t h e r  we h a v e  b e e n  h a v i n g .
67.
o f  t h e m  h a v e  e v e r  b e e n  to t h e t h e a t r e .
•C\J00
W i s e  m e a n s ,  " h a v i n g  k n o w l e d g e . "
W r i t e  the w o r d  wise.
97.
S t a n d  b  y o u r  c h a i r s .
112.
W r i t e  t h e  t i t l e  — l o w  the p i c t u r e .
127.
T h e  t h r o n e  is s o l i d  gold; it m u s t v e r y  h e a v y .
142.
• :
T h e  p --------- n  t o l d  u s  h o w  to g e t  to t h e  M a r k e t  S q u a r e .
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A u s t r a l i a - #
37.
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52.
t e r r i b l e
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82.
: w i s e
97*
b e s i d e
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112.
b e l o w
1 2 7  o
weigh.
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p o l i c e m a n
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S e n t e n c e  r e f e r s  to a " g r o u p  o f  w o r d s  m a k i n g  sense. 
C o p y  t h e  w o r d  s e n t e n c e .
23-
A - s t r a l i a  is a l w a y s  w r i t t e n  w i t h  a c a p i t a l  l e t t e r .
38.
W h a t  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s p a c e s ?  
n - w s p a p - r
53-
M a r y  a s k e d  J o h n  to s t o p  m a k i n g  s u c h  a  t n o i s e  as she w a s  
t r y i n g  to g e t  to sleep.
68.
T h e  w o r d  t h e a t r e  r e f e r s  to a "Buildins: w h o r e  pi avs 
C o p y  t h e  w o r d  t h e a t r e .
a r e  p e r f o r m e d . "
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CO VJJ 0
T h e  k i n g  s e n t  f o r  h i s  w i - e  men. •
vO 00 0
T h e  h a m m e r  is t h e  s t e e l  bar.
113-
D a f f o d i l s  g r e w  b e l —  the tree.
128.
T h e  w o r d  t h r o n e  r e f e r s  to a " c h a i r  f o r  a k i n g  n n  n 
W r i t e  t h r o n e .
q u e e n . "
i
143.
P  . c a u g h t  the t h i e f  w h o  s t o l e  m y  w*tr»h
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sentence
23 o
A u s t r a l i a
0COK\
n e w s p a p e r
53 -
t e r r i b l e
6 8  o
t h e a t r e
83 o
w i s e
98.
b e s i d e '
113»
b e l o w
1 2 8  o
t h r o n e
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T h e  s a n e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s p a c e s „ 
s e - t e - c e o
9-
24*
lie c o n e s  f r o m  — — r a l i a *
39-
C a n  I l o o k  a t  y o u r  — p a p e r ?
| 54-.
W h a t  a m e ss» P l e a s e  g e t  a b r u s h a n d  c l e a r  i t  up*
6 9  o
W e  w e n t  to t h e  t h e - t r e  l a s t  n i g h t » f
84* 1
H e  is as wi=—  as a n  owl*
• 1
99-
i
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T h e  w o r d  s t e e l  m e a n s ,  '‘s t r o n g  m e t a l  m a d e f r o m  i r o n * 11
C o p y  steel*
1
114* •
P u t  'this b o o k  b  t h e  o t h e r s *
. 1
129-
T h e  t h r — n —  is o n  a p l a t f o r m *
144. •
T h e  s t o p p e d  the t r a f f i c  so tint w e  c o u l d  c r o s s  t h e  r o a d *
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.t s e n t e n c e
24,
A u s t r a l i a
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39.
n e w s p a p e r
54.
t e r r i b l e
69.
t h e a t r e
84.
w i s e
•
99.
s t e e l
114,
b e l o w
"1
129.
t h r o n e
144.
p o l i c e m a n .
A  s e n t e — -e a l w a y s  e n d s  w i t h  a f u l l  stop*
10 o
K a n g a r o o s  l i v e  i n  A u s t r  ,
T h e  s a n e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  "both s paces* 
n e w s - a - e r
T h e  w o r d  b r u s h  r e f e r s  to a " t o o l  f o r  s w e e p i n g  o r  p a i n t i n g " .  
W r i t e  b r u s h ,
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I T h e  t w o  m i s s i n g  l e t t e r s  a r e  t h e  same,
- h e a - r e
8 5 o
M y  f a t h e r  is v e r y  w«— .
100,
T h e  t w o  m i s s i n g  l e t t e r s  a r e  the same, 
s t — 1
115.
D r a w  a s q u a r e  _ t h e  c i r c l e .
130.
T h e  k i n g  s a t  o n  h i s  t h r —
10.
sentence
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Australia
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newspaper
55-
brush
70.
theatre
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wise
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below
130.
throne
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W h a t  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  e a c h  s p a c e ?  
s-.nt-nc-
2 6 o
M y  u n c l e  is i n  Aus-
4 1 .
'Hie n e w s — r—  h a s n ' t  c o m e  yet,
5 6 o
I n e e d  a n e w  br-sh<
7 1 .
W h a t  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  "both s p a c e s ?  
t h - a t r «
86o
T h e  p o e m  is a b o u t  a  man.
1 0 1 0
T h i s  s t e —  r o d  is heavy.
1 1 6 ,
T h e  w o r d  s q u a r e  m e a n s ,  " h a v i n g  f o u r  e q u a l  s i d e s  
W r i t e  s q u a r e o
131o
T h e  - — o n e  is m a d e  o f  g o ld.

W r i t e  a  e n c e  a b o u t  y o u r  dog.
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27*
W h e n  it is w i n t e r  i n  E n g l a n d  i t  is s u m m e r  i n  A |a
4-2 o
T h e  h a d  a l o n R  r e p o r t  a b o u t  t h e  flood.
57 -
T h i s  p a i n t  b r ---- is t o o  thick.
72. j
‘The t h e — ---w a s  b u i l t  a l o n g  t i m e  ago.
87o
T h e  w o r d  p o e m  r e f e r s  to a, " c o m p o s i t i o n  i n  v e r s e . "  
C o p y  t h e  w o r d  poem.
102. j
T h e  p a n  is m a d e  o f --- el„
117.
T h i s  p i e c e  of p a p e r  is s q u - r » .
132. .
A h e a d  is t h e  r o o m  w h e r e  t h e  is k e p t
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A u s t r a l i a
42.
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n e w s p a p e r
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b r u s h
0
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t h e a t r e
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p o e n
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102.
s t e e l i
117.
s q u a r e
i
132.
t h r o n e
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I
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I w r o t e  a s a b o u t  a duck.,
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I n  F e b r u a r y  w e  are g o i n g  to 0
4-3 *
F l o o d  m e a n s ,  " g r e a t  o v e r f l o w  of w a t e r - "
W r i t e  the w o r d  flood.
58.
I b o u g h t  a --- sh a t  the s h o p
73 -
I t  w i l l  t a k e  u s  a n  h o u r  to g e t  to the ---— re„
88.
I w i l l  r e a d  a p o - m  now.
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103.
I b o u g h t  a s knife. I
118.
T h e  f l o w e r  b e d  is s — are.
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133.
A h e a d  m e a n s ,  " i n  f r o n t . "
C o p y  t h e  w o r d  ahead.
13-
s e n t e n c e
28.
A u s t r a l i a .
4-3.
f l o o d
38 o
"brush
73-
t h e a t r e
88.
p o e m
103.
s t e e l
118.
s q u a r e
/
133-
a h e a d
■14.
A  a l w a y s  b e g i n s  w i t h  a c a p i t a l  l e t t e r *
29-
F e b r u a r y  is the n a m e  of t h e  s e c o n d  m o n t h  of t h e  year. 
C o p y  the w o r d  F e b r u a r y
44.
T h e  s a m e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  spaces, 
f l — d
59.
F o r  m o r e  t h a n  o n e  a d d  es.
T h e  m a n  is s e l l i n g  b r u s h —
............... • *.......  ......, - . - - .
7 4  *
W e  g a z e d  i n  w o n d e r  at the n e w  .
89.
I w r o t e  t h i s  — — em. m y s e l f .  •
104.
I T h e  n a i l  is m a d e  of i
119.
I n e e d  a s------ box. |
11!1
134.
W h a t  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s p a c e s ?  
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44.
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p o e p
104.
s t e e l
119.
s q u a r e
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a h e a d
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C a p i t a l  c a n  r e f e r  to a " l a r g e  l e t t e r * ” 
W r i t e  the w o r d  c a p i t a l
}
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1
W h a t  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  h o t h  s p a c e s ?  
F e b - u a - y
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45-
T h e  f l o —  d a m a g e  w a s  v e r y  s evere.
60 • , .
T h i s  b is old; t h o s e  b ------ -are new.
1 >
!
75. -
W o n d e r  c a n  mean, " a m a z e m e n t . " 
W r i t e  t h e  w o r d  w o n d e r .
i
i
90.
T h e  p o —  is a b o u t  a dog. ii
105.
T h e  w o r d  n a i l  c a n  mean, " m e t a l  spilre.” 
W r i t e  n a i l .
120.
I w i l l  y/gigh t h e  p a r c e l  first.
135. • l
A h e —  o f  u s  is t h e  r i v e r .
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c a p i t a l
30.
F e b r u a r y
45.
f l o o d
60.
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b r u s h e s
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90.
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dentist.
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p i a n o
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HO-
d r o p  -
85.
1 c a l f  • .
99. '
led
115.
y
p r o u d
127.
u s e f u l
j, c.
T h e  m — k e t  is h o l d  e v e r y  'Thursday.
16.
T h e  wore l o o t s  c o n e  t h i n g  l i k e  the 
h i l l  i n  the l a s t  t h r o e  l e t t e r s .
w o r d  rain.
•y r  s
I did n o t  f m y  a r i t h m e t i c .
44.
T h e  -----i s t  w i l l  c o m e  t o m o r r o w  to the s chool.
50.
T h i s  s o u n d s  s t r a n g e ; i t  m u s t n e e d  t u n i n g .
7 2  o
t
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I t o l d  m y  d o g  to d — p  t h e  stick.
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86 o
L o o k  at t h a t  c o w  w i t h  h e r  c a - f  „
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100.
J o h n  1-d she way.
114.
T h e  w o r d  voice- r e f e r s  to, us o u n d s g i v e n  o u t  t h r o u g h  t h e  mouth,
C o p y  v o i c e .  ,
"1 OQ
S a v e  t h a t  b ag, it v:ill b e  u s e  .
v o i c e
I go to a d e n   e v e r y  s i x  m o n t h s .
59-
S t r a n g e  mean s ,  "•unusual." 
C o p y  the w o r d  s t r a n g e .
75.
D i d  y o u  p  y o u r  g l o v e s ?
87.
T h e  f a r m e r  s h o w e d  me t h e  n e w  boirn c — x.
101 .
T h e  t e a c h e r  1—  the c h i l d r e n  o u t  o f  the r o o m .
115.
I h a v e  a c o l d  a n d  h a v e  l o s t  m y  v o i ~ e .
i
129.
T h e  a p r o n  w a s  a m o s t   f u l  p r e s e n t .
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u s e f u l
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s t o i r e a s e  is a t  t h e  e a s t e r n  e n d  of t h e  buildinf
t i n ! s u e d , is the p a s t  o f  f i n i s h .
I w i l l  f i n i s h  this s u m  a n d  t h e n  I v/ill h a v e  f i n i s h e d  n y  h o m e w o r k ,  
W r i t e  t h e  w o r d  f i n i s h e d .
:he n a m e  of y o u r  d
60.
T h a t  is a v e r y  s t r a n g -  n o i s e .
74.
I w a s  c a r e f u l  n o t  to _____  t h e  tray.
T h i s  c is black, t h o s e  c a l v e s  a r e  b r o w n .
102.
T h e  p o l i c e m a n  — d t h e  b o y  to s a fety.
116.
S h e  s p o k e  v:ith a c l e a r  v o  .
130.
.nd t his c o o k e r y  b o o k  vers
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useful.
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! W r i t e  e r e t e r n ,
1 h a v e  f i n i s h —  m y  so'vine:,
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The a s h e d  me to f i l l  i n  a form.
61.
I s a w  a s t r a   l o o k i n p ’ car,
7 5 .
Dror/ned is t h e  p a s t  of d r o n  •
V/rite d r or red .
89-
W h e n  t h e r e  is m o r e  t h a n  one c a l f  r e  s a y  calves, 
C a l v e s  is t h e  xO.ural o f  c a l f .
vTV-oW r i t e  c a l v e s .
105.
T h e  d o g  _ the f a r m e r  to the lamb,
117.
I d i d  n o t  r e c o g n i s e  h i s   ce.
.1.0 j.
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v/rite y o u r  n a m e  a n d  a d d r e s s  o n  tb e f o rm.
W r i t e  i o r m .
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T h e  s a m e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s p a c e s .
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C o p y  t h e  v/ord lamb.
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Y o u  w i l l  h a v e  to vzrite your n a m e  o n  this io-di,
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W h a t  a s  l o o k i n g  bird,
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I d r o p   the b a l l .
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T h e  c a l   a r e  b r o w n  a n d  w h i t e
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T h e  l a m -  is o n l y  o n e  w e e k  old,
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P e t e r  d the p i c t u r e
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s t r a n g e
7 3 .
d r o p p e d
92.
c a l f  
c o I v e s
106.
l a m b  •
120.
•
so 13.
1
134.
------------------------------------ ---------------
L*z _CT". JTTT7, TT* ^ ^ -
■ X. •>, J doaon
• j 10 C  . r  ■ i Mv•>
Ti o stick has a po-nt p  t one ea;
p.i..
I am in the third m in school,
65,
The vord stream refers to a tier: of air cr rotor 
Write stream.
79
;he thick stick.
95
Dick v.rill lead the
107.
Ted had a n e t   b.
into the barn,
put some so-1 in the flover pot,
1 7* r-" J ^  *
i
j c .  *  1
1
11
C* " j ' t 'J
f
:
i
\ r ?  
j >  /  «
p o i n t
51.
.forji
S 5 o
i
s t r e a m
7 9  C
d r o p p e d  .
9 3 .
c a l v e s  ' .
T  (  '  r n1U/ „
l a m b
3 PI-J~C- - i .  *
-
s o i l
10.
Ii
j
O p e n  t h e  w i n d o w  to l e t  i n  s o m e
|
f r --- air.
*
. ii 3 r e l y  Ls i iror. t! ■ - r \ p -• .*Pk f .2* : ’ .  ^ 1' ^
r
T‘h.is po— t is very dangerous coca :.G0 "j/u ir* so
52.
A b o y  in my is f-oin;~ to play the piano at the school
c o i.‘ c c r * ~j »ti
6 6 .
Tiio word ends in a similar v:ay to the word drecvu.
i’ill in the last .four letters* st-----
i !
GO
 
i
o 
! 
«
i i i ! i !
Thick is the opposite of thin
Cony thick.
94-.
Lead means, "shov; the way. "
V/rite the word lead.
108.
The farmer was proud of his prise winniny »
1 2 2 .
The so—  is very dry.
1 1 3 6 .  
i
-------- -------- ----------------------------------- - ------------------ ------------------------------
I '  - »
1  r .  #
;
i
i ■ .
i
. . . . . . .
i r o , - 2 _
I O y<«
• ... V  *
1
:
e a s t e r n
r~\
' j  ^  *
p o i n t
c o  
s - - •
f o r m
6 6 .
s t r e a m
8 0 .  .  ^
t h i c k
O i l  
>  7  ®
lead ■ •
108.
l a m b
122.
*
s o i l
1 3 6 .
■ • * • •
J- 1. .
T h e  n m  trill oairr is ■; to:; w a l l  t o d a y ,
!
-» o
:; y *
I t  c m  als o  m e m ,  "SUovr t h e  r ? j  w i ill the f i n g e r . 1 
P l e a s e --- n t  tc the street; o n  t h i s  m a y .
53 •
l i m e  is the n a m e  of a m u s i c a l  i n s t r u m e n t .  
W r i t e  the w o r d  p i a n o .
i
6?.
Is t h e r e  a b r i d g e  a c r o s s  the --- earn?
1
81.
T h i s  p a p e r  is t o o  t h i - k  -
o ^  i P ­*
I l e - d  the w a y  a c r o s s  t h e  h i l l .  •
109.
P r o u d  m e a n s ,  " b a v i n #  a h i m h  o p i n i o n  of o n e s e l f . "
W r  i t e th e w o  r d  n  r  o u d .
123-
Tliis s— 1 is sands'.
1 “* nIp ( .
'
■croud
a e a r 0
5*.
C a n  y o u  p l a y  the p - a n o ?
S3.
Vie w a l k e d  a l o n g  t h e  p a t h  b y  t h e  s
i
s t r e a m
o
t h i c k
or
l e a d
p r o u d
1 7, -fey
*1 *7
T h e  r:'un thin;- is to s e e  t h a t  the f o o d  i s _______~
on . * -  / * ' .
T h e  t*. o u:L suing letters a r e  the seas.
f*__v -i__r ;  '• 1
41.
The dentist asked me to to the tooth which \ ;as h u r t i n g .
r- p-
P e t e r  played the t u n e  o n  the — a n o  a n d  S u s a n  s a n g
i
t h e  song.
69.
I u i l l  dron a pebble i n  t h e  .
i . •
83.
T h e  t b o o k  is v e r y  h e a v y .
97.
T h e  w o r d  l o o k s  s o m e t h i n g  l ike the w o r d  read. 
P i l l  i n  the l a s t  t h r e e  l e t t e r s .  1____c
111.
lie w a s  p r — d of h i s  p a i n t i n g . •
123- '
It w o u l d  b e  use.’til if you could g u t  scr.e in t h i s  flower p o :
139-
c r o u d
' r /•*
-l  .  j/r
I ■'in moons, “m o s t  i n p o r t a n t .  " 
Con--- the w o r d  nain.
I w i l l  i s h  reading: the s t o r y  tomorrow.
42.
j)anti.at is the n a m e  of a p e r s o n  w h o  a t t e n d s  to teeth. 
C o p y  the w o r d  d e n t i s t .
rho,
M a r y  c a n  p l a y  the p  o.
70.
D r o p  m e a n s ,  " let f a l l . "  
C o p y  dron.
84.
T h e  c a l f  w a s  s t a n d i n g  b e h i n d  the h e d g e .
93,
H e  w i l l  _____  us  s a f e l y  o u t  o f  the forest,
112.
T h e  d o c  l o o k e d  v e r y  p   of h i m s e l f .
126.
U s e f u l  mea n s ,  " h e l p f u l . "
* W r i t s  u s e f u l .
d e n t i s t
L' O
56.
p i a n o
_  -
70.
d r o o
84.
t h i c k
98.
l e a d • .
112.
p r o u d
•
126.
u s e f u l
SET 3 .
--------------------------------------------- -- ------------------------------------------------------------
T h e  w o r d  h e a r t  r e f e r s  to t h e  " b l o o d  p u m p  ox the body-." 
C o p y  the w o r d  h e a r t .
16.
W e  are t r y i n g  to d e c i d e  w h e   to p l a y  i n d o o r s  o r  i n  t h e  g a r d e n .
; ‘ $ 1 "
, I t  c a n  a l s o  mean, "a  m o v i n g  p i c t u r e  s h o w n  o n  a s c r e e n . "
T h e  f i —  is v e r y  e x c i t i n g .
! m e a n s ,  " s o u n d  as a b e l l  d o e s . "
C o p y  r a n g . *'
61.
. S a l l y  a n d  M a r y  s a i d  t h a t  t h e y  w o u l d   a b l y  g o  s w i m m i n g .
76.
B u n c h  m e a n s ,  " n u m b e r  of t h i n g s  g r o u p e d  t o g e t h e r . "  
W r i t e  b u n c h  *
9 1 .
Mr. J o n e s  is t h e  e d i  .
106.
W h o  i s  i n g  t h a t  l i g h t ?
121.
T h i s  c o a t  h a s n ' t  g o t  a p o c  .
136. .
F a m o u s  m e a n s ,  " v e r y  w e l l  k n o w n . "  
W r i t e  t h e  w o r d  f a m o u s .
l o
heart
16.
w h e t h e r
31.
f i l m
6VO•3-
r a n g
61.
p r o b a b l y
76 o
b u n c h
91.
e d i t o r
1 0 6  o
shining;
121.
p o c k e t
136.
f a m o u s .
2,
This is a drawing of the h~art.
17.
I do n o t  k n o w  r  to w e a r  m y  r e d  or  
p a r t y .
m y  b l u e  d r e s s  f o r  t h e
32.
T h e  n e w  s h o p  w a s  o p e n e d  b y  a f a m o u s  — — m star.
47.
T h e  b e l l  r a n-, so I w e n t  to the door.
62  o
M y  a u n t  w i l l  p  c o m e  tod a y .
77.
I a s k e d  f o r  a b — c h  o f  b a n a n a s .
92.
T h e  e — o r  is i n  h i s  o f f i c e .
H o "O 0
T h e  m o o n l i g h t  w a s  s o n  t h e  lake.
122.
I m a d e  a n  a p r o n  w i t h  a s q u a r e  p o — et.
137. .
T h i s  c a s t l e  is v e r y  faino-s.
heart
1 7  o
w h e t h e r
32-
f i l m
4-7.
rang: .
6 2  -
p r o b a b l y
77.
b u n c h
9 2  -
e d i t o r
107
s h i n i n g
122.
p o c k e t
f a m o u s
13 7.
3 •
O n  w h a t  s i d e  o f  t h e  b o d y  is t h e  — art.
18.
.Ask h i m  h e  h a s  a s p a r e  w h e e l  i n  the b o o t  of t h e  c a r
3 3  -
T h i s  w o n  f i r s t  p r i z e
48.
T h e  w o r d  l o o k s  s o m e t h i n g  l i k e  the w o r d  sang. 
F i l l  i n  the l a s t  t h r e e  l e t t e r s .  r ___
63-
T h i s  r o a d  l e a d s  to t h e  coast.
78.
H o w  m u c h  is t h i s  b u - « ~  of t u l i p s
93.
T h e  r  a s k e d  me to w r i t e  a  r e o o r t  a b o u t t h e  f i r e .
103.
___ . . . .  m y  t o r c h  i n t o  the c a v e  I c o u l d  aao tba l a p g o  p a c k
o n  t h e  floor.
1 2 3  ®
S a m  c a r r i e d  t h e  s h e l l s  i n  h i s  t.
138.
T h i s  is a s t a t u e  o f  a f a m ---  s o l d i e r .
3.
h o  a r t
H 00 Q
w h e t h e r
33.
f i l m
00 0
rang.
63.
p r o h a h l y
78.
h u n c h
93.
e d i t o r
108.
s h i n i n g
123.
p o c k e t
138.
f a m g u s
i
4,
C o p y  t h e  d i a g r a m  o f  a h — — t.
19-
A  r o u n d  f r a m e  which, t u r n s  o n  a r o d  a n d m a k e s  t h i n g s  m o v e  is
c a l l e d  a  w h e e l .
C o p y  t h e  w o r d  wheel.
T h e  w o r d  p r i z e  r e f e r s  to " r e w a r d  f o r  a w i n n e r . "
W r i t e  pri z e .
49,
I ____jg t h e  bell.
64.
T h e  w o r d  c o a s t  r e f e r s  to^ " s e a s h o r e , "
W r i t e  coa s t .
79.
I t o o k  m y  f r i e n d  a  --- c h  of f l o w e r s .
94.
I k e  ___ of o u r  n e w s p a p e r  p r i n t e d  m y  s t o r y  a b o u t  t h e  olrf erp-ine,
_____ ______ _________________________________ ___  ________ ______
109.
S a c k  m e a n s ,  " l a r e e  b a g  of c o a r s e  clot h . »
W r i t e  t h e  w o r d  sack.
124,
D o  n o t  p u t  l o o s e  m a t c h e s  i n  y o u r i n  c a s e  t h e y  c a t c h  a l i g h t
a n d  b u r n  a h o le.
1 3 9 .
A  f — ~ o u s  b a t t l e  t o o k  p l a c e  l u r e  l o n g  ago*
heart
• 19.
r vrheel
i * .
p r i z e
[ 49.
(. •..-
r a n g
I 64.
c o a s t
! 79.
I; • b u n c h
! 94.
j e d i t o r
j  109.
1
s a c k
; 124.
•
p o c k e t
' 139.
f a m o u s
j 5-
T h e  c u s h i o n  w a s  h    shap e d .
20.
T h e  s a m e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  spa c e s ,  
w h — 1.
35-
A l a n  w o n  a p r i - e  f o r  h i s  p a i n t i n g .
50.
W h e n  t h e  b e l l s  _____ , the s o u n d  c o u l d  b e  h e a r d  f o r  m a n y  m i l e s .
65.
T h e  c o - s t  a l o n g  h e r e  is v e r y  b e a u t i f u l .
80.
P u t  t h e  b_ of b a n a n a s  i n  t h e  dish.
95-
T h e  w o r d  e n g i n e  mean s ,  " m a c h i n e " .
W r i t e  e n g i n e .
110.
T h e  c h i l d r e n  l i n e d  u p  f o r  t h e  s - c k  race.
125-
B u r n  c a n  m e a n ,  " i n j u r y  c a u s e d  b y  fire".  
I h a v e  a b u r n  o n  m y  arm.
W r i t e  t u rn.
T h e  m a n  i n  t h i s  p i c t u r e  w a s  a
140. •
s a r tist.
famous
I am going io copy this drawing of a
The front whe—  is rusty.
21o
36.
Our school won the first pri-
5 1 .
Sound means, "anything that can he heard”. 
Write sound.
66.
The railway ran along the co .
81.
-^e careful how you hold the _____  of roses.
96.
This is a model of the first steam en-ine.
111.
The word ends in a similar way to the word hack, 
j Fill in the missing letters. s___
126.
Be careful you do not h-rn yourself.
A very
141.
singer used to live in this house.
T h e  s a n e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s p a c e s  
w h - t h - r
15.
30.
I n e e d  to b u y  a fi-n.
45-
T h e  — — - —  r a n g  t h e  b e l l .
60.
W e  w i l l  p r o b a   go to the s e a s i d e  t h i s  w e e k e n d .
75.
S o m e o n e  p u t  a b u n c h  o f  f l o w e r s  i n  n y
90.
W h o  is t h e  e d i t ~ r  o f  t h i s  n e w s p a p e r ?
105.
T h e  s u n  is s h i n  , l e t  u s  g o  f o r  a walk.
120.
I p u t  t h e  s t r i n g  i n  m y  p o c k — .
135-
I h a d  n o h e  w a s  s u c h  a f a m o u s  man.
i
15.
whether
30.
f i l m
45-
h e a d m a s t e r
60.
p r o b a b l y
75-
c a b i n
90.
e d i t o r
105-
s h i n i n g
120.
p o c k e t
135o
i d e a
SET if.
16.
T h e  t w o  m i s s i n g  l e t t e r s  a r e  the s a m e . 
c o — e c t
.31.
Tlie c h i l d r e n  e n j o y e d  the ----1.
46..
T h e   w a s  p u l l i n g  a l a r g e  m o w e r
61.
I h a v e  l o s t  m y  h a n d k e r  f.
ntz.7
T h e f t  m e a n s ,  "act of s t e a l i n g " .  
C o p y  the w o r d  theft.
91.
Q u i e t  m e a n s ,  " w i t h o u t  n o i s e " .
P l e a s e  h e  q u i e t . W r i t e  the w o r d  quiet,
106.
M y  t o o t h  h u r t s  w h e n  I t r y  to b  .
121
A-! -^s "the n a m e  of t h e  e i g h t h  m o n t h  of the year, 
C o p y  A u g u s t .
3 - 3 6 .  t
T h i s  n a i l   _______ the p u n c t u r e  in m y  I
1.
r e a s o n
-O.
c o r r e c t
31-
mea.l
46.
tracto.
61.
h a n d k e r c h i e f
76.
t h e f t
91.
q u i e t
106.
b i t e
121.
-Aupu.st
13 6.
c a u s e d
2 .
T h e  r e a s o n  w h y  I an l a t e  is b e c a u s e  the c a r  w o u l d  n o b  s t a r t
17-
T h a t  is the  r e c t  a n s w e r
32
0 ° r!- ° n  to s t a r t  t h e  d a y  w i t h  a ____  c a l l e d  bre a k f a s t ,
47.
A  m o w e r  is a m a c h i n e  f o r  c u t t i n g  g r a s s, 
C o p y  the w o r d  m o w e r .
62.
.. at a — ' - k e r c h i e f  i n  y o u r  pocket,
7 7 -
T h e  t h - f t  t o o k  p l a c e  l a s t  n i g h t .
9 2 .
S i t  d o w n  a n d  b e  cmi-t.
107.
I n  m y  d r e a m  the c a t  w a s  t r y i n g  to _____  th e  bal l o o n ,
122.
V/3 a r e  g o i n g  f o r  a h o l i d a y  i n  Au-ust,
1 3 7 -
T h i s  c a s t l e  is v e r y  f a m o - s .
.0 r u n  o f  a w h e e l . "
1 J
2.
r e a s o n
1 7 -
c o r r e c t
C o m m o n  m e a n s , " u s u a l ." 
W r  1 1 e c o m  mo n .
33-
48.
I w e n t  to g e t  the m o - e r  o u t  of t h e  s h e d
63.
A l w a y s  u s e  a h    f w h e n  y o u  s n e e z e
78.
W e  r e p o r t e d  t h e  t h — t to the p o l i c e
I t  w a s  v e r y  q u — t i n  t h e  room.
108. .
T h e  w o r d  d r e a m  r e f e r s  to, " s o m e t h i n g  i m a g i n e d  d u r i n g  s l e e p . "  
W r i t e  dream.
123.
T h e  s a m e  l e t t e r  g o e s  i n  b o t h  s paces. 
. A - g - s t
138.
33*
c o m m o n
43.
m o w e r
63 o
h a n d k e r c h i  e f
76.
t h e f t
93*
q u i e t •
e
COoi—!
d r e a m
123 e ’
-
A u g u s t
1 3 6  0
t ^ r e
Por no roa  at all ho left the roonn
I t  c a n  a l s o  mean, " r e m o v e  f a u l t s  and crro: 
P l e a s e  c o r   y o u r  a r i t h m e t i c .
54.
T h i s  u o r d  h a s  the s e m e  l e t t e r  t w i c e  i n  the m i d d l e  
c o — o n
49.
T h e  l a w n  n o - —  is n o t  c u t t i n g  p r o p e r l y
64.
K y  h  is w h i t e  w i t h  b l u e  spots.
79.
T h e  w o r d  b e g i n s  and e n d s  w i t h  t h e  s a m e  l e t t e r .  
- h e f ~
O IL> » O
W e  m u s t  b e  q — et, the b a b y  i s  a s l e e p .
1
0CPoI—1
I  h a d  a s t r a n g e  d r e - m  l a s t  n i g h t .
124.
A u g ------  a l w a y s  s t a r t s  w i t h  a c a p i t a l  l e t t e r ,  b e c a u s e  i t  is
t h e  n a m e  of a m o n t h  of t h e  y e a r .
1 ' r ------- .—  ----------------------------
1 5 9 .
T h e  t— e is m a d e  o f  r u b b e r .


r.’y c
rensen
20.
correc 1>
y y  ®
c o m m o n
50.
!
m o w e r
65.
handkerchief
80.
theft •
95-
y
q u i e t  • ■
110.
d r e a m
125-
-
A u g u s t
140.
t y r e

.-------------- ------- -------V. «p.v , , ■ -------------------------------------------- -----------------------
r
rc?}soi!
corroc
3 ( 5
c omirion
51.
Fioyer
6 6 -
p l a n e
«
Hco 
. 
1
t h e f t
9 6 o
1
quiet
111.
dream
12S.
Aumust
14-1 .
tyre
- ~ *
! ■ *
vo one in eotunt vc must ban oh our V  . • ‘ O  •- 7. «i
• ' r  \ .
A h a  *'>rd " o j z 1 i*ci1 c ps o a ,  ’’lap a inn or led ;in: -  , -V-, . H *..*/.J L th  vJ ®
brite hotel
7/7
^  r
It is not very — ~mon.
52'-
Bvye means, ’’bottom. "
V/.ri t e bo s o .
i
.
j1! 
in
1 
v.Q
The pla-e had four enaines «
8 2  o
A thief is the name we give to a person alio steal o c
. Cop,j the word thief.
97*
House is the none of a small gnawing animal.
Copy mouse.
112. .
I do not usually m.
18?,
The heavy rain this might cause floodin':.
*
1 A 2 »
T v u g t have driven over broken pines because my r e n t ____ is
Hat.



24,
I will write to the hot—  today and book a room,
j ) ,
I f  y o u  l i r e  i n  the conr.try, a t v - c t o r  1
T h e  la:io h a s  a w o o d e n  b-s-.
T h e   ne w a s  d e l a y e d  b;
p a
(T;;m e  i; 1 w a s  s e n t  to p r i s o n .
99'
T h e  c a t  c h a s e d  t h e  m — se.
114. .
V a l l e y  r e f e r s  to, "low l y i n g  l a n d  between nonntains«." 
l/rite volley.
129.
'•'/hat t a s  the c a - s e  of t h e  accident'
144.
I,/ y •
cony/:,on
!- 0
b a s o
J
6 9  o
p l a n e
84.
t h i e f
99-
m o u s e
114.
v a l l e y
129.
-
c a u s e
14'-:-.
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PACr.Li 1 1 A
11.
i m p o r t a n t
26.
h o t e l
0i—1-U
t r a c t o r
56.
1
b a s e
71.
b r a v e
86.
t h i e v e s
101.
. m o u s e
116.
v a l l e y
151-
cause
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PRESENTATIONS. R, S & T . 
STORIES
SET 1. STORY
The School Concert.
In  February we had our school con cert9 using the school 
h « l l  as a th ea tre .  A ra is ed  square p la tform  was the s ta g e .
The programme s ta r te d  w ith  a poem which was a c ted . The 
su b jec t o f  the poem was a r ic h  k in g . A l l  day he sa t on h is  
throne f e e l in g  unhappy. None o f  h is  fr ien d s  cou ld h e lp  him.
Then a W ise man to ld  him to  le a v e  h is  c a p ita l and search 
f o r  a r e a l ly  happy man. A f t e r  many weeks the k ing heard 
someone s in g in g  in  a fo r e s t  which was ju s t  ahead o f  him.
He found a poor man using the branch o f  a t r e e  as a brush.
H is house was a hut made from planks o f  wood h eld  to ge th e r w ith  
a few  s t e e l  n a i ls .  The k ing  gazed in  wonder a t  th is  man* poor, 
y e t  so happy. The k ing stayed  w ith  the man. A t f i r s t  he found 
the l i f e  t e r r ib le  but then he found th a t the l i f e  was a happy one.
Th is was fo llo w ed  by an amusing p lay  which was mimed. There 
w asn 't a sentence spoken in  the whole p la y .
The s to ry  showed the fun and trou b les  a fa m ily  had in  packing 
up to  go to  A u s tra lia .  A t one p o in t fa th e r  was stand ing a t  the 
top  o f  the s t a i r 8 h o ld in g  a heavy box which was supposed to  weigh 
a l o t .  The son o f  the fa m ily  ran up the s t a i r s ,  tr ip p ed , and f e l l  
a ga in st h is  fa th e r .  The box f e l l  down the s ta ir s  and broke open.
A f lo o d  o f  o b je c ts  r o l le d  down the s ta ir s  and h i t  a policeman 
standing a t  the open door below . The policeman t r ie d  to  save 
h im se lf but ended up on the f l o o r  covered  in  books, pans and brushes.
There was an account o f  the con cert in  our lo c a l  newspaper. 
Beside th is  th ere  was a p ic tu re  o f  the policeman buried  underneath 
the o b je c ts .
**"> ■
SET 2 . STORY 
Grantham F a ir *
The v i l la g e r s  o f  Grantham are v e ry  proud o f  th e ir  market 
f a i r  which i s  h e ld  every  year* By 8 a.m. p reparations f o r  
the day are  f in is h e d *  Soon, w ith  the v i l la g e  hand in  the lead  
the peop le can be seen coming down the main s t r e e t *  They cross 
the stream by the b r id g e  and en ter the eastern  f i e l d  where 
the f a i r  i s  h e ld .
A t the market you can buy anyth ing, from a lamb to  a  p iano: 
from a ch a ir  to  a basket o f  fre sh  f r u i t *  You can buy u se fu l 
th in gs  and strange th in gs .
The s id e  shows a t  the f a i r  o f f e r  many a t tra c t io n s  from guessing 
the w eigh t o f  a c a l f  to  tr y in g  to  drop the p o in t o f  a p in  in to  a 
h o le  in  a form ; Farmers le d  ca lv es  in to  the r in g  to  be judged by 
the e d it o r  o f  the lo c a l  newspaper, the d oc to r and the d e n t is t .
At the f in is h  the crowds go home, t i r e d  and happy* A l l  i s  
q u ie t  and no v o ic e  can be heard* A l l  th a t i s  l e f t  i s  the 
th ick  smoke o f  the b o n fire s  s t i l l  in  the a i r  and the rubbish 
which has been dropped and l e f t  on the s o i l .
SET 3* STORY 
A V i s i t  to  a F ilm  S tu d io .
Our headmaster took ua to  v i s i t  a  famous f i lm  s tud io  
which i s  near our sch oo l* An e d ito r  showed us around and 
exp la in ed  th a t not one but probably f i v e  o r  s ix  f i lm s  were 
produced a t  the same time in  d i f f e r e n t  p a rts  o f  the s tu d io *
We were ab le  to  see th ree  f i lm s  being made* One was a 
s c i e n t i f i c  one to  g iv e  some id ea  o f  how a h ea rt works*
Another w as a  cartoon  space f i lm *  I  d o n 't  know whether the"""* _1 \ mmma^ rnrnrn r
spacemen were go in g  to  the moon o r  to  Mars* The scene we
saw showed the sh in ing ro ck e t le a v in g  the earth* The background
was pa in ted  on a sack* A v e ry  th in  w ire  went from the nose o f  
the rocke t and o ve r  a sm all wheel* W hile f i lm in g  a man pu lled  
the w ire  and the ro ck e t went up*
We then saw some a c to rs  tak ing p a rt in  a sea f i lm *  We had to  
be c a re fu l not to  make a sound w h ile  the scene was being film ed *
The scene was a cabin  o f  a sh ip , but the engine had stopped and 
an alarm b e l l  rang ou t* The sh ip  was stuck on a sand bank* In  the
d is tan ce  the coast l in e  cou ld ju s t  be seen*
There were a r t  rooms, copy rooms and a la r g e  room where peop le 
worked to  sew the costumes needed* One la r g e  room was f i l l e d  
w ith  s tage  p ro p e r t ie s *  As they burn e a s i ly  n o t ic e s  warned o f  the 
danger o f  f i r e  and to  be c a re fu l w ith  matches* E veryth ing was 
s to red  th ere  from a model kangaroo com plete w ith  a baby in  i t s  
pocketi to  a la r g e  bunch o f  ru sty  keys*
I  heard l a t e r  th a t the cartoon  f i lm  I  had seen being made 
had won f i r s t  p r iz e  a t a f i lm  f e s t i v a l *
SET 4. STORY
A Dream.
Hmving cut the lawn and put the mower away I  e a t down
a t  the base o f  the app le t r e e  to  r e s t .  I t  was a hot August
a ftern oon  and I  f e l t  q u ite  s le e p y .
V o ices  nearby caused me to  wake up. What I  saw was not 
the common s ig h t  o f  my own garden . I  was s i t t in g  behind a bush 
in  a f i e l d .  P eerin g  through the le a f y  branches I  cou ld see  two 
men. On a p e t r o l drum in  f r o n t  o f  them was the remains o f  a m eal. 
One man took a b i t e  out o f  a sandwich and spoke.
T h e r e  i s  no reason to  th ink tha t the th e f t  w i l l  be
d iscovered  f o r  a t  le a s t  a week. S t i l l ,  as soon as Jack
a r r iv e s  w ith  the im portant papers, which by now he should 
have s to le n , we w i l l  g e t  away. We w i l l  tow the plane out o f  
the shed w ith  the t r a c to r , and a f t e r  two hours f l y in g  we w i l l  
be s a fe  in  my h o te l in  a v a l le y  in  F ran ce".
I  d id n 't  w a it to  hear any more. I t  would be c o r re c t  to  
say th a t I  was a fr a id  but I  knew th a t I  must be brave and stop  
the th ie v e s .  As q u ie t  as a mouse I  s lip p ed  away and found the 
shed w ith  the p lane in s id e .  How could I  cause a delay? Then 
I  had an id e a . With my k n ife  I  s lashed  a ty r e  o f  the p lane.
I  was ju s t  wijdLng the d i r t  o f f  my hands w ith  a handkerch ief 
when a v o ic e  s a id ,
"What a re  you d o in g ? ".
I  thought i t  was a t h i e f  but lo o k in g  down a t  me was my fa th e r .  
I  was s t i l l  under the app le t r e e .  I  had been to  s le e p  and i t  had 
a l l  been a dream.
SET 5« STORY
A Day at School
When my daughter came in  she to ld  me what she had been doing 
a t  school during the day*
In  mathematics she had to  guess the w eigh t o f  d i f f e r e n t  p a rce ls *  
She had to  balance a p a rce l in  each hand and dec ide which was the 
h ea v ie s t*
She had seen a f i lm  about a famous b a t t le *  The enemy were 
camped by a d ir t y  track  in  a narrow v a l le y *  P a rt o f  the English  
army were ly in g  in  w a it a t  the western  end o f  the v a l le y ,  about a 
h a l f  a m ile  from the enemy’ s camp* Farther away the main army was 
marching in to  the v a l le y  a t  the eastern  end* The enemy awoke to  the 
sound o f  a trumpet* Tw ice the trumpet sounded* Then w ith  loud c r ie s  
o f  "A t ta c k !"  the E nglish  army advanced from both a id es* H ie b a t t le  
d idn ’ t  l a s t  much lo n g e r  than two hours*
Next th ere  was a nature study lesson * The c la ss  went out to  
study tr e e s  and bushes* They had to  take a t in y  p iec e  o f  bark from 
the trunk o f  each t r e e  and some seeds from each bush* My daughter 
sa id  th a t they were e s p e c ia l ly  c a re fu l to  wash the d i r t  from th e ir  
hands when they returned  to  school so th a t they d idn ’ t  catch a germ* 
She had a lso  c o l le c te d  a la r g e  amount o f  w ild  flow ers  which she had 
brought home to  study*
I  to ld  her th a t we were go in g  to  have s traw b err ies  and cream 
fo r  tea  and she sa id  th a t on the nature walk she had seen a w ild  
straw berry p lan t grow ing in  a f i e ld *  .
